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doubtless agree with me that, though such

we rise up and make a way of our own
‘| in which we expect truth to walk ; and, of
course, sooneror later, wake up to the
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its own
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a maker of light,

the truth will

way, walking

reveal to you

in which

What 1s this that He saith?

many friends of this and other reforms

may be content to be or not to be, to
work or he worked upon, now under-

who are so pre-occupied with some special
work, that they have neither the time nor
the strength to be especially active in this
work. - Towards

of the Lord's work, as well as those
against'it. Every life, every movement,
every organization, is hampered and enslaved by earthly limitations until it
seeks and finds the truth and the truth
shall make it free.

A little while,” and the load
Shall drop at the pilgrim’s feet,
Where the steep and thorny road

Doth merge in the golden street.
¢ A little while,” and the day

WOMAN

Of the servant that luboreth

Shall be done forever and aye.

which the Bible is very generally received as a revelation from God. No professwars,
ed reform can succeed which
through its adherents, upon its teachings.

O the songs that are yet unsuog!

O the sufferings manifold,

oi

In the anti-slavery reform, it was the
Christianity of the mass of its advocates,

SUFFRAGE.

rather than the unbelief and come-outism
of the few, that was the chief source of its
strength. All honor to such denominations
asthe Friends,the Wesleyans and the Free,

In reference to the question of woman
suffrage, 1 take this simple position.
The ballot should be given to woman, for
the same reasons that it is given to man.
If itis given to all men, it should also be
given to all women.
If itis given to
those men only who are capable of using
it intelligently, which it should be, then
it should be given only tosuch women
as can make the same use of it. Suffrage
is not a right but a privilege.

O the truth that is yet untold!
:

And the sorrows that have no tongue!

O the helpless hands held out,
And the wayward feet that stray
In the desolate paths of doubt
And the sinner’s downward way!
For a silence soon will fall
On the lips that burn for speech,

Anil thie needy and poor that call
Will forever be out of reach.

the

form is in any way allied with these
things. This is a Christian nation, in

BY REV. J. M. BREWSTER.

4

becomes

never be allowed to be given that this re-

td
+o

saith?

such, it

friends of this cause to have that charity
which ¢‘thinketh no evil.”
8. There should be an absence of such
tendencies to liberalism and infidelity as
tend to license. The impression should

schemings and plottings, those in behalf

« # Tt is but a little while,”
And trouble and pain and death
Shall vanish before His smile.

There are also

ly coming into the light.

you

the sublime assurance that the truth shall
prevail until to it every knee shall bow,
and every tongue confess. In the light of
this, we easily see the vanity and vexation of spirit which results from all

A LITTLE WHILE.

but it will surely

advance as the result of its own intrinsic
merits. It does not need harsh words to
be spoken in its bebalf. There are many
good and honest people who are gradual-

standing and now trusting,confident with
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ually advances slowly,

then you can rise up into the region of

year; if paid strictly

But what is this that He

2, Again, let there be an absence of the
spirit of denunciation. True reform us-

being a follower and not a leader, a seek-

PROF. J. J. BETLER, D. D

BY: Wo v.

quence, become any less womanly.

You can

not cramp truth into human: highways.
You bring it down to the earth and it
is n't there when you would put your
hand on it. But if you are satisfied with

All communications desighed for publicavion

should be addressed to Editor

in conse-

not,

she need

lotto her sex,

bling along the path we have marked out,

Publisher,

it

isno essential part of it. Though a
woman is an advocate of giving the bal-

Baptists,and such men as Joshua

Leavitt,

her; that she will be broad in her intelligence, including a knowledge of the affairs of the government in which she par-

ticipates as weil as those of the household; that she will exhibit fidelity and
efficiency in whatever trusts are committed to her, and that, like Mary, the model

woman of the ages, who is represented
as standing and witnessing the tragedy of
the crucifiixon, she will possess patience

as among

the chief graces which adorn

her,

"
0-0-0
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EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES,
We can only recover our precious old
New England Sabbath by a great reformation.—Zion’s Herald.

There are other ways of scarring lives,
or of destroying them, than by selling lig-

It is hardly too much to say that intemperance mocks the efforts which are made
to check it.— National Baptist.
Itis a law of the Creator that an unworthy spirit, however hidden, should at

last in some palpable cade reveal itself.—
Watch- Tower.

In the education of the European girl, the
chief emphasis is placed on three things,
absolute innocence, habitual dependence,
and amiability of temper.— Watchman.
To be always talking of
the Irish,”
and ‘“ the

Jews,”

and ‘ the

niggers,”

not to display a delicate sense
ination but to exhibit

tom of vulgar class
Leader.

an

is

of diserim-

infallible

symp-

prejudice— Christian
‘

and the founders of Oberlin College who
stood both for that reform and the church
The skeptics will before long accept
of God.. Now thatis a false interpreta- Romanism or some grosser form of supertion of the Bible which makes it oppose stition, unless God interposes with the inIndeed, fluences of his Spirit, as we hope and exthe true elevation of woman.
she owes to it what her condition in pect he will.— Christian Intelligencer.
-It has often been said, and, we have no
America is superior to what it isin
_doubt with truth, that whenever woman
le
A
India...
really desires the suffrage she will have
" 4, There should be due appreciation

The course of reasoning which has led

)

|

free city like Hamburg.”

To this the jad-

LETTER

ed, harassed President responded in a tone
of mingled mirth and sadness, ‘‘ As to
that, T think it will be sore time before
the front door sets up housekeeping on

On the serene hights of philosophy where Ger-

mun professors spend their days,one would have
supposed that no earthly passions, no low and

its own account.— Christian Secretary.

miserable jealousies such as agitate and disturbs the lives of the rest of mankind could
ever come. The Iflustrious
Faculty” of the
University should be u very Paradise,where all

-O--O
or

MRS. J. L. PHILLIPS AND HER RAGGED SCHOOLS.
BY

MRS,

the virtues, intuitions, exact
and scientific
judgments, moral elevations of mind which
professors so often expound, flourish in millen-

M.M,H, HILLS,

We
trust that our sister
‘workers generally heeded. the
preserve carefully for

use

missionary
request to

in

their

nial glory, and where the mistakes, errors and
moral deficiencies, which they so often deplore,
are utterly unknown. If “culture” is almost ev-

work,

the Morning Star issue of May 14, containing extracts of letters from Mrs. J. L.
Phillips.
We trust, also,
that
they
have not failed to present
these extracts
in their missionary meetings as then requested.
Such will remember Mrs. Phillips’ plea for. the crowds of poor neglected
of the low castes and the outcasts that

throng the streets of Midnapore,

erything,the masters and teachers ofit should’
be the model men of our age, the prophets
of thegworlds’
future, the types of what our
race shall be when philosophers are the kings,

legislators and high priests of the nations. Alas,
for the disillusion the reality gives, if this be
our dream. “Thereis a deal of human nature in most of us,” says a shrewd modern observer of
men. “You may eject Nature
with a pitchfork,” says an ancient satirist,

and that

she represented herself as well and full of
the work to overflowing, but bound hand
ard foot for want of a few paltry dollars
to procure a conveyance for use in gathering and superintending schools. = Such a
conveyance—an indispensable necessity—
could be obtained for $15.
Judging from
its cheapness, I said, in presenting the

fearless inquiry, hard words are used and
strong feelings are excited on questions
of

matter at the Lowell
convention,
that it
was an ‘‘ ox or bullock cart probably,” as

criticism
which it is difficult for common
men even to understand. A candidate for a

“ but she will come

tials, the thoughts of life to the

than

the

the Marys, Elizabeth, Dorcas, Lydia, Pris- | whatever -she undertakes
The
well.
cilla, and others, and we rejoice
that
cause which has undertaken her advancethey did not. The name of the young ment, casting overboard, as I have sug-

accidents

1t is the facts of life, rather

thoughts,

that

reveal to us

and beautiful Perpetua has a conspicuous
place in the history of the martyr age,

our abiding possessions. Faith, hope and
charity are not intellectually discerned.
heart, is all

The man who, out of a full

while Monica,at a later period,

the while doinga kindly deed to this and
that person, may put on his thinking cap

and ransack his soul, and never a trace
of kindness will he find,
Itis only in
the kind act that the kindness of a soul is
visible.

secured

a

marked recognition for her own piety,
and as the mother and spiritual leader of
the great and sainted Augustine.
But in
the dark night through which the church
passed, in what is known

as

the

middle

wish

to get

obtrusive

efforts

ages, woman recedes almost entirely
from prominence or even notice. She receives recognition again only when primitive Christianity is revived as the result

will, in nine cases out of tem, get you
there. Those whom you push and squeeze
aside will undoubtedly think you a disa-

whenever there is ‘an' advance towards
higher spiritual life and greater activity,

greeable and obtrusive person,

woman comes further to the front. It is, I

If youare in a crowdand
to the front, persistent,

and

of the Lutheran

will

not be slow in expressing that opinion in
regard to you , but you have gained your
end, just the

same,

haven't

you?

Yo

have elbowed your way throngh the throng
and have a front place, and can afford to
whistle: when the bystanders call you
names. Thackeray’s brain was not destitute
of precepts of worldly wisdom; and this

reformation.

And

now,

believe, in accordance with the genius
of the same elevating influence that she
do a greater work and assume greater. responsibilities than at present. . It would
give ber the ballot.

The movement, then, which has for its

that it gains what it is after. But like all
worldly wisdom, there is a big out to the
precept somewhere,an out that will make
itself felt in the end. Smart people have a
dull place in their lives which overcomes

object the giving of the ballot to’ woman,
for the same reasons that it is given to
man, must be classed as reformatory. As
such it has a claim upon all. who sympathize with the true elevation of humanity
and are laboring for it. Yet it can not be
denied that there exists, whether justly
or otherwise, a prejudice against this

all

reform.

was one of them, that obtrusion obtrudes,

their

smartness;

schemers

make

a

blunder, sooner or later, that upsets all
their labored plans, and obtrusive people,
also, must, sometime, reap the fruit
their special selfishness,

of

Not my will but thine be done, is the
highest expression of the warfare in which
innumerable individualities are engaged.
The carnal and the spiritual, the seen
and the unseen, satan and

the angel, one

It becomes, then,

its friends

to

adopt such measures in its prosecution as
will tend to remove the prejudice and
promote iis healthy advancement.
In

‘| reference to this subject of ways

and

means, I venture a few: suggestions.
They may not be the less valuable as
coming from one who has not been openly identified with this cause.

1. Let there be among

woman

suffra-

gists an absence of eccentricities in dress
and
manners.
Now,
whether
these

or the other of these 8 gaining mastery
over men’s souls. This same struggle
has a thousand manifestations.
In moments of quiet, we see clearly that the

things exist toa greater extent among
themas a class than among others, I
will not pretend to say; but there are

truth is its own way, and then human-like

those who think that they

do.

All will

gested,

‘all

useless

burdensome

and

freightage, can be borne forward to the
desired haven by giving its sail to the
breezes of fidelity, usefulness and excelLet ¢ excelsilence of accomplishment.
or” be the motto of woman, whether in
the home, in the school-room, as a 'manager of business, in the practice of Jaw or

medicine, or in’ the pulpits.

1 give

spe-

cial emphasis to this point, because, as al-

set.— Christian Union.

.
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FRANOE.
The evidence is ample
that there is
in France among the common people a decided and growing aversion to Romanism.
But it is not quite.
so- clear that there is
now the same

aversion to the supernatural.

As M. Renan himself positively

rejects the

supernatural, may it not be that his feelings towards that which he scorns,

a little his statement

colors

that the

workingmen do not believe in

Freuch

the super-

natural.
M. de Pressense, to whom we
ready hinted, whenever woman takes an referred two weeks ago as authority in readvanced position, in the present state of gard to the present moral and religious
condition
of
France,
Mr. McAll and
pubiic sentiment, she exposes herself to ‘many other Christian ‘workers make a’
more than ordinary scrutiny. Dving as I quite different report. They reporta rehave suggested, she will gain confidence markable and rapidly, growing evangelical

and silence opposition?
6. 'The friends of this cause have undertaken a great work. Let them wait
patiently for the consummation of the dé-’
sired object. Let there be consistency in

action acdompanied with a bold, yet canA worthy
did presentation of truth.
cause must ultimately trinmph. Success,
however, will not be hastened by going to
the polls and demanding the right to vote,
by refusing to pay taxes though repre-

sentation be denied, by pleading or even
apologizing for the crime

against

nature

in Utah, or by arguing in favor of social
Its coming will be secured
anarchy.
rather by showing that the cause is worthy,
and,

through

this

means,

advancing

sentiment in France.
And their report is
confirmed by the large
increase of
Bible
selling, Bible reading, as well as the bet-

ter views that are prevailing in

and polities.— Vermont

legislation

Chronicle.

We

suppose that both

the

professorship has just been

practice of the ministry are that
ister is to be both a preacher and
He is to proclaim the truth,he is
over the flock, to study their
needs.
He can not do this ‘latter
mingling

in one

his people;

he

way

must

or

the mina pastor.
to watch
spiritual
without

another

know

and

them.

' among

But

there is a vast difference between this pastoral work, and the merely
social inter-

course that is so almost universally demanded.
One minister may carry
on
his pastoral work in one way, another in
another. The popular demand is that every minister, no matter what his
natural temperament, his training, his apti-

step by step. Let other States be urged
to imitate the examples of New Hampshire and Massachusetts in giving the tudes, shall be ¢ social.”
This social
ballot to woman in school elections, and quality will hide a multitude of ministerial sins in its fortunate possessor in the
let her, wherever the privilege is grant- eyes of any average parish.—Ill. Chris.
ed, use the ballot intelligently and wisely. Weekly.
|
NAS
4 a gn a
The ultimate achievement will be the
CITY OHUROHES,
grander and the more enduring as the reWhen a favored city church,which draws
sult of persistent toil and patient waiting.
its spiritual strength largely from the
From these suggestions, you may just smaller, rural churches, gets proud and
ely conclude that my ideal woman of the high-minded, and stands aloof from the
future will trust implicitly inher Saviour; helpful offices of Christian fellowship and
that she will be a true wife and mother, co-operative effort, absorbingin itself all
wherever these privileges are granted it can command of culture and talent in

rejected,

and

re-

jected I believe for the third time, because of

remembered
that about $34 were contribut-

certain opinions he holds as to the Second Epis~
tle of Peter and the first chapter of the Epistle
to the Galatians,
He is accomplished, learned, scientific in éxegesis, of unquestioned ahility; bis position in theology is orthodox and

ed for

evangelical
;hé comes of a good

mind,

as appears from the following

which has just come to hand.
this

work at

the

It

letter

will

Lowell

be

conven-

send the

pay,

and

as

bright, little, neglected

I

look

into

ed it, but only the German.”

entirely banished from the transcendental

make

Their knowledge is so profound and exact, the:
range of their studies is so extensive, their attainments are so encylopadic and their wisdom
80 universal that they hardly appear to belong

to the

filth,

a

and naked-

ness, with their hair standing every way.
Last Sabbath we had
'nidety.
Some of
their

wild

performances

are

ludicrous

enough, but could you hear them recite
hymns, and review the stories ‘that we
have vold' them, and above all, sing as
though they meant to raise the roof, and
would

the day schools,

never

practice.

doubt

In

one little girl has

their

one of
learned

so rapidly, that we have engaged her as
assistant in a little school on the veranda,
for one pice or two-thiids of a cent daily.
I'know that you ‘will tell those who are
longing to help, about this, and also that
you will assure the ‘push push” donors,
that their little carriage enfers many a
dark lane and alley, and stops at doors
where no other ever did, and that there is

no danger of its ¢ getting rusty” in this
delightful work.
Pa and Ma Phillips left us day before
yesterday to go to Calcutta, to take steamer, James accompanying them. Poor Ma
fairly tore herself away from her children
here, and from this land of her adoption.
Pa, on the contrary, said his work was
done ‘here, and he longed tv be where
there was, at least, a possibility of

of ordinary

men.

The whole

literature and all art enter into their curricu--

blessing to the world. I wish you could
see them as they come to our Sunday.
‘school in their rags, and

class

course of philosophic and theological thought
lies open to their view; all the sciences and all

these

them

re-

gions into which the German mind can soar.
But why speak of such spots on so fair a. picture, why point out the existence of such defeets? Simply and solely because one feels like
a brother man with these great scholars and
teachers as they show a few human frailties.

faces, something

and

It would seem,

then that narrowness, jealousy, vanity and
some other purely human weaknesses are not

in their glad eyes tells me that there is
money coming from the dear old homeland to save them from lives of cruelty,
‘sin, and wretchedness,

stock and his

name is already known in German literature;
but on certain points of minute eriticism and
exegesis, he is not in harmony with the ¢ Faculty” and so two Universities close their doors .
against him and decline fo accept his services
as a teacher. A professor, too,has the privilege
of appointing a colleague; he takes care to ap- .
point a man with no special aptitude for the
post,and remains in uneclipsed splendor as the
only luminary in his department. A calm,lofty
theological professor speaks,too, in this style of’
Goethe's Faust: ¢ The poem with its greatness overtopping everything is not to be classified. It is wholly unique. As antiquity brought
forth its most peculiar work
in the Illiad,
thé middle ages in the Divina Commedia, so
our new time has produced Faust. It is ours;
the genius of no other nation could have creat-

son.” Sunday came, and the ‘‘ overland”
was handed me.
June 14. .. . Now having received such
good measure for the trifle that we asked
for, can we, dare we, doubt in regard to
Twen-the salary of these same teachers.
ty-five or thirty dollars will pay the price
of a good teacher for a year.
We have
now four schools.
Mrs. Bacheler pays
for ore, one of our Bible students teaches another, one session daily for nothing.
Two
are en trust that somebody will

ability to learn or to

theory

So the hon~

Germany, the land of free and broad thought,
of high and scientific thinking, of bold and

that was the conveyance of the zenana
teachers, but it seems Mrs. Phillips had
even a cheaper carriage than that in her

go up, too, you

re

HE MUST BE ‘ 800IAL"

back again.”

ored members of University Faculties do not
always escape from the fleshly subjectivities
incident to our earthly condition.
Here in

»-

of the soul.

FROM GERMANY,

HALLE, GERMANY, July 28, 1879.

tion, and immediately forwarded to Mrs.
me to this conclusion is simple and ob:
vious. In the creation of woman I dis- and recognition of the fact that between it, and we have no hesitation in saying that Phillips :
Before the coming of death
MIDNAP ORE, June 8, 1879.
There remaineth, O faithful few,
cover nothing in opposition to the posi- the interests of man and woman there is it will be proved that she ought to have
My Dear Mrs. Hills:
But a little while,” He saith.
tion which I take. In the primeval state no essential conflict. The idea of war or it.— Watchman.
— Rev. Washington Gladden in Sunday Aft. ¢ Overland” just in. ‘ Late”
We may yet see it to be our duty to give
she
stood,
though
the
helpmeet
of
man
hostility between tha sexes should be reCrRoon.
may
you
and
all the good people who help
and having in some respects a different pudiated. In the marriage relation, and our views in extenso en sanctitication, but us so cordially,‘ return to heaven.” How I
we
would
much
rather
strive
after
likeness
wish I could thank every one individually,
sphere, his peer.
It has been only iu elsewhere in the broad arena of life, they
It is a suggestive sentence of A. Fuller
to Christ in perfection than dispute about. who sent even a penny for the conveyance
that ** prayer will make us leave off sin- consequence of the prevalence of igno- are mutual helpers and mutually depend- the theory. Let us keep our eyes fixed on I so much needed. The magnitude of the
ning, or sinning will make us leave off rance and darkness resulting from sin ent. At the risk of being considered an- the things that are above, and let us be work and the inadquacy to carry it on,
compelled us to ask for the barest neces-.
that her condition has been degraded. tiquated, I venture the opinion that in the
praying.”
content, if we can, by whatever theory
sities. These poor women and children
She has capabilities of such a character marriage relation, where it exists in dcany may be helped higher up.— Church
must be visited.
which
show
her,
when
called
into
exercordance with the best ideal of it, there is Advocate.
Ever since my return to India, I have
Variety is said to be the spice .of life;
been abundantly
blessed with the preand yet nothing is so wearisome as end- cise, to be entitled to a voice in framing but little mention of ‘‘mine” and ‘‘thine.”
It doesn’t so much matter what.
But,
cious assurance,
that in some way
the
the
Jaws
by
which
she
is
goversed.
If
and
sweet
thesmore
word
the
is
Qurs”
¢
men who are tired, or who see your way
less variety. People who are constantly
Lord would provide all the means I ought
‘the
ballot
is
good
for
man
in
the
protecmore frequently clear to be tired by and by, try this sim- to have, and that all I had to do was to
harmonious and the
changing their opinions get to be bores.
tion of person, property,his development, spoken. That is an unworthy husband ple receipe for rest, and ‘‘ change hauds.’ ask; so I asked. In this confidence, I had
ordered the construction of a ‘‘push push,”
There are many voices in man, but con- and in the promotion of his general wel- who will withhold from the wife whatis Get interested in sométhing so unlike your’ so called, because a man pushes it. Itis a
science within him has only one voice. fare, it is equally so for woman. Indeed, her due, and the same expletive may be ordinary toil that it will rest you almost most simple, inexpensive carriage, costing
justly applied to the wife who will not as much to turn to it and work in it for a $12. It has three wheels, a seat, wide
- The many voices breed confusion, the why is it not equally essential to her?
Moreover, there are certain periods in temper her demands for expenditure in while, as it would to do absolutely noth- enough for two persons, and a kind of
one voice brings peace and rest; the
portable top that can be tuken off and
| accordance with the ability of the hus - ing. This is the secret of some men’s put on at pleasure.
One man takes “me
many voices distract the soul, the one |
prodigious
achievements,
they
play
one
anywhere
about the
city. I guide the
band. Indeed, inall the relations of life
voice reconciles it to itself.
which it has made strides upward.
In the sexes are so related that what serves kind of work over against another.—Con- front wheel with a handle, and he pushes
behind.
Four days ago it came from the
gregationalist.
:
There is subtle truth in this sentence them woman has been pushed further in- for the elevation of one sex tends to the
shop bright and new, and lo! now, here is
Meanwhile
there
is
no
doubt
that
the
The cultured
to the foreground.
In the fatherhood elevation of the other.
from George [Elio‘’s writings:
* Inour
the moneyto pay for it, and enough left
eagerness: to explain impressions, we and motherhood of the Jewish nation, Sa- women of this generation are to be moth- whole Protection agitation has materially to fit up the broken bullock cart, which,
with a nice pair of bullocks,
was kindadvanced
the whole movement for woman's
often lose our hold of the sympathy that rah is brought to notice as well as Abra- ers of men as well as women of the next.
The latter
suffrage in Illinois, in Indiana and in ly given us a few days ago.
comprehends them.” In certain matters ham. Rebecca appears even ag the su- Indeed, it is not possible for the true inwill serve for my cold season work and
Iowa.
The temperance women have ad- for my teachers, if any more money comes
the more we try to understand others, or perior of Isaac. In the birth, childhood terests of the sexes to be in conflict.
vocated woman's suffrage as a means for so’that I can set teachers at work. Only
even ourselves, the more confused we and public ministry of Jesus of Nuzareth,
5. Let woman always and everywhere securing legal restraint of the liquor traf- last week, said to myself, it does look
become.
If we will but wait and live, woman acted a conspicuous part, as, in- show herself worthy of the enlarged privas though I can now spend much more time
fic, and the first orator amongst the temWhy
deed, she did in the origin-and growth of ileges granted her. The traditions are perance women of Michigan has express- outside, but I have not -a cent!
life will explain itself,
some
money
come from somethe Apostolic chureh:: The sacred writ- against her.
If she would gain favor ed the belief that the temperance women doesn’t
where?
As distinctly as ever I heard anyThe facts of life belong to the essen- ers did not fail to’ mention the names of and win lasting’ success, she must do of that State will follow the example thus thing, a voice said, ‘‘Iv will be here in sea“ For the work that ye must do

34

Secthe pulpit, and of money and efficiency in heathen nation ? Will our District
and the officers of auxiliaries
the pews, and caring little or nothing for retaries
now put forth new efforts to collect and
the general thrift of the sisterhood of forward funds, so that when we come tochurches to which it nominally belongs ;we gether at our anniversary in October, the
be able to make the
are reminded of the quaint, laconic,but ex- Woman’s Board may
appropriations for Mrs. Phillips’
ceedingly apt, reply which President Lin- ‘needed
work, and also the equally pressing work
coln made to one who said to him in of our other women
missionaries?
The
only possible way to ‘‘ reap bountifully,”
those dark days of disloyalty at the North,
‘* New York is about to proclaim itself a I8 to ‘“ sow" bountifully.”

uor over a bar.—8. 8. Times.
A Christian character of real power can
never exist apart from careful meditation
on God's Word.—Baptist Weekly.

NO.

his be-

ing able to do the enemy some harm. At
the last both were very cool and quiet.
What we shall do without them here I can
not tell. God knows.
We will trust him.
MARY R. PHILLIPS.
Do not all who contributed for Mrs.
Phillips’ work count it a precious privilege? And now, who will remember the
salaries of her native Christian teachers—
$26 a year—and
thereby enrich their
own souls, while they furnish the leaves of
the tree
of life for the healing of a

Inm; with the infinitely big and the infinitely
little they are alike familiar; upon the use of.
the dative case and the Greek particles as well as.
upon conscience, the knowledge of the absolute and the great principles involved in the
unfolding of the cosmos and universal history
they can discourse with equal eloquence from
semester to semester.” Surely we have here
creatures of another race; or of finer clay than
ourselves.
Itisnot so. They are men after
all. They are one with us in our tendeneies

and our humanity.

They are men of like pas-

sions with ourselves; and in the region of high
thinking where they live are constantly show-

ing their affinity with sons of mortal mold.
It is said of persons who have no children that

they lavish

paternal

and maternal

affections:

upon birds, upon flowers or even upon imanimate objects of taste.
So German scholars,
withdrawn from politics, from commeree,

from social life expend human passion andemotion upen that which meets them in their calling. They are angry with false exegesis. A
mistake in grammar, a blunder in history is a
moral offense they vehemently resent.
Opinions that differ from theirs, though on questions
so delicate and critical as the construction of a
sentence, or the turn of thought a phrase gives
to it, or the use of an enclitic particle are to be
tolerated, it is true, but yet condemned to exclusion from their well-guarded
University-

Faculties.

THOMAS

GOADBY..

+

Three functions of fiction I conceive to ex=
ist:—Instruction, rendered more
palatable
than it might otherwise be by a coating of

ure and

strophe;

the

conveyance

fig-

of moral

teaching, by menns of the oldest known form
of illustration, the fable, by which the mind is:
attracted to the entertainment, or at least consideration
of truths arranged in pleasant garb,
from the presentation of which it would turn
away insndifference or disgust; and amusement,
pure and simple. Let it be here remarked that people are too apt to esteem this
last the only or at least the most important
function of fiction.
These are no arbitrary distinctions; the
first two are founded on Biblical precedent and’

autbority, for bur blessed Lord made use of
fiction in the ¢onveyancé both of instruction
and moral teaching. Witness the parables of
the talents, the virgins, the fig-tree, the sower,.
Peter’s vision of the sheet,the drag-net and the

grain of mustard seed.

The

third

function,

while I would not esteem it the greaiest, neitober do I lessen its importance as compured
with the others. The mind of man can no

more keep up a strain of labor without

cessa~

tion, than his feet and bands can be bound
Sisyphus-like, to nnremittent tasks. So instruction must interchange with amusement,
and to leads healthy moral and intellectual
life our reading should be chequered after this

manner
Rev. B.
Afternoon,
E)

E.

Warner

in Sunday

.
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8. Bepartment,

(2) that all service to Christ:should
heartily rendered ;. (3) that daily

Sabbath-School Lesson.~Aug: 3 1.
QUESTIONS

AND

(For

NOTESBY

Questions

see

PRACTICAL
DAILY
M.

Lesson

Serving

the Lord.

Practical religion.

2 Thess. 3:1—18.

GoLDEN

TEXT:

12:1-21,

3:16—25.

* And whatsoever ye do, do

it heartily, as to
men.”

Col.

the Lord,

and not unto

Col. 3:28.

Notes and Hints,
Colosse was situated in the south-western part of Asia Minor in Phrygia, on the
river Lyecus, near to Laodicea. Epaphras
may have been the founder of the church
there. He belonged to it,and Paul refers
to him as concerned for its welfare while
away from it. Col. 4:12, 13.
« Let the word of Christ.”
The teachings of Christ, perhaps not yet known to
them by any published volume, but known
by the preaching of disciples, and. by tradition. ¢* Dwell in you.”
Among youn
as a Christian people.
It can only dwell

in the church as individuals receive and
_ cherish it.

‘¢ Richly in all wisdom.” Itis better to
divide this sentence thus: ‘dwell in you
richly ; in all wisdom teaching and admonishing.” ¢ Psalms hymns and spirit

The

How frequently should a minister visI asked a suit the Sunday-school?”
perintendent the other day. *‘Every Sunday,” was the prompt and decisive reply,
thongh afterwards my friend qualified his
answer by explaining that ministers who
preached three times on the Sunday could
scarcely be expected to visit the school
with unvarying regularity. But this is
teach-

‘the

not the unanimous opinion of

ers.

the

in

Sunday-school

There is a

the

resents even

north of England which

Col. 3:16~25,

ual songs.”

appearance of the minister within its
boundaries. At a recent meeting of the
teachers it. was duly moved and seconded
that the minister be not permitted to enter the school, except with the consent of
This is,
two-thirds of the teachers.
doubtless, a very exceptional case. Still,
neither ministers nor teachers are agreed

minister

as to the precise position of the

in the school, and it may be of some service to discuss, with equul frankness and
a minis-

fairness, the place and duties of

ter in the Sunday-school.
Tt may be assumed as incontrovertible,
or at least as sufficiently proved by argument and experience,

minister

the

that

ought not to act the part of an autocrat, or
to assert the authority of a master in the
Some clergymen and
Sunday-school.
pastors are accustomed to speak of the
school connected with their place of wor-

ship as * my Sunday-school.”

There are

¢ psalms” of the Old

instances, I allow, in which the phrase is

Testament are meant.
Spiritual songs
are those indited by the Holy Spirit, or
those restricted to spiritual themes.
Singing with grace.”
Singing was
one element of Christian worship in the
early church. Paul contrasts the songs

used in a sense entirely unobjectionable,
and these ministers would be the first to
admit that superintendent, or teacher, or
scholar had the same right as they to renevertheless,

to

of Christians at their social meetings with

innocent the

meaning

the bacchanalian and licentious songsof
. heathen feasts.” Eph.5:19,
¢¢ Do all in the name of the Lord Jesus.”
That

is, with respect to

his will and

BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S SUPPER.
|
i

THE MINISTER IN THE SUNDAYSOHOOL.

Papers.)

W. Hearing and doing. Ja.1:17-27.
T. Children of the light. Eph. 5:1-18,
¥. Rich in good works. 1 Tim. 6:6—19,
8' God well pleased. Heb. 13:1—18.
S.

in life

KT GR Shak

READINGS.
Rom.

relation

J. A. HOWE.

RELIGION.

Well-doing enjoined.

T.

PROF.

work

may be done unto Christ, and so become

hallowed ; (4) that each
brings its own duties.

acho 198 rp
Communiciions, 0 Irho
the night. They Were

be

as

believers in him.
¢‘ Giving thanks to
God, and the Father by him.”
This explains cue way in which we are to do all
* things in the name of Christ; viz., by
giving tharks in all to God throngh
Christ. * Submit yourselves.” ‘Be loyal to the headship of the husband.” ¢ 4s
itis fit in the Lord.” Becoming in those
who are disciples of the Lord.

fer to “my

Sunday-school.”

I venture,
however

that,

remark

the

to

attached

because

phrase, it ought to be discarded,

it may, and occasionally does, signify far
more than any minister has a right to
claim. There have been ministers of rethem

ligion—let us hope that the last of

world

has found his way into the

where

the righteous can do no wrong—Avho have
spoken of “ my Sunday-school ” as. the
spinner speaks of ¢* my mill,” or the mer-

chant of * my office,” and who within the
Sunday-school have swayed the scepter,
sometimes of a mild and beneficent despotism,

at other times

of

a

despotism

FX

4.3.
~r

D.D,

In the Siar drily 23d, Hers were animadversions upon a paragraph of editorial on the above subject to which we wish
to call attention. Though the editorial note
in the same paper wasto the point,and the
editor requires none of our

help,

never-

theless, we ask the privilege of animadverting those animadversions in the interest of the cause of truth. We believe the

position of the editorial to be correct, as
we understand it, and indeed the only one
that we as F. Baptists can consistently take
and vindicate our course in respect to free

communion. It was evidently designed
tobe a comprehensive statement made
simply as a ground for denominational
independence,’ and not the elaborate,
complete and carefully worded expression of a doctrine.
The position of the paragraph is, that
the Bible does not settle the question of
the antecedence of baptism to the Lord's
Suppera# an injunction, as it does the
antecedence of circamcision to the passover, or in any such sense as to make the
latter depend on the former, or the former a prerequisite of the latter. = This
could have been authoritatively established only by an express command.as in
the case of all obligatory rites. Though
this may seem to be ‘the natural order
established by custom, or as inferred by
the fact that baptism is so often mentioned in connection with faith, yet both are
independent rites enjoined on all believers; and the neglect of the one: does not
excuse from the other, and

the

misinter-

pretation and
misapplication . of the
first, as in sprinkling, does not disqualify for the second.
The brother ostensibly takes exceptions to this position, and yet he does not

bring a particle of Scriptural proof touching the question.
He quotes passages
showing that faith is a prerequisite of baptism, which we believe, but none showing baptism to be a necessary antecedeot
to the Eucharist,

pected.

as was

He argues it from

to be

the

dence of circumcision to the
though he says, ‘* No specific

ex-

antece-

passover,
law! sdid

it should be first.”
Bat the law will
speak for itself, Ex. 12:43: * When a
stranger shall sojourn with thee, and will
keep

his passover

to the

Lord,

let

all

his males be circumcised and then. let
him come and keep it—for no uncircumcised person shall eat thereof.”
The
cases are not parallel. Where is it said
that no unbaptized person shall eat of

neither beneficent nor mild. All this is
talshave not that reasonable, just and contrary to the genius of the Christian
Scriptural view of the rights of the wife, ministry.
the Lord’s Supper?
Such a command
or the value of woman that we ‘have. A
The minister, ifhe be the president of would have settled the question irrevocatyrannical and unkind husband can em- the Sunday-school, should be the trusted bly. When he draws the conclusion,
bitter the life of the wife.
Paul teaches counselor of its officers. A superintend- *‘The antecedence of baptism is clear. So
them to dwell together in love.
ent of a Sunday-school occupies an honor- all Christians have held,” it is altogether
‘ Obey your parents.”
Not one, but able, but exceedingly responsible post. too sweeping. The fact is questioned.
both.
*¢ Well pleasing unto the Lord.” He has charge of a work which we should
It is not elear—it lacks proof. All Chris- Because such obedience is reasonable, is not rank as inferior to the work of the
tians have not ‘so held. Among
them
necessary to the order of the household,
A president, worth the name
preacher.
are all genuine, Free-communion Baptists.
and the welfare of the child.
By the and worthy of the position,should sympa- Our brother says, ¢* The Scriptures cer! obedience to parents the child Jearns to thize with the superintendent in his cares tainly indicate that baptism does prerespect rightful authority everywhere. and toils. He can not, without exposing cede church membership, the Supper,
¢ Provoke mot.”
By unreasonable and himself to misunderstanding, and should &c.,” yet he does not tell us where.
whimsical commands, by a want of con- not, for volunteered advice is never high- There is no account of a formal church
sideration
of the immaturity of children,
ly valued, thrust his counsel on Sunday- organization given in the Bible that we
or by constant censure without praise. school officials. But he ought to be easi- have found,
¢« Lest they be discouraged.”
In their ef- ly accessible. Superintendent or secreWe read, ¢ All that believed were toforts to do well.
tary should never have reason to fear or gether, praising God and having favor
¢ Servants.”
These
servants were doubt whether he will gladly welcome with all the people. And the Lord added
slaves. The right or wrong of slavery'is him, and patiently and lovingly talk over
to the church daily such as should be savnot here discussed.
If a man is inthe any matters concerning’ school
work. ed.” It appears that: wherever there
condition of a slave, he has duties to his Friendly and confidential, unreserved,and
was a company of believers meeting for
master, and those should be done from
earnest intercourse between president and worship, and acting together, it was callthe principles here taught. ‘ Obey in all superintendent on all questions affecting ed a church or an assembly. This is all
things.” In all right things.
¢¢ Masters the efficiency of school-work,should be as
the word means in the original; the anaccording to the flesh.” Earthly masters common as mutual consultation between tecedent qualification is faith, is Chrisin contrast with the heavenly Master.
pastor and deacons on church matters. tian character, both for church member« Eye-service as men-pleasers.”
Ap- For want of this, many superintendents
ship and the Lord's Supper. The 'forpearing to be docile and obedient, but .in mourn the indifference of ministers; and
mal organization of churches was left to
reality not being so. ¢¢ In singleness of become alienated from those who should
the common sense and exigencies of the
heart.” Having ne duplicity, but having find in them the most trusted of fellowfutare..
one single purpose to do what is right. laborers ; and, through the absence of this,
The above article says that *¢ Baptism
‘« Fearing God.”
Since God requires many ministers feel as though they had
takes its place at the beginning of a Chris~
honesty, beware of putting on false ap- neither part nor lot in direction of Suntian life.” Is that 80? Is baptismal repearances, and so offending him.
day-schoel work, and consequently do lit- generation true?
We thought that re‘« Heartily as to the Lord.” Drudgery, tle for the school.
A cordial co-epera- ‘pentance and faith in Christ were the be¢¢ Be not bitter against

them.”

Orier-

pleas-

tion beween the pastor of the church and

ant, if done ¢¢ unto the Lord.”
All work
can be done unto the Lord, by doing it
simply because he wishesto have us do it.
This glorifies experiences otherwise unendurable.
‘“ Of the Lord.” This is the singular
form of the word translated Masters in
verse 22. Not, then, of your masters,
but of the Master ye shall receive the re-

the superintendent is essential to the
peace and success of both school and

servitude, unrequited toil

ward.
‘ Of the inheritance.”

become

That is,

the re-

ward of heaven. Slaves were not heirs
of anything in their earthly relations. But
even slaves, believing, inherit

the

king-

dom of Christ.
¢ Ye serve the Lord Christ.”
This is
better
translated,
¢‘ Serve
the Lord
Christ.”

Instead of Lord,

too,

we

may

read ¢¢ Master;” for the Greek word is so
rendered above.
Verse 22.
Pau] then
says to the believing slaves at Colosse,
¢ Christis your Master.”
Serve him, by

fidelity inservice to your earthly enasters.

fidtest 4

church.—The Church.
rrr

Some of you appear to doubt if you can
decide for yourselves what
in life is. Do not hurry.
that lies nearest thee; the
low.” Learn to do well
commonest things; these
the future.

your vocation
** Do the duty
rest will folthe simplest,
all fit you for

And do not, above all, fall in-

to . that silly,

childish cant of

It is the fatal. weakness of these days
that love is exalted not merely above
but in place of all other virtues; that
self-denial, self-control, courage,
endurance,are all set aside for the sake of love,

which is perverted to mean indolence and
This is not the love

of which spring evils innumerable,

{in the very hosom of our

We

doubt

not, from whatthe brother said
quently, that this is his opinion.
ST

subse-

A

ROUND THE WORLD.
BYE, Ww.
W.

NOTES BY THE WAY.—NO. 4.
From Omaha west for 500 miles we
see no, timber:
Beautiful
prairie or
river bottoms of great fertility instead.
Three miles west of Fremont, the’ place
of the date of my last letter, we reach
the Platte river, one of the finest streams
of water as it now appears, west of the
Missouri, and up the course of which we
‘follow for a long distance. On the banks

homes

even.

and

to this, anid the path of life will Ane

city is unique, and the traveler is liable
to pass it without seeing it at all, unless

to gather the statistics accurately.

These

sagacious little animals have pre-empted
this locality, and are likely to hold possession for some time to come.
Their
dwellings consist of a little mound with
a hole in the top from a foot to a foot and
vated from the burrows.
On the approach of a train these animals cun he
seen ecampering for their houses. Reaching them, they squat on their hams, or
stand on their ad feet, barking at the

before you and the voice of the Lord say
to your souls: “ This is the way; walk
God makes no difference among men: ye in it.”—Rose Terry y Cooke, in Sunday
The slave as well as the master, and the Afternqon.
Lp
ili
master as well asthe slave, ‘must do ex-

glimpses only of what their slower

as the resting place of one
fatigue or sickness, who

overcome by
gave up the

Whether pérfect happiness would be
actly right. The God of the poor is the
fainting spirit to Him who gave
God of the rich; both alike must hearken procuredby perfect goodness this world .all the fond anticipations that
will never afford an opportunity of decidto his voice.
the journey;
ing. But this, at least, may be main- him to undertake
- The lesson teaches W that song and tained, that we do not always find visible chance, he fell while defending
viriue.

and children

from

mode

fully to enjoy.
is connected with
grave is occasionrude head-board,

the

savage

it,

with

impelled
or, per-

his

wife

Indians

i
go
Ww,

If hope is a complex mental state, as
we are told it is, and desire and expecta-

tion

compose

Should any one venture too near them,
over they go into their holes, and the city
is silent as the city of the dead. They
are not easily eunght, for some one is al-

In their nests,living with the dog, may be
found
the owl
and
the rattlesnake,

though whether they are welcome visitors
is quite uncertain.
It is said by some that the opening in
the top leads to a subterranean chamber,
connecting with the next building and so
on; but this is disputed by others, as it is
found that a few buckets of water will
drown one out, They live on grass and
roots, and are quite inoffensive.
Potter, Neb.

it, then

the future

spirit

life that many hope for must be anything
but one of purity and holy companionships!
Faith bas regard to the past, and also
to the future; while hope can have respect to that only which is to come.
‘“ Blessed are the peace-makers.”
Peace in families, peace in neighborhoods, peace in churches, peace between
states and nations, is of great value;

the peace that comes

from

‘of the moral

of conscience,

reason,

the Spirit of God,

but

the approval

is above

all

and

price.

Happy indeed are all they who are agents
in bringing to men such peace as this!

train as it pa

road suspended the. ‘* prairie schooner,”a given anid - away all scamper to their
few of’ which, however, are ‘still seen on holes. ‘They are of a sandy brown color
theif toilsomé, Way, as we whirl past and about the size of a large gray squirrel.

‘of travel permits them
Many a sad history
the past here. ' A lone
ally seen marked by a
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in busiotgs

4 oles, but pervades every

farm
apd
#ily— threatening the most
men, Cool and wary as the savage,
serious consequences, in the way of repatient under adversity, fertile in res “e=Though active opposition to our educa- bellion and revolution.
Sources, he was an invaluable aid atall tional movements has ceased, the wants
The greatest care, prudence and statest
times, = tue friend ay biter , gnomy. JfJ ofour schools {ep partially realized. manship will be essential
ntu
These stalwart men ‘gave w society in these Why: 80 many ‘professors and tutors in a least, to save the MRT
sell
Western States, the type of energetic fife college, or so many teachers in our sem- it from overwhelming bankruptcy. With
which has been the marvel of the past inaries, or such expensive buildings, are these enormous burdens to carry, essenI am not tial to financial soundness in secular matquarter of a century, making the ‘desert questions frequently asked?
to blossom, the prairie to wave with
aware that’ we have any extravagant ters, churches, schools and collages.
’ in
golden harvests, and creating cities as by buildings, but economy certainly: should many instances, to say the least,
have beBut to return to the river. be practiced 'in the structure and cost of come fivolved fn debts, far beyond,
‘magic.
abiljThe ty to pay; if called upon fo make payThe main stream looks like a mighty riv- buildings for ' literary purposes.
er,broad and majestic, but it is as deceiv- character and taste exhibited in and ment to-day, couldnt pay ten cents
on at
ing as the make-up of a fashionable wom- around buildings in the city or country, dollar, For this very unwise and unhap-,
an. It looks broad and deep; try it and are an index to the intelligence, taste and py state of things, blame rests somewher
e,
you will find that your feet touch the culture
to the inhabitants. We associate and somebody 1s fearfully responsible.
treacherous sand ere your instepis under want of culture and refinement, and even Building houses of worship, beyond the
water. Another pluce the water ‘appears immoral habits, with slovenly and slip- evident ability of the society, is not only
to be rippling aloag over a smooth bot- shod appearances around the premises. uncalled for, but criminal, exposing such
tom close to the surface; try that, and in If church buildings are in a dilapidated buildings to subsequent mortgages, foreyou go over your head in water thick condition, and uncared for, it indicates a closures, and forced sale; placing memwith yellowish sand.
low state of religion and morals. Ifanindi- bers of the society in the most embarriss:
The channel
is continually ' shifting. ‘vidual, even, appears in public gather- ing and perplexing condition, repelling
The average width of the river is three- ings, with unwashed hands, uncombed from the meeting and society those whe
fourths of a mile, the average depth six hair or slovenly dressed, we instinctively would greatly benefit the cause by their
inches. It has not done much for naviga- feel that he is wanting in purity of heart connection therewith, now barred by relaand life.
So, in relationto our public. tions and burdens unwilling to assume.
tion, nor will it; yet it drains the waters
Hence, the necessity, if we
of a vast scope of country, thereby ren- schools.
Instead of having time and means to
would prosper, of having institutions of devote elsewhere, or opportunity for didering the immense valley ‘sertile, many
learning pleasantly located, with grounds rect labor in the interests of saving sinthousands of acres of which are success:
for recreation, tastefully arranged.
ners, and building up the church in honor
fully cultivated.
But why so many instructors? Simply and purity of character, every awhilable
We follow the Platte valleys for 247
miles west, most of which we pass in because there are so many branches of | L-means and resource of soul and body
literature, language and science to be must he wholly enlisted in paying debts,
the night, to North Platte city, where the
or only preserving alive for a year or two
north and south fork of the Platte unite, taught.
No teacher, however thorough a schol- the feeblest existences.
and then we follow the south fork for 133
Suspicions, frequent complaints, bitter
miles to Julesburg. This valley is the fin- ar he may be, is‘competent to teach the
est we have seen, level bottoni land ‘from different branches taught in colleges and hardnesses and divisions, with loss of
three to twenty miles wide,rich and fertile, seminaries, and do justice to them all, confidence, and greatly impaired spirituused principally for grazing. Vast herds the same day, neither would he have time al life, the church in many instances must
of cattle are seen on either side of the todoit if he could. Ihave heard it said ‘eke out a life of almost untold agony over
railroad,
as many
as 10,000 to 25,000 of one of our most efficient and experi- its probable doom.
What is ‘true of
in a single herd ; and one man, Mr. Ileff, enced professors, that he never allows churches is equally true of colleges and
late ** Cattle King,” it is said, did have himself to meet a class for recitation till se
ies.
48,000 head.
We are told that a drove
he has prepared himself by examining
Our denomination is not an exception
of 30,000 cattle are now on the way from the lesson. This I suppose is, or ought in this regard to other denominations
Texas here to fatten for eastern markets. to be, the practice of all efficient teachers. but this does not help us as a people, in
Only two men on horseback with shep- A teacher who divides his energies upon the least, but renders matters all the
herd dogs are seen with each herd, to several departments of education, can not mare burdenseme and hopeless, on the
keep them from straying too far away, be as profeund in either as if he made ground of encouragement. Common and
Hence, popular indebtedness gives hope
and enclosures, by fences called ** Car- one department hig special care.
of but
ells,” are provided for keeping them at to secure a course of thorough instruction little aid from abroad.
‘night. The whole vast plain is without and training in each branch, we must
Can, er ought, the injunction of the
a tree or fence save the ** Carells.” At have a sufficient numberof teachers, Apostle, **Owe no man anything,” be
and give no one more work than he can adopted by those intending
North Platte City are a number of farms
to build or
do
thoroughly.
It often is found that purchase meeting-h
that have from 10,000 to 15,000 head of
ouses, or establish
cattle in the valley.
In this country a the ablest scholar in one department. is schools of learning, or by those already
man that only owns 500 head is consider- weak in another. Bat why pay such sala- under the weight, in some cases mountries ? The salaries of college protessors ainous, of debts long
ed a “ poor shoat,” oue to be pitied.
We
and patiently endurare on a constant up grade since leaving and other teachers are much less than ed? Ifthe Christian church is under any
Omaha, having come 291 miles, and have many of less ability get in less impor- obligation to heed apostolic counsel in
reached an elevation of nearly 2000 feet tant positions in political, professional, or any direction, why not in this?
“It is
above that city.
We pass O Fallam's financial life. The ablest teachers bring necessary to go in debt sometimes,” some
to their work a combination of natural and have said. We sincerely
Bluffs, a series of sand hills with high
ask when and.
bluffs coming to the river, and which acquired ability, that will insure success where was any church or school permaturned the emigrant away from the river anywhere, and to secure that talent a nently benefited by debts, - any more
to suffer at times, severe attacks from liberal compensation must be paid, for than any person is benefited by sin?
the Indians.
Here we first enter the the same reason that skilled and faithful
‘“ Shall we sin that grace may abound ?
¢¢ Alkali Belt” which extends from this work always receives the higher pay. God forbid"—so may God forbid, and
he
But our professors work on small salaries does forbid, church
point to Julesburg, about 70 miles. Here
indebtedness.
The
buffaloes used to roam in large numbers, compared with those in other institutions blame rests largely on ministers,
by unof the same grade. They are among our warranted induceme
but very few are now seen.
nts held out,—amFour miles from
Julesburg in the most self-sacrificing men, and are doing bition, and love of display,—rather
than
corner of Colorado territory, in full view for us; and the world, a noble work. the love of Christ, and souls of
men.
for Some instances where
of the cars, is Fort Sedgwick.
In the May theybe long spared to. work
churches have
the Master.
winter of 18656—66, most of the wood
been clear of debt, ministers have allowore SL
Btn
used at Julesburg and Fort Sedgwick
od their creation, and mortgaged the
ODDS AND ENDS.
wus hauled on wagons from Denvar, at
house of worship, to pay large salaries!
an expense of $60 to $75 per cord for
BY
REV. A. H.MORRELL.,
Such ministers evidently think more of
transportation alone, and was sold to the
the ¢ fleece than the flock.” No man
Government by contract at $105 per cord.
Before we become angry at the criti who esteems the cause of Christ above
Hard wood at double the price, $210 per cisms of our enemies, let us consider, his pocket, will allow any church or ecolcord.
At Sydney station, we stop for candidly, whether they may not be. just lege to run behind in its expenves on his
breakfast,on the morning of the 29th inst., and needful to us. Our enemies may tell account.
The true clergyman will say,
and the tedium of travel is relieved us some of our faults, which over-affec- in the event of accumulating debts, on
by a greeting from the citizens. The fa- tionate friends may not discover, or, current outlays,‘‘ reduce
my salary,”
mous Hutchinson Family of singers are knowing,may not have the courage to ut- ‘¢ retrench expenses,” ** let us economize
here, and favor us with some of their ter ; hence, whoever reads us a lesson of together, "until we bring our
expenses
inimitable songs.
our defects let us endeavor to profit there- within our income.” Then all are made
Close to the south of this. is ¢ Ileff by.
:
happier and better for the self-denisl.
Raneh,” 150 miles in length and an averJosh Billings says, the difference
be- How
a minister of Jesus, the meek and
age width of 25 miles on which his 48,- tween a horse and a hobby is, the horse lowly Christ, can possibly
suffer increas000 head of cattle were woptto roam, A yon can stop, a hobby you ean’ stop; ing pecuniary liabilities, is
‘more than I
few miles further on, Potter station, al- but it seemsto me, that there are more
know. “And then perhaps, withdraw from
though not a large town, is situated near
hobbies that won't go at all, than any oth- the church for some more popular or lu:
the most densely populated city on our
er—do-nothings.
crative society, for some other brother to
whole route, Prairie Dog City.
This

a half in hight, raised by the dirt exca-

Piox,

; wg

"
brave and noble.is

of

breath ‘of
God andthe Siiviome of Jove
rv! as
surely as warmth is bora of fire.
iid

. obedience to the moral law in all points,

praise are acceptable modes of worship;

Xi ess

of ‘this river, multitudes of emigrants} ways. looking out for danger, and ou the
the Bible, but a counterfeit weakness out toiled {rom 1850, fo the time when the rail- “first indication of danger the alarm is

self-indulgence.

“Shall receive Sor the wrong, » Whether charchies. Daty'is the ver

master or slave, no owe can: do wrong,
without giving an accoutit to God.
A
« No respect of persons.” In requiring

hating

¢‘daty,” and doing things only for “love.”

d

his attention is called to it. It occupies
ginning of a Christian life, and that bap- several hundred acres on each side of the
tism was an after consideration, an abso- railroad, and it is said to have millions
late rite based on gn absolute command|, of inhabitants, although the U. S. census
and made binding on those only who had ‘commissioner has never as yet been able

commenced a Christian life.

DUTY.

no

|
BY,

DEBTS.
RV.

J, 8, BURGESS.

“Owe no man anything.” Church
debts, college and seminary debts, are

aid, by the

hardest toil, the church out of

its burdens. Is notthe old honest practice of *“ Pay as you go” the best after
all?
dtd
**ro-r>

TESTIFYING FOR OHRIST.

Just now ten thousand Christians who
have weekly or monthly testified for Christ

in the

home

prayer-meetings,

have

an

opportunity, as perhaps they never had
before, to

offer

their

testimony.

They

are on the steam-boat, at the hotel, in a
foreign land, by the sea-shore, on the
mountain. « They are surrounded by those

who rarely hear the preacher, who know

little or nothing of religion. ' It is a chance
for the disciple to testify by his observance
of the Sabbath, by his steadfastness in
seeking out and visiting’ the ‘placo: of social prayer, no matter how humble it may”
be, by his abstinance ‘ from. all that can
encourage intemperance, by his faithfulness in Speaking the word/in season and
out of season. ' Do you say
Oh, all this

will do no good.”

Perhaps;

then again,

perhaps not. But certainly the neglect
the spirit’ of Christinnity. The present! (will do harm." It may do no great good
for you on'Sunday, to look up the strug:
burden of’ national, State, ‘county, town,
and eity indebtedness, is perfectly awful. gling Christians who are trying to keep
Heavy taxation, with: its crushing ‘weight, up the worship of God in a little school
must be borne for many years to come, house ; ‘but it is pretty certain that it will
and probably always, in consequence of do harm if you sit all the Sunday on the
both necessary and unnecessary indebted- portico with your cigar, We are always
edness.
testifying one way or the other.—NationFor the last fifteen or more years, bor- al Baplist.
PP
aN
rowing has been the policy of nearly all
classes of persons, and the order of the
If, amidst all your studies, you do not
day, "without. much care, or evident learn to converse or commune with your
thought of payment. Into both small own selyes, whatever you know, or rather
-and gigantic debts; the people, nearly the whatever you imagine
you know, I would
whole people, have madly rushed, until uot purchase it at the expense of a straw
the greatest uneasiness not only prevails — Archbishop Leighton.

against the plain meaning’of Paul, “and

k

cerns only safety and joy. We * fret because of him who prospereth in the way"
from which 'we are compelled to turn
aside.
We act like spoiled children

A PLACE WITH HIM.
0 tired worker, faltering on life’s rugged way,
With

faithful

hands

so

rest;

Forget not that the weak
sure ry A

40d_liumb lest
t

full they

may not

of earth

ones

by

God

have

one

himself are

’ Who work for him!

Then sdutafe take, faint heart, and though the
dot
[]

long,

simple. rule

thy

steps

will safely

guide,—

Love him, thy neighbor,as thyself, and do no
wrong”

— Advance.

bb
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THE PULPIT.
indeed,

ago—and,

thirty years

the cry is not yet extinct—there was a
call for * Great Preachers.” Powerful

intellect, profound thought, high culture,

and corresponding

brilliant imagination

But

often,

in the
can see

and it was counted unto

him

for

and

the

horrors

of a

most

The

demand,

however,

the

supply. Original thinkers appeared at
the bidding of their devotees; and transspeculations

cendental

tickled

the

ear,

elaborately iced and profusely spiced
cake was offered to the soul as the bread
of life. Sentimental novelties about the
“objective” and ‘* subjective” were submitted, proving conclusively that Paul
was far behind the age when he wrote
the "natural man receiveth mot the
things of the Spiritof God; for they are
foolishness

unto

him;

neither

can

he

know them, becau
theyse
are spiritually
“discerned.” These ‘¢ great ' preachers”

- dissipated

that

delusion,

by

declaring

sand questions which earth may ask,
which Heaven alone can answer.
But God, in his

wonderful

but

providence,

allowed them their day, and then owned
specially the men who simply preached
Christ and him crucified ; men ** called of
God, as was Aaron.” There followed a
rich harvest of souls—as in the labors of
Moody,

Sankey,

and

a

host

of others;

this was an unanswerable testimony to
the undiminished power of the Gospel—
when presented in its simplicity—to
overturn the speculations of men whose
wisdom was of this world only. The
power of the pulpit, now as ever, is the
. preaching of a personal Christ for men,
a personal Christ with men, and a personal ,Christ in men, Such preaching
will never teach, for doctrines, the

com-

mandments of men with the Pharisees,
nor glorify reason at the cost of revelation, with

the

Sadducees

of

the

None

because

God

of us are called

crucial tests,

has

com-

to endure

blind

great, the

of the

weak

of: the

All-seeing.

God, glad submission of our will

are

difficult

lessons.

But

Christian

the

they

for

his dear children. Fidelity
to this promise often compels our heavenly Father to
thwart our

ill-advised

plans,

to

break

_our idols, and to stop us in the dangerous
roads we are persistently traveling.

He sees perils where our dim vision dis-

nary, at the close of the recent

Diphtheria

those

who

cherish them. This principle stands entirely by itself. It has nothing to do with
financial matters. It must stand, whether other things fail or not. If the renting
of pews has imbued men with the idea
that in religious matters they must receive
something for what they give, then earvest Christian men, who are convinced
that Christ's religion is like His

life,

all

unselfishness, must undertake to spread
His gospel without money and without
price. They must do this, whether they be
they

be

laymen,

Tne gospel must be preached ; the -sacraments must be administered; all the
blessed workings of Christian love must
be extended to all, whether those who
receive them pay for them: or not.”

SOMETHING

term,

total

number

of

he

MORE.

What is there in every human life that
does not need something more? What
thought is there that does not need completeness? What affection is there that,
does not need purification? What

concep-

tified reason itself, I declare that there

is

a life hereafter. 1 shall notdie. Death
shall not have dominion over me. And
why should a man want to believe anything else? What but beneficence is the
result of it to those who are careworn and

burdened? What but comfort is there

in the head, &c.

ane dmost

in

dian (half-breed) pastor.

In-

N | pples,

Eighteen were

1,700

to

1,800

paration,

as much as those of 1,400 to 1,500 pounds.

The latter weight seems to be the. extreme wanted by those purchasing our
best cate, and some,then, are a little too
heavy. Sales were made here this week
of a lot

of

very

choice

Durham

brought only 5 cents, while another lot of

1,500-pound steers, of excellent quality,
which found favor in the eyes of several

their stock too long, expecting to

hold

|

realize

the top price for extra very heavy steers,
as there is only an occasional demand for
stock of these extreme weights.— Buffalo
Live Stock Review.
o-0-0-0-6
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FARM BUILDINGS.
Do not wait until the cold weather
comes to see that your farm buildings are
in good order. If they are old and you
can not afford to build new, make the old
ones warm and
comfortable at least,

Nail narrow strips over the cracks, bank
up the foundations with sod and earth
and fasten bundles. of straw and
cornstalks to the boards of the cattle stalls
wherever a cold blast could otherwise
penetrate. It will take much less fuod to
keep farm stock over winter in warm
stablesthan when exposed to severe cold.
More than one-half of all the diseases and

parasites which infest farm stock

are di-

rect results of neglecting to furnish them
with proper food or’ shelter during- cold,
‘stormy
weather,
Cattle of all kinds,
wher: forced
to remain
in muddy,
wet yards during cold weather, are liable to various diseases of the feet. ' All
kinds of farm stock are liable to take
cold when exposed to

storms,

and

from

this -comes a weakened constitution,
which invites various kinds of diseases
und parasitic insects. Weakened vitality or vigor in either plants or animals
opens the way to hundreds of parasites
which are resisted by the healthy individual, and the farmer should keep his animals in a condition which enables them
to ward off the attacks of such enemies.
He has only
to think of his own comforts, such
as
nutritious food
warm clothing, and consider how

and
the

weather

and

warm

stables,

|

rod
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As showing our desire to favor those
who are struggling with the hard times
‘we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement.
This will necessarily
reduce our income. = We could not safely
risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that
many new subscribers will be added to
our list. Will the friends of the Star go
to work for it at once?

Send for prices of ALL BOOKS DESIRED,
New, or
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Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Consumption. Under these circumstances he compounded
this JEdsxir, was cured
and lived to a good old age:
You can try it for the price

of the

The importance of the Star in stimulating an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination can not
be over estimated. Will not every minister interest himself to put the Star into
every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
and activity of his church. Several pas-

postage?
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its readers

know
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post,
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abont 200 pages of very
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never
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thick
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us on this sub-

of others, the more interested shall we be

of

Danie! Jackson,

reaches

ject, and all unite in saying that the Star
was never so successful in gathering denominatianal news as since the present
volume commenced, and in this respect

yet

Leather,

practicas

benevolent work, a Sunday-school depart.

in addition to the usual Calendar,

of all Freewill

nice paper, for the records
$3,00, including postage.

eases, when used in season.

the successful farmer is he who plan
ahead and by prudent forethought is
ready for every emergency.—N, Y. Herald.
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The Farm.
pounds has fallen off. and stock
perfection of that weight hardly

Eyes. |

Breast.

great questions

meetings, with their statistics; the names of a
ministers and their pesi-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account o3 our

efficacious, and mothers who have once used

received into the church last year, and
fourteen adult baptisms show that these
were from the heathen Indians.

beeves

te

allay-
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of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the Jroceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
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church.
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Dr. Bellows said, wisely and warningly,
not long ago:—* I never knew one man
or woman who steadily evaded the house
of prayer and public worship on the
Lord’s day—who habitually neglected it,
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who despise them as well

a»

and has abolished voting by orders.
The Old Testament Company of the
British Bible Revision Committee held
its filty-eight session on the
18th of
July, and continued its second revision
as far as Ps. 148,
Although Professor Austin Phelps resigned
his professorship
of
Sacred
Rhetoric at Andover Taeological Semi-

the

a

POND’S

ing the title of Professor Emeritus,

are worth our learning. Let us “* covet
earnestly these best gifts” of gracious
experience and
Recorder.

by a

a

ADVERTISEMENTS.

is to continue to render the seminary such
service as his health may permit, retain-

willingness to go down or up, contentment in the very place that he desires us
to be, and as long as he desires, and,
most of all, the hard truth that ‘they
also serve who only stand and wait,”
—these

Episcopal

not

as natural for us to arrive at the opposite
conclusion, which is sustained by experience and observation,?. e.,that the reduction of fat in corpulency is invarably fol-

of ** The Reformed Church of England,”

rest in

to

Reformed

is

i lowed by an improvement of strength,
spirit, and physical comforts. . Allan’s

‘of the Congregational

of its General Synod,

condi-

strong,

Quiet

of

in

Great Britain has,

tions of ultimate human happiness.
Man
must be in harmony with and be led by
his Maker.
The little must take hold of
the

It is said that about one-seventeenth

the population of Vermont is enrolled

The

constituting obesity,
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healthy but a morbid condition, it is quite

The Moravian Church at New Drop,
Staten Island, recently celebrated the one
hundred and sixth anniversary of the laying of the corner-stone.
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that reduces fat is there-

to the health. Reasoning, however, from
the rational basis,that an undue deposition

MISCELLANY.

the membership

father's

tion is there that does not need growth
WALKING BY FAITH, AND NOT BY and glorification? What relationship is
there that we do not feel is miserably inSIGHT.
Every Christian of mature age can re- competent to our idea? How largea numcall instances where the providence of berof the human race find in this life
God has led him in a path that .at the almost nothing but care and drudgery!
Is there nothing more for them?
How
time wus irksome and disagreeable, and
was directly opposed to all previously many of the human race never stand
formed purposes and aims. All of us straight by reason of burdens which men
as
their
like to have our own way, and the pang will not lift by so much
of sorrow that comes with this thwarting little finger! How many who strive to
of our cherished plans is severe in pro- do right, or to be right, find every cup
that is put to' their lips a bitter cup!" How
ortion to the devotion with which we
iin pursued them. Our eyes are blind- many noble women live with a body of
ed with tears at the time.
© may even death; and, when at last he goes, find
feel rebellious in our agony of grief. themselves sickened, and see their chilAnd yet it is infrequently the case that, dren, reaping the heritage that a vicious
even to our imperfect vision, the pur- father has left them, sickening and going,
poses of God gather brightness as we one after the other, until life itself is one
recede from the pang that came with the norolled sackcloth, and at last die, unand
unknown! How
many
crisis of disappointment. ‘We find ‘that friended
the thorny - path develops unexpected there are that are in the ditch, and that
treasures of verdure and
sweetness, never have come upon the dry soil, being
There is safety where we expected only yet slaves of the rice swamp! How many
80rrow, rest where we looked for ruin, a men in life have seen their highest aspirations dashed like a crystal vase that can
higher vision and a clearer atmosphere,
even though it be purchased at the cost never be put together again! And out of
all this is there no refuge? Is there no
of severe 10il and weary feet.
*¢ I could write down twenty cases in opportunity ta begin? Is there no hope
my life,” once observed an eminent di- oi ever seeing perfectness of love? Is
vine, ¢“ where I wished God had done there no place where we shall ever see
otherwise than he did, and which I now the symmetry of so noble a machine as
see, had I had my own way, would have the human soul? Is there no realm where
led to extensive mischief.” It is so with men can walk by twos, or fives, or scores,
every believer. Our vision is imperfect. together? Is there no neighborhood, no
We see only in part and we know only society, no nation, anywhere, where we
in part. The very pluns which we most | shall ever see that which is hinted at here
tenderly cherish—to which we give the come out in full measure and power?
By all the hope of manhood, by all the
energies of our whole lives—are often
lodgings and aspirations of an unsatisfied
those which, if successful, would prove
our ruin. God has promised that * all soul, as well as by the impulses of sancthings shall work together for good”

‘

it asan evidence of health,

any agent

fall into the error 'of supposing that an
agent possessing properties capable of reducing corpulency would prove injurious

of power

The Morning Star”

Freewill Baptist: Publications.

that fat is an gridenge of health, itis, not
surprising that they should, very naturally,

They

Rev. O. B. Frothingham is in Paris,
where the physicians consider him in
danger of paralysis.

day.

Such preaching will ever make the pulpit a power for good in turning men from
darkness to light, and from the power of
Satan to God. May it ever characterize
the pulpit work of the Reformed Episce«
pal charch.—A4ppeal.

Every conception

RELIGIOUS

EPISCOPAL FREE CHURCHES.
and John.” But where were the earnest
longing, the holy yearnings of spirit, for
The Churchman calls. attention to a fact
the salvation of the people? As ever, it which seems to indicate a tendency in the
was found that the gospel of the grace
of God was never designed as a text. Episcopal Church. Those who associate
book for the exhibition of philosophic- with _that church the ideas of pretension
poetical speculations. The determination and exclusiveness should see to it that she
‘“ not to know anything among you save “does not take their crown.
Jesus Christ and Him crucitied” being
“That is a surprising and most cheerlacking,
the reinless vagaries of pantheistic spiritualism on the one hand, and ing faet which has been brought out
the stagnant pool of formalism on the through the inquiries of Mr. Vaughan
Merrick, President of the Free Church
other, held sway.
The ingenuity of human depravity developed one of the laws Association, that in thirty three dioceses
of perversion—that the best things are from which he has been able to get sla:
the best instruments for the worst pur- tistics one-half of all the self-sustaining
arishes hold their churches free to all.
poses. They could not legislate for the
‘his is an outward and visible sign of-a
sun, the moon, the stars, or interfere
with the laws of the material universe; new spirit in the church or, at least, of an
these were happily beyond the reach of honest endeavor on the part of many partheir busy impertinence, so they forcibly ishes to make free to all the innumerable
a thou-

service.

God,
The grand old patriarch, bowing
his tearful face beside his unsuspecting
boy, suffering a thousand deaths already
at the thought of the cowing sacrifice,
and yet smothering the agony of his

that ** Socrates, Milton and Shakespeare
were as much inspired as Isaiah, Paul,

opened he doorsof inquiry upon

heroic.

ard Beecher,

a stronger picture of implicit faith in

deep laws of human life, and

created

and

signify things that do not yet appear.—

way, the same questions of antagonistic
duty,
eloquence must be had. The old-fash- faith and sight, of preference and
joned men of loving piety, puritanic are presented to us all. + God distinctly
taste and simple presentation of truth, -says to us by his providence, ‘‘ go this
plan,”
would no longer suffice. The growing way,” or *¢ give up that cherished
intelligence of the age—the march of in- or ‘‘ make that great sacrifice.”
If we
tellect—the reading habits of the people obey, we find safety, ultimate content—-and the flood of light which Halls of ment, spiritual vigor, * the answer of a
Science and the Lyceum were pouring good conscience,” all the blessings that
upon the people, rendered it necessary to follow in the pathway of loving. disci
supersede the simple teachers of the true pleship. If we disobey, it is always at
faith by men of a wider range of thought. the price of our spiritual life. Leanness
So it was concluded that the pulpit was and barrenness of soul are inevery road
behind the age. A gospel different from that leads away from God. *‘ Though he
that which saved their fathers, alone
slay me, yet will I trust him,” is the
could satisfy such intellectual yearnings echo of a profounder philosophy than
and mental aspirations. ' It was the day any that human Wisdom can boast. **All
of incense offered to intellect ; but it was the putns of the Lord are mercy and
an incense that always ‘generates clouds truth unto ‘such as keep his covenant.”
of neological blight, from which the It is only the record of universal Chrisblossoms and the
fruits of a vital godli- tian experience, It is grounded in the

ness ever suffer, and that deverely.

fore at once suspectedof being 'injurous.
Starting to reason from the false position

and

imagination of man ‘on earth, exalted
toward the heavenly sphere, is made to

death, stood directly in the pathway of
obedience. It is impossible to conceive

LRN

A Word te the Corpulent,

ly considered

and beauty and color that fascinates the

unnatural

Oe

ERR

to be extinguished? Is there a single col-

forever more.

right-

Seg

mal condition, many people have erroneous-

others, and they shall know no sickness

It was at a time when parent-

:

Instead of regarding obesity as an abnor-

washed their raiment in blood, therefore
they are white. They wept, and all tears
shallbe wiped from their eyes. They
walked in malarial times for the sake of

Abraham believed God,

:

BR

1B

all eternity.
ore heey
"ins
In the whole field of revelation is there

most noble

rebellious feet at first stubbornly refused
to tread.
.
The life of the sincere Christian involves
not merely walking by faith and not
by sight, but walking by faith in contra-

diction to sight.

|

or that is meretricious? Not one. Every
picture, every fiction, pointsto those of

al love, the distinct evidence of his senses,

So banish every fear, each daily task take up;
God's grace thy fuiling strength shall build
anew;
;
His mercy, in thy sorrows, stay the flowing
up:
And Bis great love keep for thy spirit true,

Some

tread.

FO

a line to.be blotted out? Is there a thought

the poi] that we have escaped, and bless
the hand that jmetcifully led us in, ‘a
way that we knew not,” and in which qur

eonsness.

In calm content they all shall surely bide,
Who w alk with him!

A place wich him,

are eager to

IE

the imagination that informs men of a
heavenly bome that may be theirs through

when we are led back from the path we

calmer vision of after times, we

i

"
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This Square is the. cenbusiness

and

the whole city, as it is also

fashion for

the

center

of

otherwise, the first sight of it and the first

all that is grandest and loveliest in Vene-

hours in it can not do less than impress
one with a sense of the strange, and fantastic,and unnatural. Your railway train
brings you in on a long, narrow wall,
built in the sea. On either hand there is

tian

water and nothing else, unless

it be

the

bordering fields that you have left behind and the snow-capped Alps in the
distance. Before you, with the blue
water flowing where its streets ought
naturally to

be,

and

with

nothing

but

architecture.

St. Mark's

church,

with its many clustered pillars and white
domes,

its graceful arches, its porches

variegated

stones,

porphyry,

emerald-like

serpentine

snowy

marbles

flakes,

jasper,

dotted
that

of

with

blush

and

pale like living things, beautifully carved
entablatures, fancifully wrought colonnades,

and

above

all,

the

rich,

deep,

golden splendor of the interior; the Du-

cal palace,

dating

from

the year 800,

spires appear as if by magic.

Approach-

representing the chief effort of Venetian
art and imagination both in its architecture and in its outward and interior decorations;
the Campanile
affording from its summit a mosttower,

ing nearer, the scene becomes

more

real

charming view of city, sea, waving fields

and more strange. You descend by: a
flight of marble steps from the railway

and far-away mountain ranges; the old
clock tower on whose bell two bronze figures hammer out the hours; the graceful
building containing the public library;
the two marble palaces that once served
as the residences ol the chief magistrates

water all around and within it, rises the
city of Venice. Ata distance of a few
miles the scene is most enchanting. White
walls,

gilded

station, and instead

domes

of the

and

sharp

paved

street

and the traditional cab of all other

Euro-

pean cities, you find the blue water of the
Adriatic sea washing the steps, and fairylike gondolas ready to take you where
you will. On the way to your hotel this
sensation

only

increases.

motion of the gondola, which

The

is a long,

of the Venetian republic;

and,

finally,

a

modern addition connecting these two
and erected by Napoleonin 1810 ;—these
buildings inclose
a space about 576 feet

narrow, rakish-looking craft, is delicious.

long by 200 broad, making,

as

we

have

You sit in a delightful little cabin, on a
level with the water, and the gondolier
standing on the stern with his single oar
dexterously propels you along, threading
his way among the many other similar

intimated, one of the most delightful and:

interesting centers that’®an be found.
was in-this Palace of the Doges,
occupies a corner of the Square,

It

which
that

the

famous Council.of Ten held its sessions
crafts, darting in all directions, turning a in the days when it exercised the most
coraer here and avoiding an obstruction arbitrary power and sent hosts of human
‘there, coming so close to the sharp angle beings out of the world. Leading from
of a buildicg that you may not put your it to an old prison on the other side of a
finger between it and the side of the gon- narrow canal is the famous ‘¢ Bridge of
dola, but never so much “as” grazing

the

side of his boat, and always bringing you
out of the most tangled mazes of gondo‘as, intersecting canals and long, sweeping oar-blades without so much as a
jostle. Set down the management of the
Venitian gondola, as among

the

curiosi-

"ties, if not mysteries, of European travel.

After tea, the evening of our arrival,
we took a gondola, and, simply telling the
gondolier to turn into the grand canal,

set outto explore the city.
ence was both novel

The. experi-

and charming.

To

glide over the water like a leaf, to watch
the motions of other parties similarly

gaged, to pass between

en-

long rows

of

stately marble palaces, with the wavelets
lapsing up their white steps, with fragrant
flowers blooming on’the balconies, with
dark-eyed Italian maidens looking out
from a wealth of raven hair and white
lace curtains, with the notes of a guitar
here and the sound of song or laughter
there; to pass a grand cathedral on the
«ne hand and the front of some imposing
“building on the other; to witness these
‘things was a constant delight, notwithstanding the many less pleasant and less
desirable scenes that must, of course,

be

Meanwhile,

we had passed

out

of the

grand canal into the broad lagoon beyond. The sun was setting and the scene
was brilliantly beautiful. The burning

we were shown by an attendant,

are the

dark stone dungeons, where political

and

crimninal prisoners were confined—mere
chambers in the rock, with no light and.
but a breath of air, with the adjoining
execution block, with the small

hole

for

the blood of the victim to find its way into the canal and a still larger one for the

strangled or headless corpse.

Such

was

medieval law. It was here that some of
noblest of Venetian citizens were confined,
and here that Lord Byron found

material

for some of his most thrilling poems. The
scene to-day, with the pictured - walls of
the palace, the choir chanting in St.
Mark’s, the rows of shops beneath the
arcade displaying the most heautiful specimens of mosaic, gold and silver filigree
work and coral ornaments, and the doves
by hundreds gathering on the Square at
the traditional hour of two, according to
an old custom,

to

be fed

at

the

public

expense, presented a striking contrast.
The Old and the New present strange aspects in this strangest of all the European
cities.—G. F. M.
EE
EE

WILL NOT

DOWN.

The article on the woman’s missionary
society in last week's

Star,

and

the

one

clouds, the glistening summits of the dis-

on woman suffrage on the first page of
this paper, call for something more than
a surface reading. They treat of a ques-

tant Alps, the mingling blue

tion that will not down,-antl- whether

of the

water,—a

and

purple

combination

which for depth and beauty we have
never seen surpassed,—the chimes of
bells from St. Mark's, from Santa

Maria,

trom Santa Giovanni, from the Campanile,
and from a score of other belfries in vari- ous parts of the city, the music of the

~orchestra jn a neighboring concert balcony, the sharp calls of the gondoliers as

they gave their warnings to other boats,
the song of axl occasional party passing
in the later dusk, and then the lights of
the city reflected from the water, and the
variously colored ights of the gondolas
that were passjdg

in all directions,

with

now and then a craft fantastically decorated with variegated Chinese lanterns,-perhaps one who has not been in the
midst of such a scene can imagine it,

but

we can not describe it. It is not strange
that Byron and Hawthorne and Ruskin and

Howells and a score of such men have

beed entranced by its charms and united

in calling it the most interesting of all
cities.

Such a city as this, set in the sea as it
is, has a population of 130,000, and

is

of

considerable commercial importance. It
is built on a cluster of islands,—there are
117 of them,—but the buildings more
than occupy

the

rounding and

land,

so

that

the

interflowing water

take the place of streets. The
islands are connected by 378

sur-

must

different
bridges,

varying from the elegant Rialto to the

ordinary poatoon-footway.

There are no

horses or carriages
in the city. ‘Men take

we

and the inhabitants
get but little sunlight.

For
tion, for business, and even
for the sports of the children the canals
are the main resort. Venice has its omLd

will the complete union of man's and
woman's powers be consummated.” The

woman's missionary soclety ‘‘is helping
on the glorious day when men and women will be completely united in all that
pertains to Christ's kingdom on earth.”
From these sentences and from the article
as a whole,

it is easy

to

infer

that

the

writer has in mind a union of man and
woman in missionary work which has
not been realized in the past, which is not

being realized to-day,

but which

it is

hoped and in faith is expected will be
realized in the future; and that that hope
and expectation are based on the fact that
a long series of changes have been taking
place in woman's life and work, one and
the chief of which changes at the ‘present
day, as regards work for Christ, is the
movement of the woman's missionary society.
;
Reaching

this

point,

** An

Observer”

leaves us to our own resources to investigate the subject and determine whether or
not the desired union of men and women
in benevolent work is to come by means
of a greater independence of the woman's

society.

Is this society to grow more

and more distinctly aod individually an
independent woman's organization until
its mission is fulfilled in having been tried and not. found wanting in ability to
stand alone? As a direct following out of
this line of thought, is not the result inev-

to stand alone in the sense. of being the
controlling and responsible power, is
directly in the line of bringing about the
desired end when man and woman shall
work together to the greatest profit? The
illustration of the bandaged arm, which
is forcibly usedby ‘“ An Observer” might,
perhaps, give countenance to some such
conclusion.
s
Letus look at the matter in another
light:
Previous to the organization of the
woman's missionary Society, woman's
abilities had been called for as a teacher
in the Sunday-school, as a worker among
the poor, as an organizer of church fairs,
and, in some denominations, as an

active

worker in the prayer-meeting; beyond
these things, she was a silent partner in
all church work that called for responsibility.

But, as I have said, in the

home,

in the schools and by the Spirit of the
Master, powers had been developed for
the exercise of which the church offered
nothing.

On the otber hand,

the

church

It is

in the

based,

as

United
we

have

just seen, on an extension of cultivation
and an unexceptionally good return for a
succession of years; and, after all, an
increase of the fruits af the

earth

is the

foundation of all true wealth.”

——LIBERIA is stated to be in a bad way,
Accordingto the oe
there is little
self-sustaining ability in the colony. As
soon as the fostering care of their Ameri-

can friends is lightened they begin to go
down hill.

The school,

which

has

been

dignified with the name of a college, has
scarcely
a nominal existence, and there
are but few common schools in the country and these poorly taught. Two at-

temptsto establish a mission station a
little distance out, have failed;

and

Libe-

ria has never been selected as the starting place for carrying the kingdom of
Christ into the interior of Africa. Let us

mentioned on the first page of this issue.

. As to the other branch of this theme—
the relation of woman to gospel and missionary work— this especially comes
home to many earnest Christian workers in

our own denomination. There isneed that

there should be a better understanding of
the matter; that the fog should clear off;
that falacies, weaknesses and prejudices
should assume their proper forms, and,
above all, that truth, the enlightened

and

humanized truth of Christ Jesus, should be
the inspirer of those who lead, and the guid-

ing star of those who follow. Yes, and charity is needed,

too;

charity justas much

~The relation of the woman's societies to
spirit when considering the matter.

We

neither endorse nor reject the ideas we
have reviewed. One thing, however, we
do feel sure of, and that is that, narrowing the question down to our own de-

nomination, it is high time thatthe F. B.
Woman's Mission Society should cease to
be regarded by any as a child’s play, as
an organization to be tolerated as long as
it does not do anything very pronounced

in and of itself, but to be quietly ignored

towards those who are slow to see, as tow- all the while. © And another’ thing we
ards those who over-see; as much tow- feel just as sure of, and that is that the
ards those who let the time of action pass question of independence is a question of
unheeded, as towards those who bring dis-

credit upon whatever they undertake by
indiscreet and forward action.
charity which hopeth all things

Let thdt
take pos-

deserving, and it will findlly be settled on

just that. basis. «
themselves capable
remembering that
free will exercised

If the r women . prove
of independent action,
there is just as much
by submitting as by

session of the heart and there will be less |
soured faces because the world, according “controlling, prove themselves capable of
other hand, there will be less of that

coherent jumping up
tries to make people

in-

and down which
believe that the

speed. In this spirit of charity,as far as
we are able, let us look again at one or
two points by ‘ An Observer,” in last

week's issue.

3

3

Speaking of the general movement of

the independent missionary work of wom-

en, we are told that it was a" necessity in

the nature of things.

What does this im-

taking such large views of the work for

the work’s sake that prejudices

and

per-

sonalities and factions shall be kept in
abeyance, then no power on earth can de-

prive them of that independence

in due

time, for God will be on their side.

We do not write at this time to venti-

late opinions, but to call attention toa sub-

ject which promises to grow to such proportions as to be eminently worthy of
thought by all our people.
:
. May the truth prevail and may there be
charity all around.

CORRESPONDENT

writes

they

seek.

fourths of our day school teachers

also.

Here they have a powerful influence.
Just
a hint on these points ought to be
sufficient.
——IN speaking a good word for the
system of one sermon on the Sabbath instead of two, the Watchman brings out
the special need of family instruction in

the Scriptures, and also, the need of
private meditation and prayer. In regard
to this Jatter matter, we may with profit
listen to its words:
** Our piety is forever on exhibition. It is of the type that
can be seen and weighed. We know far
too little of that secret devotion on which
the Master laid such stress in the Sermon
on the Mount. Perhaps there would be
more of it were there less strain and hurry
on the Sabbath day.”

that the United States attorney has been
instructed, when the grand jury meets. in
Utah in October, to make an effort to bring

theMormon leaders to punishment. Every

facility will be given grand juries to investigate polygamy.
Trouble is apprehended. The government may have to
put its foot down with emphasis. The
question has not been originated by President Hayes. A Mormon has been convicted who was indicted in 1874, so that
the question is really one handed down
from the preceding Administration.

the growth of his work.

Said a girl to me recently, “I talk non-

strong conviction that I wish

to

In 1875, called the **

acting

express

Woman's

women

and

their

work,

in

its

women

The angel

to

the

the

——THAT it is a fact and not mere opinion that the financial and business condition of this country is improving is proved
from many sources. There is every
prospect of good crops throughout the
country, and there is abundant evidence

ation, he need

not,

like

Alexander,

enterprise.

A writerinthe N. Y. Z7ibune

discusses the subjects of the fisheries, the
lumber

and

the agricultural products

of

the region of the Amazon. In any of
these departments an ample
reward

awaits the investment of capital and hard
@

fellowship,

that

essential

features

they

of

Professor

There are weekly meetings for women, conducted by Miss W., the Sunday services being

conducted by the superintendents of the misA Bible woman
sion, and are well attended.
extensive
and an
is constantly employed

house-to-house visitation constantly carried
on.
The Montreal Witness is responsible for the
sentence that “ the attempts of wicked men to
the

it points

and

to foster

much

done

has

punish wickedness

wickedness;”

with

moral

this: “ Thus a good deal of sympathy
people,
been won for those detestable

has
the

Mormons, in consequence of the cold-blooded
murder of one of their itinerants in Georgia?

Denominational Hetos.
Union

Yearly Meeting.

——ONE of the blessings which are makThe last session of the Union (N. Y.)
ing themselves manifest as the results of
Y.
M. was heid with the Lebanon &
the direful rebellion is seen in the generSmyrna
church, June 11—13. Rev. G.
ation of practical women who are now
growing up in the Southern States. The R. Foster, pastor of the church, chosen
Charlottesville(Va.) Chronicle,relates that moderator. The attendance was not as
the loss of slaves has devolved an amount large as could be desired owing in a
measure to the fact that at least nineof work on the white girls and women
tenths
of the people belonging to this Y.
and they have consequently gained that
M. are in the rural districts—and necessawhich they could not have gaibed had
rily debarred from the privilege of atthey been reared with a servant at their
tending the meeting at such a time in the
command ; and it continues:
year,—and especially as the meeting was
In all that pertains to ‘he art of househeld in the middle of the week, 7ThereJeeping, from the kitchen to the
garret,
the girls of to-day are better educated fore,to obviate this difficulty in the future
than their mothers were. They have so far as it is a difficulty, and thus to inlearned to work for themselves, and for sure a more general attendance, the conthe families of which they are members,
Cultivated in mind and muscle and mor- ference voted unanimously- to so amend
als, beautiful in form and feature, modest the constitution as to change the time of
in speech and apparel, the Southern girls holding the Y. M. from Wednesday to
are the peers of any the world can pro- Friday, continuing the" session over the
duce.

following Sabbath,

——

and

also

to

remove

——A WRITER in the New York Tribune
under the caption of * Minor Morals,”
which otherwise he denominates politeness, and which we would call practical
Christianity, makes some good suggestions for people who are worn and fretted
by hot weather and cares, urging geniality and politeness, especially in little

one strong objection to holding the Y. M.
over the Sabbath, the conference voted to

lieve it does.

the convenience of the Q. M. clerks in
making their reports to the Y. M, and for
the Register. This will do away with the

recommend to the Q. M's composing the
Y.

M.

that they take up

sion of the

Y.

M.

be

for

His closing wordsare very

well worth heeding :

And lastly, remember that these petty
courtesies, which seem so insignificant,
are the only way usually in which any
man can honor his Master before the
world. NQt one in ten thousand can carry the gospel into Mesopotamia, but
every one can carry:a smiling face to the
breakfast table. It ‘will not probably be
iven to any of us to save our brother's:
ife, but we have the chance every day to
make the lives of all about us happier
and better by words and looks that cost
us nothing but self-control.
‘BRIEF

Presbyterian

of Foreign

of this country

are

an

This

the purpose

of

the

session

to

presenting

the

reportsof the churches

.two

for

absent from

Sabbaths

so

nearly

together.
This session of the Y. M. was one

last year, and there seemed to be a desire

to make the present year one of advancement in personal consecration to God,and,
consequently, advancement in every legitimate Christian work. We sadly regret
the loss of Bro W. R. Stone to our Y. M.,

but our loss we trust will be to the gain

of his new field of labor. A few of our
churches are without pastors, but they
are hopeful that God will send them the

right men to lead them, and build them
up. A good brother said in giving a
verbal report of his church, that they
were without a ** pasture,” and in looking

Mis-

over the

‘‘pastures”

with

which

that

church, and some others had been blessed (?) in the past, we thought that between the two evils, the wise choice would
be to take their chances in the road.

spell- These churches are in need of good

good

More than

of

unusual interest. Our churches are, I
think, as a whole,stronger than they were

tors, and as Bro. Durkee says.in

the matter of total abstinence.

ses-

annual

in coonection with

June.

their churches

NOTES.

Board

in

necessity of pastors being

The Church of England has just opened its
first church built in Spain.
.
The Superintendent of schools of Cleveland,
is the one mow complaining because of the
crowded programme of studies in our educational system,
-

The

the May

Q. M's and hold

business session

things, saying that it pays, and wé be- statistical

pas-

Star

of

in

July 23,in regard tothe territory occupied

six

by the Central Association * there is a
good field, for earnest men” in some of

have no
no rum

our churches that

of

pastors.

are now

destitute

of

But ¢“it 4s to be feared that they

are looking for men who can live on very
small salaries.” They think their * baby”
“ The Morning Star, Dover, N. H., is one of is just as ‘* precious”as anybody else's
the best religious newspapers in the United baby,
but many times when they are perStates.
The
Our readers will enjoy the second sentence
of this quotation, from the Baptist Review:

sit

and

in Cairo, continues to prosper.
The schools
500 in daily attendance, and often
comprise
applicants are refused for luck of proper room.

that the demand from abroad for American

sold. The whole State is alive to the catse
temperance,
:

down and weep, for there are still abundant opportunities open before him, offering rewards for his persevering business

the people

The ninth and final point made by

until the brethren came along and led the
way, but announced to them the good
news, and sent them on an errand to the
disciples.

bundred of her towns and villages
license, ‘and several counties have

his enterprises into almost oY Soruer
of the globe and made money by the oper-

supplying

Wilkinson in the Watchman on the gains of
pastoral visiting is that it enables the pastor
to find work for those who need to do work,
and to find workers for work that needs to be
done. He says: ‘‘ This last advantage of pastoral visiting to the pastor is immense.” We
also find this sentence in the same article:
* The best pastor's work will consist largely in
making his church a hive of Christian activity.”
The mission work of Miss M. L. Whately,

sepulcher,

Illinois is represented as the banner State

AvutHOUGH the American has carried,

colportors,

are violating one of the
Congregationalism.

along,

did not rebuke

that first came

for they never seem to enjoy sensible conversation. I never dare speak of what is
happening in this country or across the
water, for they never read the papers except for the fashions and amusements.”
And so the two had gone on in their acquaintarce, each ignorant of tlie better
and truer self of the other,

—

company

without calling councils of their sister church-

we will not only‘ have Peace, "but glorious

colleges

girls,’

as

es for their advice

control,

alone and let their Lord lead them

ers.

with

A

Inthe Congregationalist
recently he tells those Congregational churches who hire ‘* pastors” or ¢ acting pastors”

Crusade,”

met with. Men then felt that they must
take hold and lead ; and when they were
exhorted to *‘ keep their hands off,” they
said ‘‘no;” and the result all know. Now,
if our good brethren will just let the

sense to young men, for they never seem
to care for anything else,” and only that
very day a friend of hers had remarked to
me, ‘I talk only foolishness

of

throngh your columns. The unfortunate with Bibles and religious reading.
division of opinion on this subject is in a
Dr. Leonard Bacon has been writing conlarge degree the same trouble that the siderably
of late as to what is and what is not
at an
and temperance movement Congregationalism.

sions has met with a misfortune in the loss of
$50,000 by the failure of its English bankers.
It has also a debt of
$62,000 besides this.
Good spelling does not seem to be a characteristic of college graduates. The statement is
attributed to Mr. Edward McPherson that
scarcely five per cent. of the graduates of the

~——MRS: SARAH K. BOLTON gives u very
good talk to the girls in the last Congregationalist. Here is a paragraph which
the young men would do well to’ appropriate :
;

is the name
Methodists

of Chiagitated over the subject at present:
nese acrobats, recently converted, and now
Having read all you have published, traveling through Spain, not only entertain
and much more, on this subject, I have a the people with their wonderful feats, but are

fair to continue.

Important then is it for them that they
demand a high and pure standard. Moreover two-thirds of our Sunday-school
teachers are young women, and three-

the

to

bread-stuffs will be larger this year than
ever before. The exports of meat, commonths, he never met with an act of in- paratively a new
undertaking,
have
civility. He was never once asked for grown very large,
with no prospect of a
his passport, and was never refused any falling off. The
important manufactures
assistance or courtesy required.
are more active than at any time during
the past five years. And many establish——Our Union very forcibly, earnestly, ments that have been
idle are about to
and fittingly urges upon the young ladies resume work, Especially
are the iron and
the need of their work in the temperance steel mills filled with
orders for months
cause. No one will deny that the girls, to come.
Imports
have been larger
in a measure, are responsible for the during the past few weeks,
larger than
.characters of the young men ; for the men last year, but on the other
hand there has
will endeavor to come to the standard of been an increase
of exports which bids

whom

which

the! monthly at first, but if suceessful - it will be
Journal & Messenger concerning the work made a weekly.
God makes use sometimes of what may
of the Womans Baptist Home Missions.
appear to us strange instruments to promote
The Baptist denomination is considerably

———A

telling them that they should have waited

the society of those

Episcopalian

paper

Boston propose to start. ‘Rev, Dr. Sherman
is to be the editor, and Rev. Dr. W, F. Mallalieu assistant editor. It is to be issued as a

cability.

ure.

was crippled because of its need of these
powers; and its condition was the more
apparent from contrast with organiza- —Ir is feally beginning to look as
tions which had successfully utilized them. though the present Administration at
Now, then, *¢ it follows that, at differ- Washingtonis in earnest to see what can
ent periods in the life of the church, dif- be done in regard to Mormonism, that
ferent means have been required to push hideous blot on the good fame of our beforward this work, but if each in its place loved country,
Polygamy has been dehas called for the full use of woman's clared a crime, our diplomatic representpowers, at the time, and has given te the atives have been informed of the matter,
church all that it was ready to receive and the foreign press has circulated the

the parent societies is an open question.
We certainly do not feel in a dogmatic

of the new

of a paying industry there is an impracti-

results,

frees
~— A STATEMENT recently made in England is worthy of the consideration of
those who are interested in the Chinese
question in this country. It may aid in
revising our idea of the Chinese. It is
only one item to be sure, but let it have
legitimate weight, just the same. An
English missionary has recently given an
account, before the Royal Geographical
Society of London, of a journey through
the interior of China. He stated that
during his journey,
occupying eight

The Methodist

not fair to conclude that the development

hope that this is the dark side of the pict-

a right to refuse permission to land to
steamships laden with Utah recruits, as
every nation has a right to defend itseif
against the landing of criminals; and this
government proposes
to inforce that
right. A Washington despatch also states

world is going to the dogs at railroad

walk to almost any part of the city. Thus

mission-

ary society? ¢¢ From. ‘her condition as a
slave to her present position in the home
and outside world is a long step, but only
by successive changes has this position
been secured and only. in the same: way

the improvement

States is real.

double necessity have been met.”
Considering these quotations it is a
perfectly legitimate question to ask if the
time is at hand for the woman's missionary societies to aim directly and unswervgrow less.
ingly at entire independence; whether
As to the political question of woman |
there is not something short of this which
suffrage, we do not now propose to enter
at present calls for the ‘‘full use of
into a discussion of that subject. If we
woman's powers,” and at the same time
are not mistaken, many of our readers
gives to the church all that it is ready to
will have a clearer idea of what it means
receive from her, thus satisfying the
than they have had before, when they
double necessity with which our write
have finished reading the article already
starts out?
;
:

are many narrow passage ways

the buildings are brought near together,

made in behalf of the woman's

judge,

principle, and now the United States have

to eternal laws, moves slowly, and, on the

the buildings, so that one may, by using
the bridges and going a round-about way,

of fruit.
that are

London

from her, at the time, the demands of this

like or dislike, whether we approve or
disapprove of the movement, we may
rest assured that we shall have to face
more of an agitation of this subject before we may hope to see that agitation

the place of the ‘former, and gondolas,
boats and bargesof the latter, if we except an occasional wheelbarrow and handcart. While there are no streets, there
between

promise
and the fulfillment
Now what are the promises

Sighs,” over which criminals passed to | itable that that which aids woman.in her
execution. Beneath the palace, to which efforts to stand alone in organized bodies,

A QUESTION THAT

frequently found.

life or the advocacy of a movement is the

the

form of doctrine
substantially our own.”

Rev. J. Phillips and

it advocates

wife arrived

Is

in New

York,
Thursday
morning, Ang. 14. Bro.
Phillips is too ill to visit in the East, at present. They goto Whitestown, N. Y., for a
few days, and thence to Hillsdale, probably,
where they will remain for a time,
The next meeting of the American Board at

Syracuse, N.Y, Oct. T—10, is anticipated with
a good deal of interest. Three churches have
been engaged in which to hold the meetings.
Missionaries of the Bourd

aie

now

|

{haps able to pay for a first class * cradle”
they are not willing, And sometimes
they adopt the very doubtful plan of running into debt for a ¢‘ cradle” of superior
quality and finish,and to avoid paying for
it, do as the boy did with the stolen jackknife, trade it off for

one

of their

own.

But I believe the best policy for every
charchto adopt is ‘to love the ¢ baby”
with all their hearts, and get just the best

on ‘their

“cradle” they can possibly pay for by &

urging

it will grow strong and flourish, and ac-

way to this country from Japan, China, India. sacrifice that will be felt. Then if the
and Africa.
‘“ baby” does not get too much rocking,
An Englishman, having in view

the

A

reading

ter of art and

subject when we touch it.
But the only proof that is satisfactory
to honest people that there is a necessity
coming from God himself for a course of

from

pets

1866,

‘a serious

is

Suturday Review: ' “So far 'as one’ oan

ing enormous, are claimed to be insignifi-

cant when compared with the returns possible from agriculture, Although some
ventures'have failed in this locality it is

hd Sn

in

touching

it

as to

prosperity

A

Italy

are

anaong us, here

financial

AA

by

with

then, verily, we

the slowly returning

of pastorsto a more thorough preaching of
Christ, is about
to send to. every preacher in
the United Kingdom a circular, asking them to consider the responsibility of their position,
and to preach plainly the gospel as set forth in
the testimony of God.
11 1 (1
|

BO

Mark's square.

However familiar one may have become

sea,

united

‘“ by the will of the people and the Grace
of God,” as an inscription says in St.

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
VENICE, ITALY, July 21, 1879.
with this city in the

being

woman's missionary society is based on
the necessity found in the nature of God,

——1I¥ we wish a foreign opinion

labor. The profits from the fisheries and
lumber trade though represented as be-

Be owt

Editor.

If this is correct, and the

TOPIOS.

Se om

G. F. MOSHER,

nature of God.

CURRENT

-—

state,

AUGUST 20, 1879.

heard a preacher emphasize

a

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

WEDNESDAY,

ply? We

the idea the other Sabbath, that the common phrase, the nature of things, strictly
speaking, meant simply and solely the

aaa: A

Aa All communications designed for publication
houldbe addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

nibus lines, its horse railway, .its postal
service, its hack and eab accommodations,
but they are all confined to the water, and
some variety of the gondola takes the
place of each.
“
Venice is a city of both historical and
artistic interest. It commenced its career
fourteen hundred years ago, established
a government in 697, and for over a
thousand years remained an' independent

and gold

§

Re

The Woming Star,

strange

¥

at
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Oentral Association Notes.

«complish its mission and be able to care
‘

for its own *¢ cradle.”

Rev. J. B, Palmer, late of Wis,

Will the Quarterly ‘Meetings of the Central

Questions of vital importance to the
churches were discussed by the brethren,

and he is in

Massachusetts.

Board, will be with our weak churches and
new fields as the way opens.
,
|
i

Association ** suffera: word ef exhortation”?
Most of the sessions will be held during the
month of September previous (to, the, meeting
at Norwich.
Before the meeting, also, our
next remittance to India will be due. We have
not money enough in the treasury to meet the

of baptizing four persons in the presence of a

;

The church in Boston is for the present de-

the field. His work, under the direction of the

in

pending upon supplies.

Rev. P. W, Perry,

large

concourse

of people.

In

the

ASHTABU

Association,

Central

Ira

Day,

A.

of debt, and the Home

B.

with

funds

on

hand. The churches should hear in mind that
their wishes are to be strictly carried out and
no money applied for Foreign Mission, except

Loomis, B. F. Marsden, G. R. Foster,
Wm. Hitchcock,Anson White, Mrs, Mary

Fifield.

Society

Collections for Foreign Mission,

$5.08.

what they contribute for that purpose.
Most
of the Quarterly Meetings take collections for

Next session of Y. M. with the Otselic
church commencing at 2, P. M., Friday be-

the only way at presentemployed.

fore third Sabbath in

June,

1880.

the delegates carry

The New Market (N. H.) Church.

the church

ef

Benj,

Dame,

Ebenezer

Sarah

Doe,

Sarah

Druzilla Wiggin, Jane Durgin,

Doe,

church,

Wat-

Thirty-five of these

the S. S. well

nominations

in

Phenix

such

of their house

for

the

8. 8. picnic has also been

held.

affairs is

to the

very

gratifying

tors.

A

The

’

of 1840, the church and

society erected a new house of worship, nearer
thé center of the village, in a convenient location, and where the church still continues to
worship. This house was neat, commodious,

and well suited to the wants

of the

growing

to the service of
The Rev.
Martin

Cheney preached the dedicatory sermon, and
the circumstances connected with the dedicatory exercises are still remembered with pleasare by those who were present,
}
At the first of the year 1840, Bro. Miles
Durgin
resigned
the position of
church
«clerk, which he had held since its organiza.
tion, and Wm. Folsom was elected to fill the
vacancy.

Rev.

Elias

Hutchins

remained

with

the

«church as its pastor till April, 1845, five years.
During his pastorate there joined the church
nearly one hundred and fifty, Of this large
number more than one hundred were admit.
ted by baptism. Those were prosperous days
with the church, and days of earnest, honest

_ «Christian labor, which God blessed

by

giving

to his chureh increase of numbers and

power,

with men to work for their salvation.
Rev. D. S. Frost

succeeded

Bro.

Hutchins,

and remained as pastor about three years.
Twenty-five names were added to the list of
«church members during the stay of Bro.
Frost with the people.
Following Bro. Frost
next in order of the pastors of the church was
Rev. C. A. Eastman.
He labored with the

people nearly three years, leaving in 1851,
with good success, there being twenty-three
additions to the church during this time.

1845,

Bro. Wm.

Folsom

resigned

the

«clerkship of the church, and Jonathan Garland
was elected to fill the vacancy, and held that

office till the time of his death
‘Wm. Folsom was

elected

in 1856, when

for

a second

term,

holding the place till 1859, H.P. Marston was
then appointed to fill the place, Bro. Folsom
having resigned. Bro. M. retained the office
till 1864, when Benj. F. Haley was elected and
still is church clerk.

Rev. M. W. Burlingame came to the church.
in 1851, remaining as its pastor till the first of
1854. In October of this same year, Eid. Levi
P. Tasker was chosen pastor of the church,
and was retained about two years,
After the removal of Bro. Tasker, Rev.
Arthur Caverno, one of the well known and
highly esteemed fathers of the Free Baptist
denomination, supplied for néarly a year.
This was not the only time by any means that
he filled this pulpit with acceptance to the

people and for the glory of God.

1n'the springtime of 1857, Rev, Willett Vary
"received a call to become pastor of the church,
. which he accepted, and preached to good purpose during the

efforts,

next

fifty-one

two

became

years.

Under

members

his

of the

chureh, more than one-half of them receiving
the ordinance of baptism at the hands of Bro.
Vary.
:
In the summertime of 1859, Rev. A. J.

Davis began laboring with this people, and he
worked in this field about five years. About
forty were added to the numbers of the church

during his stay in the place. During a year

or more following Bro. Davis, Rev. Edwin
Manson was pastor of the church. Then Rev.
8. C. Kimball was elected as pastor, and remained there till March, 1869. He now is
preaching in Strafford, N. H. ‘While he was
with the people, about a dozen were admitted
:

to membership in the church."

From April, 1869, to April, 1871,. Rev. J. A.
Lowell added a few to the church during his
:
pastorate.
On Sunday, April 2, 1871, Rev. D. W. C.

Durgin commenced his labors as pastor
church,

For

several

months

previous

of the
they

had been without a paster, but had been regularly supplied with preaching and a good interdt had been maintained in the church and
A strong and harmonious
Sunday-school.
feeling existed in the church. Bro. Durgin
(Continued

on eighth page.)

pas-

regard

tomy visit there. Whitefield is an active,
thrifty, business place. The extensive operalaborers.

The

recent

complétioh

of the

Whitefield & Jefferson railroad, making other
valuable tracts of lumber accessable, gives additional promise of labor to hundreds more in

the years to come,
water

To the somewhat

power of the place, is added

engine for the effectual

efficient
the

operation

steam

to the next session of

of machin-

for admission.

:

and Freewill Baptists are enjoying the luxury
of comparatively new and commodious churches. A debt of some thousands of dollars, that

was heavily resting upon the latter, was last
chiefly,

through

the

energetic

agency of the pastor's wife, Mrs. F. L. Wiley.
Bro. Wiley is now on the fourth year of his-

pastorate here; and if the efficiency and value
of a pastor are to be tested by the numbers
added to his church, or the interest his people
show in systematic efforts fur missions, both
Home and Foreign, as well as in other benevolent work, then may it be said most truthfully,
that Bro. Wiley is indeed a successful pastor,

since, while serving this church, he has added

some fifty to its roll, more than forty of them
by baptism.

:

Bro. Wiley and wife seem truly unselfish in
their devotion to Christ and his cause. I feel
that it is due to my conscience, also,to declare,

that they

are

“ given

experience of myself and

my family

testify

with

The

to hospitality.”
members

other

of

thanks to

unfeigned

this fact. It is fitting, also that I should speak
of the kindness of other friends in ‘W., and
elsewhere, shown to us,in this public manner,

gratefully acknowledge pecuniary favors from
private individuals, and from the
the Boston, Concord, & Montreal R.
I will only add, that I
branches.
favorably impressed with the truly

officers of
R. and its
was most
gentleman-

ly and considerate attentions paid to the conconductors

veniences of passengers by the

of

that road. We left Whitefield with many
pleasant things to remember in all the future.
A. H, MORRILL,
O-o-O-0-0
Bid

.

Our Minnesota Work,

The Star of August 6, gives the report
of the financial agent for July. This report
shows no collections for Minnesota. A few
months ago, in setting forth some ‘of our needs,

1 asked

for

assistance

Eastern

our

from

churctes to the amount of one cent per member

Later a Com-

for frontier work in this section.

mittee from our Q. M. sent a Circular to
some of these churches, through their pastors,
asking for one collection, that we might begin
work without delay. Had one half of these

churches tuken a collection ut the close of some

Sabbath service, or at the week-night prayermeeting, no doubt the means would have. been

received and the ‘work commenced with May.
It -seemed :the smallest favor possible, the
granting of which could in no way interfere
with the ordinary benevolent work of the

inter-

church, or disarrange its local financial
ests.

It was not a little discotiraging, but as we had
not done all we could, we had no right to turn

Of the

churches

that did re-,

port not one but gave more than we

expected,

that came

in some of

those letters cheered toiling hearts

nearly two

and the

hearty words

thousand miles away from the writers.

For lack of funds, our work was delayed
from May until August, three important
months for work in our State. At the Y. M.
it was

decidedto commence

work,

if

faith

would allow, after looking over the present and

The Committee to whom
probable income.
the work was committed, have engaged the
|

as many

the General

once.

ished

for $773, save

and the pulpit.

The

the

is, that they have enough

interest
to

ish it all up, and prebably furnish -with

sadly

ground.

afflicted

in

from
Old
a part of

the

death

wus

the

little

coming fourappointment.

Good

omens

only a few hours.

ingness to sacrifice for the cause of Christ, that

once

of

Minnesota.

Winisters wd Churches.

at

Brethren Payne and Moxom

preached

The Athens Q. M., held the first of August,
Harrisburg, was an interesting session.

ent, and some from other Q.
Sabbath, good sermons were

New Hampshire.

We are informed of the death, in Loudon, of
An obituary will apRev. Jeremiah Clough.
at

was

Sept. 1, he will asto take place last Sabbath.
sume the pastorate of Lisbon Falls (Me.) F.
B. church, in connection with his studies in
a flourishing

and proposes to liquidate its debt
possible,

Ohio.

Most of the ministers of the Q. M. were

Eastern,

church at Gonic is in

as

The

Rev. R. J. Poston,

pres-

M’s. On the
delivered by

of Springfield,

and’ Prof.

The meetings’
J. M. Davis, of Rio Grande.
throughout were interesting and profitable.
Bro. Poston, with his family, will remain in

this vicinity for two or three

months

for the

purpose of resting and recruiting.
Rév. Joseph Masters writes from Ogeston
Furnace, Hocking Co., Aug. 14: « I began a
geries of meetings liere one week ago last

condition,

Sabbath evening,

and

as

week, with many

omens

soon

I. 3

NI

continued

of good.

during the
After

Jack

1.

NORTHERN INDIANA Y.M. wll bold its next session

sister

THERE willbe a Woman’s Mission service in connection with the Vt. Y. M. whigh convenes at W. Tops~
ham, Sept. 11. We desire the assistance of our mission

women,

the

morning service last Sabbath, had the pleasure

‘

Corinth, Vt, Aug. 4,

Pu

2t33

IP

.

BATON

THE FREEWILL BAPTIST ANNIVERSARIES will
held with the Olneyville F. B.cburch, Oineyville,
IL., Oct. 79,1879,
The programme
will appear in
Star in die time, If any reduction of fare over
raliroads is obtained, notice will be given.

ba
R.
the
the

E. W. Ric
.
3133
WER, Sec

Dover, N. H., Ang.7, 1679.

FREE BAPTIST Y. M. of Nova Scotia will be held in
the Free Baptist church, Beaver River, Yarameouth Co.,
beginning Sept. 11; at 10, A. M.
:
2t33
J. I. PORTER, Clerk.
OHIO FREE COMMUNION BAP. ASSOCIATION will be’
held in Rochester, Loraine Co., O.. on the Cleveland,
Coluicbus, Cincinnati and Indianapolis R. R., commencing with asermon on Tuesday evening, Sept.9.
and closing Thursday evening. Sept.1l. The. following
programme of exercises has been arranged:
Opening
sermon, Tuesday evening,T. E. Peden.
Qunlifications for the Ministry, J. W. Martin. The “Card System.”
J. Phillips, Jr.
Relation of State Association
to our Parent
Benevolent S8ccietles. 8, DD. Bates. Woman’s Mission Societies, J.B. Lash. Church Extension,
.
ton,
Religions Culture
Young, G.
K-/pboston.
H, Damon. Reaching the Masses, R. ht You Good £2
Swiiday-schools,C. A. Gleason. The F. B, Ed. Soc
. D. Boynton, The Curseof the Cup, E. H. Higbee.
The Sabbath for the People,J. A. Sutton.
Eilon
Fund, R. Clark. Ministerial Support, A. M. Simonton. Revivals, A. H, Whittaker,
Amusements. B, F.
Zell, Our Weak Churches, D., L. Rice.
Siumbling
Blocks, A. Striemer, Sermon Making.
J.B.Page.
Dealing with Skeptics, A. Jones,
Our Obl.gations to
the Heathen, W.J. Fulton. Qualifications for Church
Membership, J. H. Baldwin.
Unemployed Ministers
and Unsupp lied Churches,A. Losee.
:
3t34
.
0.D, PATCH, Sec.
ME, F.B. HOME MISS. 80C.
All money contributed for mission work in Maine
should be sent directly to Rufus De-ring, Portland,
Me.
5250
Per order of Ez. Com.’

Money Letters Received.

££

LL. BD. TULLER,

UETK.

fp

Kidney complant and diseases of the bladder
are not only exceedingly dangerous but are often
excruciatingly painful. A medicine to alleviate
the pain and to avert the danger should be held
as almost priceless.
It is averred that Hollis’s
Extract of Buchu and Uva Ursi is a sure and
permanent remedy for the above diseases, it hav.
ing been tested for many years by physicians as
well as the public generally.
PRESCRIPTION

FREE

For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss
of Manhood, and all disorders brought on by in-

discretion or excess.

dients.

Address

St., New York.

Any druggist

DAVIDSON

&

78

tl
ap

Nassau

1y2¢

DHS
of

Benson’s

Capcine

Kindsley—S E Manker—C A Morehou<e—C J Morton—
D B Newell—=R Orr—J W Parsons—Mrs E T Philbrick
— JN Rich—N Ramsdell—J C Robinson—A C Shaver—
rn —
HM
illinghast—R Taylor—J Wheeler—M A Willlams—J
C Woodyard—J C Ward—G Young—A York, .

BY MAIL.
Miss Sarah C Mowry Box 48 Georgiaville
8 H Martin West Pike Pa. 2,
Rev J Burnham Davis Farmington Me,
Jno H Baker Columb jana Ala.
Rev T H Batcheler Central City [o.
Rev W H Edger
Sa
Neb. 2
John C Wyman West Peru Me.

R I.

Benevelent
Societies.
July Receipts.
(Corrected.)
FM
HM
Ed. Soc.
Reported in the Star Aug6
448,24 465.58
127.27
Bible school in India
408.43
Sam’ Pease and w ite Mankate Minn
250
2.50
Estate ot Mary Toothaker
late o {Philips Me
1000.00 1000.00
500.00

1859.07 1468.08

has the ingre.

CO.,

SILAS CURT.

Concord, N. H.

15

627.27
.

Treas

Married
In Hamilton Co,, Neh., ‘Aug. 8, at the residence o
the bridée’s father, oy Rev, W. H. Edger. Mr. Adison
Halleck and Miss Jda May Fitch, both of H,
In Rochester, July 19, by Rev. A. L. Morey, Mr,
Charles. Quimby and Miss Melissa A. Carpenter,

Females suffering from pain and weakness!
will derive great comfort and strength from the
use

son—C Lovell=L H Litchfield—A A Leach—A L Mc-

Books Forwarded.

West’s Liver Pills cures Dyspepsia.

Porous

In Brownfield, Me., Jone 5, by Rev. C. H. Smith, Mr.
W. D. Farnham, Jr.,ofBoston,Mass., and Miss Martha
E. Smith youngest daughter ofthe officiating clergyman,
In Central
City, Neb.,July 14, by Rev.W. W. Edger,
MrJonn D. Wilson and Miss Atha Scott, both of Oce-

Plaster

Ola,

Neb.

In

Beaver

Meadow. N.Y.,

July

22, by

Rev.G.

’ Foster, Mr.Simeon Crumb and Miss Alice S. Adams.
s and other external remedies.
ngthens

and

cures

R.

In Portsmouth, N: H,,Jan.15 by Rev.E.Owen, Mr.
Th
W. Lang and Mrs. Lydia L. Johnson, ‘Feb, 23,
Mr. Chas. W. Andrews and Miss Carrie H. Lear.
Mr,
Emanvel Sylver and Miss Annie Lane.
May26, Mr.
Henry W.Barrett and Miss Mary M. Depuise, all of P.
July 5, Mr, Chas, N, Lowell and
Mrs. Ella C Kline,
both of Portland, Me.
In Sutton, N, H., Aug.9, by Rev. A. BR. Drew, Mr.

whe

Fred K. Favor and Miss NellieJ. Rand,

both

of Cous

cord,

Died
aged 6
In St. Albans, Me. July 1, Ms. Mary Reed,
Years,
She was a member of the
reewi ll Baptis
church.

Hotices and Jppomtments.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Yearly Meetings’

28.

The Sunday-school Association, at = Lake
Minnetonka, has led several of our Iowa ministers in this direction during the past few

'

of Bates College.

our

WHEN AND WHERE HELD.
NORTHERN INDIANA Y. M., Francisville, Sept.

for the Minmeapo'is churgh, on Sabbath, Aug.
10. Rev. O. E. Baker was expected to have
Q. M. the field is white for the harvest. May | preached, but was detained at home by sickness... Bro. Palmer, our missionary, is assistthe good Masteisend the laborers.
E. TIBBETTS.
ing the church at Crystal Lake, entering
Agency City, Iowa, Aug. 13,
heartily into his work,

the Theological School

r—

a Free-

will Baptist minister,

days.

Wi

C A Allen—0 E Bakér—R C Breneisa—Mrs R 8 Bennett—A Beebe—S H Barrett—E Cosins—C Carl—Mrs 8
N Coolidge—J Clark—I Day—F E Davison—E. J Doyle
—G C Farr—A Fox—A E
Haynes—-Y Hail- A D Higgins—P Hugg—Mrs M Hine—S P Harvey—B F Jeffer-

His sickness was of

Bro. B. was

the

Ie

Ge

HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held its June session
with the Waterbury Center church.
There
was a good. delegation
present
from
the
churches, and the meeting was one of ‘interest. .
We were cheered by the presence and preach-

future prosperity are clustering about our
church in Leslie. May the Master bless them
‘abundantly.-—A. J. DAVIS.
"Sunday, 10th, was a good day with the New
Haven church.
Four happy couverts were

in Brockway, August 2d.

o

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E.N, FERNALD
(to whom all contributions
from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
2

Baptist

baptized by the pastor, Rev. I. R. Spencer.
The church is looking forward and expecting
a glorious revival ere long....Rev. D. D.
Brown, Disciple minister, died at his residence

Bro. Decker needs help in his large field of
He has more than he can do, and
work.
there are other new fields, from which comes
Ifsome young man
the ¢* Macedonian ery.”
would venjure some, and take hold of the
work with Bro. D. this fall, I see no reason
why . the work would not amply sustain both.
In this
He may be addressed at Hillsboro’.

10,

by

four years. There is an earnest, live Sabbathschool, and
a good congregation.
Rev. F. R.
Randall, their highly esteemed and much loved pastor, whom we met for the first time, is

Iowa, and there is every indication of prosperity, enterprise and intelligence, in the community.
I can not close this communication without
saying,by way of an appeal to some young
minister who bas a spirit to work and a will-

Aug.

We were not assisted

Business Hotes.

ship, erected under the labors of Bro. W.
Gray, who ministered to them faithfully for

worker..

WV.

Rev. C. W.Grimn,

gatherings.
It was one of the best: Q. M’s
enjoyed for a long time.
ext session at Sherburne, thirteen miles
west of Fairmont, with the West
Chain
church. "A good meeting is expected in this
new R. R. town.
Come over and help us.

o

very pleasant change in advanced Christian
civilization has taken place. ‘Woods, wolves,
deer, and Indians gone, and pleasant farms
with cheerful buildings spreading a beautiful
landscape out before us. Our people have a
neat and commodious chapel in which to wor-

a stirring, cheerful

or? 1d
ba by Rev, G. B. .

VERMONT Y. M. will
be held with the West Tops
ham church, All that are coming by rail and will give
notice by letter or postal to Wm, ora, West Topsbam, Vi. will be met at Bradford, Sept. 10.
2133
‘WM, FORD.

Q. M.—Held its last session with

Depl.o=1i.

Many old saints are still living and in the
work, who attended his first meetings. A

car-

3

NORTHERN INDIANA YM. will be held
KU
28, begiuning Friday,at 2, P. M., with’ hig
~ille church, at Francisville, Ind., located on the L. N,
A. L St R.R.
JOHN W,RANDEL, Clerk.

and Rev. E. Blake of the New Durham Q. M.
Next session with the church in Lincoln,

pioneer minister, who traveled his circuit on
foot through this new country,
teen to twenty miles to fill his

.

who purpose attending

J. N. LONGSTREET, Clerk.

claimed
ground.

Free

:

.

continue

The presence of the Master was felt in all our

have

of a

Okmas’ tribe
their hunting

Rev. H. S. Limbocker

fing,

Gonic, by Rev. A. L. Morey, and another

and

CHAIN LAKE Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Shenesta church.
The meeting was
one of interest all through. Bro. A. J. Davis
being present added much to the meeting.

The Lansing Q. M. has just held its

Indians
this as

This church was received into the Van
Buren (Towa) Q.M. at its June session. It is
located in'one of the best farming districts of

There was a baptism, Sabbath,

8,

kingdom.
One young man has since been baptized and united with the church.
We were
greatly cheered by the presence and preaching
of Rev, A. E. Wilson,
'of North Scriba.
Next session with the Pultney church, commeacing Sept. 12, at 2, P. M.
J. D. SmrtH, Clerk.

August session in this pleasant, growing village of Leslie. Thirty-two years ago I visited
this spot when it was nearly all woods.
Not
much of a village then; no railroad, no .telegraph, or telephone here. A new and very
poor wagon road came winding through, dodging trees and little swamps, to find Leslie.

pet, hymn books, &e.

pear soon.

Sept.

ing of Bro. R. Collins of the Enosburgh Q. M.,
of Capac,

y

devotion-

UNION (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its last session

’

been

fin-

of this

subscribed

first of

daughter.
The funeral services were conducted by Rev. I. R. Spencer, assisted by Rev. A.
H. Clayton.
We are again on
old Freewill - Baptist

an

painting

beauty

Felt encouraged

pa
Ra,

house,
all

be

tarried

On July 19, a Freewill Baptist church of
four members
was organized at Coalburg,
Kanawha Co. A correspondent writes: ‘Soon
after the organization two of the Close Baptists joined us, and we now number six; and
hope soon to be a prosperous little ohurch.
At present we are without a pastor but have
made arrangements with Rev. W. J. Fulton,
of Ohio, to visit us once a month, although it
is upward of eighty miles from his home.
Will build & meeting-house this fall. At pres.
ent we hold our meetings in the school-house.
Our doctrines seem to take well here and we
feel greatly encouraged since our organization.
Several have promised to unite
with
us
soon.”

for

plastering,

The

MARION (0.) Q. M.—Held its July session
with the Bi Island church. The churches
were generally represented by letter and deleates. They all enjoy pastoral labor except
aw Paw, which is in a feeble stare.
But little revival interest has been enjoyed the
past
year. Only fifteen have been added by
baptism. The revision of church rolls has reduced our numbers towards one hundred.
There
is not less real strength, however.
Next session with the Grand Prairie church
October 4,5. Rev. S. D. Bates wus elected
W. A. SHOWEN, Clerk pro tem.
clerk.

West Virginia.

but expect to have a house of their own before winter. The contract is let for a building

35 by 50 feet with 16 foot posts; to

York-

Western.

to

in a Methodist

Ome of

ship.

B.

Aug.

aD. JONES.

the Middlesex church. A good time was |
after which ten. received the band of fellow- ~with
enjoyed.
Some precious souls started for the

service the roads were lined with teams and
the house filled to overflowing. It bas seldom
worship

again

Springville,

Michigan.
Rev. E. J. Doyle and wife,

in my life been my pleasure to preach
audience so. attentive and interested.

an

., Rev. G. W. Colby.
:
Next session with the 1st Phipsburg church,
Sept. 12—14, commencing the 12th,at 2, P. M
Ei: ROBINSON, Clerk.

Canada.

interest has been kept up from the beginning.
I attended with Bro. D. his regular uppoint-

They now

From this visit to

Maj-

time

and

made choiceas delegates to attend Bowdoin
. M., of Rev. I. G. Redlon, and Montville Q.

On a recent Sabbath, the Campton, P. Q.,
church, was greatly encouraged by witnessing
nine happy converts put on Christ in baptism,

s

Before

them

having made in all 150 visits since the
Jnne last.”

At the new interest at Utica the work is
Bro. D. commenced this
almost marvelous.
work late last spring. The glorious revival of
which you have been apprised, resulted in a
good organization and a working church. The

M.

of a

Also visited

over night with Bro. Bryant.

It
Decker and the interest under his labors at
Hillsboro’ and Utica. The church at Hillsboro’
has been very much strengthened by a steady
increase of members and a spirit of work.
The congregation bas increased
until their
It was my
house will not hold the people.
pleasure to speak the word of life to them last
The earnest attenSabbath in the morning.
tion made it a privilege, and manifested also
that they were in a spiritto co-operate. with
their earnest and efficient pastor in making inroads into the enemy’s camp, and building up

ment last Sabbath at 4, P.

see

THOSE

weather was remarkably fine, We chose as
delegates
to attend the Y. M.: Revs, D. C.
Burr, G. W. Colby and H. Atwood.
We also

during

need

are

with the Francesville church, Sept. 26—28.
All thst
can are invitedto come. The brethren and sistersof
Q. M’s as we should have been glad to bave | the Y. M., will do all they ean to circulate this ap
ointment.
Lei every Q.M, send a large delegation.
been, yet our preaching was good with no lack
e can accommodate all that will come,
Francesv ille
in quantity, Our social meetings were interis situated on the L.. N, A. & C. RB. R.,south of Michigan
city and north of Latayet:e.
esting and, we trust, profitable,
‘The Lord
3133
B. F. FERGUSON, Clerk.
blessed us with a very pleasant time, The

sented.

to learn that the two churches under his labors were prospering.
Returned to Marilla,

and Utica, Iowa.

for the Master.

great

We

Albany.
Vt. Those coming from the South will be
metat Barton ¥liage
Thursday, 28th,
last train;
those from the North, Friday morning,
29.
?

the Woolwich & Wiscasset church, June 20—
22. Rev. G. W. Colby was chosen moderator.
Our business was done with dispatch and
harmony.
Our churches were not all repre-

shire and Ashford Hollow.
In the latter
place, spiritual desolation reigned. Preached

Conference
B.

times

evening,

EpGECOMB

in June;

on this side of the Jordan of death,

church

A.

saw

them was in his 92d year.

tive

For information, address

Hillshoro'

* Only afew churches responded -to the plea,

from the field.

times

Sabbaths.

brethren, probably never to

licensed preach-

or W. Turner, Goldsboro’, N. C.

fortable house of worship, and the Methodists

lifted,

Here

Without doubt they will apply

to undertake?

ery. This, also, is a village of not a little
merchandising, supported by a thrifty farming
constituency, as well as by méchanies.
The professions have abundant and able
representatives.
The Adventists have a com-

year

three

hold its next gathering with the church at
chapel, Wilmington, New Hanover
Wooten
County, October 15, at which time they will
cordially welcome any Freewill Baptist from
the North, East or West, to the Conference.
Can‘'not one or more of our ministers be pres,
ent at that gathering, and give words of cheer
and help them on in the work they are about

tions in lumber by the Brown Brothers &
Co., and others, afford employment for scores

of

nine

Preached six

work that is so much needed at the present
time to be done? The Eastern North Carolina
Freewill Baptist Conference (colored), will

»

Having spent several weeksin this town and
vicinity, I desire to say a few things in

nearly

to

good revival of God's soyereign grace. Their
pastor would like to see it. In this place made
fifty visits and ~parted with some very aged

must

about

first Sabbath

church in Elton.

Harper's Ferry why should we not expect at
least twice or three times as many preachers
and teachers sent out as at Storer college.
Shall we help in this work?
Shall we encourage the churchesin North Carolina that
they may press forward and accomplish the

state of

Whitefield, N. H.
.

and

and

able

do what

hope that they will now be encouraged with
their new minister to go forward in their Master’s blessed cause. From Marilla, visited our

members as the Virginia Association of Free
Baptists, Now with a school like that at

J. H: DURKEE, Cor. Sec.

to the

pastor.

church, and was dedicated
God in October, 1840.

ers,

o-4-0-4-6
>

church and supplied a few mouths, until Rev.
Elias Hutchins eame and was settled as the

During the season

Baptists of North Carolina have

Wednesday

visited most of the churchin Marilla; preached twice to them ; found them quite low, but

school at Harper's Ferry has done much for
the people in West Virginia, but it does not
reach this part of the country. The Freewill

union

several

menced the work the

are called of God to the work
gospel. They are feeling at
too much time has been
let
earnest and persistent effort to

times as many ordained

be

to

Grafton,

on cars, wil be met if they will

over the Sabbath,at Fairview church, about
three miles north-west of Ashley, Washington
Co., Ill,, on Ill. Central R, R. Conveyance
will be in readiness at Ashley to convey deleates and friends wishing to attend this meetiy
M. A. SHEPARD, Clerk.

York.

to

Bales

FP. M,

Illinois Central Yearly Meeting, of which
this Q. M. is a member, will commence

he could by way of visiting some of the old
fields where he had formerly labored: * I com-

come largely from our own people. We have
some very earnest working men among our
colored brethren in North Carolina.
Our

is rarely

meetings.

sen-

work they must have help, and that help

New

preach for months, but resolving

are being agitated, and at no distant day we
hope to see a school established in eastern
North Carolina Freewill Baptist Conference,
that will be a credit tothe colored people and
the Freewill Baptist denomination. To do this

recently

as

a very exrecent con-

the hearts of the people

went to Marilla, not expecting

ers and educated membership of the churches

day evening under the direction of the Y. M.
C. A. The different churches allow the use

three-quarters, and the Christian Baptists one
quarter; each occupying it a proportional part
of the time.
:

In

have

;

that object, but the minds of some of the Eld-

seen. A union prayer-meeting, in which all
the churches participate, is held every Mon-

owned

came

Two

versions have made

yet no decided effort has been made to effect

earnest and untiring worker and can not fail
to benefit the church.
" There is a spirit of union among all the de-

During his pastorite, after Jan., 1835, there
were 170 members added to the church, one
‘hundred and twenty-two of them by baptism.
During this time the church worshiped in a

Tn 1840, Rev. Samuel Whitney

attended.

very

meeting

future for the cause of Christ.

id ir

by

unusual spirit of sacrifice was’ manifested by

closed for

repairs. This church is enjoying
cellent religious interest; several

establish somewhere in North Carolina just
such a school as is needed among them. As

been added by letter, and three still remain as
candidates for baptism. Bro. Brockway is an

church, remaining in that position from the
time of organization till the early part™df 1839.

Free Baptists

is

Bro. Brockway a postal card soon.
The church at Norwich is in a hopeful condition. The congregation is increasing and

now an old lady of96 years, still active snd
intelligent, and Sarah A. Doe, now Mrs. Leonard Smith.
Elder D. P. Cilley, who now resides in Farmington, N. H., was the first pastor of the

the

feeling that they
of preaching the
the present that
pass without an

The prospect for a. large and enthusiastic
meeting at Norwich is at present good.
Let
those intending to come not forget to drop

by baptism. Thus did the work greatly prosper here in its first beginning.
Among the original members at present
living in New Market are Druzilla Wiggin,

of which

This

be

Q.M,;

Willa” Soon esting aero

har-

al exercises were of deep interest and the congronation quite large on the Sabbath,
The

sibly the need of better opportunities for getting an education, especially for those who are

please attend to the matter at once ?

made up the church at the date of its beginning. Fifty-five more were united with the

building

of the church.

feeling

our

utmost

few weeks and the church will

Rev. H. W. Plumb writes us a brief sketch
of a visit made by him to two or three of the
New York churches. On the 1st of May, he

are

mony prevailed through

The

Mt. Vernon church will take a vacation of a

ed by the colored people of North Carolina and
other Southern States. The great need at the
present time is educated
ministers to go
among them and encourage them in the work
of establishing cburches and schools. Many of
them

is no worse.

many of the representatives to do more in the

glad.

doue for the purpose of giving a report to the
Association. A very few churches have so far
answered
the questions.
Will the others

son, Nancy Watson, Salley Robinson and Betsey Bracket.
These, with forty-eight others,

church before Jan., 1885.

condition

Qarolina.

the prospect

t. 6, at2,

Clerk.

question,

the churches, The reports were, not as enSotraging as we should have at such a meeting,
yet we all thank the Giver of all benefits that

taking a trip of two

tion is as a general thing very readily accept-

the people among

WEARE

bv Rev, A,

or three weeks to his old home in Nova Scotia.
Rev. C. A. Hilton, of New York, a former
meraber of the church, is supplying the pulpit
for a few Sabbaths....Rev. G. 8. Ricker of the

8 the i

HigBEE,

RE
70!
ROE
ro
LK
P. M., Sermon by Rev.
0

Beach, and contemplates

take this new
A. A. SMITH.

Haz!

Friday evening, Sept 5, at 6 1-2 0’: lock. Fh
CS ing
overthe Sabbath, business con ference at's, », M.,Sai~
urday,
C. W. NELSON, Clerk.

LEBANON § M.—Held ‘its August session
with the Mt.
Zion church, Washington Co.,
11l., Aug. 1—3. For the time of the year, a
very fair delegution was present from most of

surely gaining ground.
The faith and doctrines of the Freewill Baptists as a denomina-

asking a few questionsin regard to the

financial

Dame,

Abagaill

M.

to the name of the Q. M. in their reports.
By request, a card has been sent to each

David Wiggin, Sewell Watson, Miles Durgin,
George W. Dearborn,
Wm. W. Jackson,
GardnerT. Cilley,

Let

to Q.

previous to Sept. 23d.
‘We have to thank our
Q. M. clerks for so promptly adding the State

" became members on the. date of organization
those

them

North

we have to request the Q. M. clerks to see that
notice is given at the session of their Q.M’s

covenant was subscribed to by the brethren
and sisters. Among the names of those who
are

with

Rapids NorthernR. R.,,

: Quarterly Meetings,

restoration te

choi oh, SOmmeneing
C,H,

anxious that the Q. M. shall be well represented on
that
occasion. Rev, 0.
Ba
will preach the
opening sermon,
HIRAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk,
WENTWORTH
Q. ML, West Cansan,

the Paige St. ¢hurch, Lowell, is enjoying his
annual vacation of four weeks. He spends a’
part of the time at, his cottage at Hampton

For several years the North Carolina Colored Freewill Baptists have been slowly
but

ten days before the meeting
at Norwich,
As it has become necessary to change the
time of holding the meeting of the Association,

Durgin,

Miles

these preliminaries

this

help

Meanwhile,

people pray for his

health and strength. ...Rev. E. W. Porter, of

ror

Let this be added to the Q. M. collection and
sent at once tothe Treasurer.
We are very
anxious that all money raised in the Associa~
tion, be in the hands of the Treasurer at least

The first Freewill Baptist church of Christ
in New Market, N. H., was organized May 9,
1834. The brethren and sisters of the vicinity
met on the date above mentioned, at the Baptist meeting-house. Elder D. P. Cilley offered
prayer. Bro. Ebenezer Doe was chosen as
After

would they not like to
country for Christ?
Minneapolis, Aug. 12.

In view of

bath previous to the session of the Q. M.

he will probably entirely recover.

tion-box be passed that any of his people might
give if they so wished?
Many an Eastern
home has some dear one in this far West, and

posed to help us in the following manner,
Let every church, where the ‘ card system,”
is not employed, take a collection on the Sab-

PEP
WY
*+-+

moderator of the meeting, and

let all good

our needs, we are constrained to ask the Q.
M’s and the churches of which they are coms

C. E. Brockway to preach opening sermon, and Rev. A. B. Loomis to deliver
S. S. address.
B. F. MARSDEN, Clerk, pro. tem.

clerk.

ren’ of ‘the Fast help us?
What church or
cause would be injured if the pastor should

state the wants of this field, and let the collec-

missions. We do not claim that this is the best
way to raise the needed funds, but it is nearly

Rev.

he is gaining slowly,and that with sufficient rest

at? jad

M., Ssuth

north of. i

we are still in needof financial aid,

ing it more difficult. To wait longer is practi¢ully to give up the field. ‘Will not our breth-

Sheffield
fj

WATERLOO, In

Great Falls, N. 'H., occupied the pulpit the | ed in the usual way and organized a Frée Bapfirst Sunday in August: Ivis expected that a ‘tist'chureh of eleven members.” Bro. MasWhile we purpose to do all we rig
nd the pastor will soon be called.
si Rev. Dr, Graham* ters was chosen pastor.’ Our correspondent
and we hope, to,see better work. for the
Y.M., we say to the friends of our cause that is still supplying the Somerville church to the also reports the good work as in progress. AdMaster, and more of it during the present
it will be impossible to keep the work up great acceptance of the people. The church ditions are expected in the near future. The
year. Ministers present and preaching
without assistance. We have lost much in not has recently removed from the old place of people of the region are said to be energetic,
E. demand. It would be gratifying if the treas- carrying on our Mission work in these new
Ira Day, C.
during the session,
worship to a more plédsant and ‘commodious ‘good-hearted and liberal, but, as is generally
ker could report to the Association at, Nor- States years ago. Still it is not too late to do a, hall... .Rev, A. L. Houghton, of Lawrence, is the case in and around furnaces, are poor laMarsF.
B.
,
Morehouse
A.
C.
Brockway,
Len
|
Delegates to the wich, that our Foreign Mission Society is out good workin Minnesota, Every year is mak- now rusticating at, Weld, Me. He writes that boring mén.:
B. Loomis,
den, A.
But

M.

arya

assisted by Elder Fulton and others, proceed-

of

;

Aug. 22, Lid 3

evening,

VERMONT Y. M., West Topsham,
sae CENTRAL Y. M,, North
eépt. 3.

Sept. 11.
St. church,

26—
:
Bath,

4

10WA STATE Y, M. Pleasant Hijl, Jones Co.Oct,.3.
NORTHERN KAN. & So. NEBRASKA Y. M., Salem,
Neb, Sept.b.
CENTRAL II, Y. M., Ashley,Sept.5.
FREE BAPTIST Y. M., Nova Scotia, Beaver River,
Yarmouth Co. Sept. 11.
:
Printing

Establishment.

The Uorporators of the Freewill Baptist Printing
Establishment are hereby notified that the annual
meeting of suid corporation for the choice of officers
held at
and the transaction of other business, will be Sept.
17,
their office in Dover, N. H., on Wednesday,
Sec.
1. D. STEWART,
atll; A. M.
Dover, Aug. 19.1879.

Quarterly Meeting Notices. L
EARTH VALLEY Q. M., Medo & ‘Buford
BLUE
A.J. DAVIS, Clerk.
church, Sept. 12,
RENSSELAER Q. M., Stratton church: commencing
1.B, COLEMAN, Clerk.
Sept 12, atl, P.M,
[
A
Hillshoreugh, Sept. 5, at2,
Auk Co.Q. M., Wis,
" DAvID STILLWELL, Clerk.
?
2
Mir
OTISFIELD Q. M., East Buckfield, the first WeduesCenference, Wednesday,
and Thursday in Sept.
day
at8 A.M, Prayer-meeting at 9, preaching at 101-2,
evening at 7 o’clock. The
A.M. Meeting Tuesday
churches are earnestly requested to send full delega~

tions, as business of importance will come before the

to see many earnest workers
conference. We hope
Master present.
for the cause ofthe
A.P. WHITNEY, Clerk.
RoOT RIVER Q.M,, Lime
Friday before the 3d Sabbath

City church, commencing
in Sept.at2, P.M.
CHAS.
W. CRAIN, Clerk,
Q. M, will be held in connection with the N.
SALEM
Kan. & §.Neb, Y, M. at Salem, commencing Aug. 29,
P, HALL, Clerk,
4

MEDICAL

HOME

INVALIDS,
the treatment

AND

RETREAT

FOR

A private, first class institution for
of all Brain Sickness, Spinal and

Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
&c., 298 Shawmut

Ave.,

Boston, Mass.

DR. THOMAS B. SANBORN, Resident
cian, Send stamp for circulars. .

Hysteria,
Physi1yl6

JUST PUBLISHED—SENT FREE
Complete History of Wall Street Finance,
fining valuable information for investors.

dress

New

Baxter

& Co.,

Publishers,

1y42

x.

York.

AGENTS

WANTED

conAd-

17 Wall Street,

H

FOR THE

iit J Nia McNair Wright's New Posh. |
great book of
mendations,
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Bond for qescriptions com

best terms. Address
SC MOCURDY & CO. Pubs, Philadetphia, Pa.

COLLECGE,
VASSAR
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
ExaminaFor the Liberal Education of Women.
tions for entrance, Sept 17. Charges $400 a year.
W. XL, D. AN,
Catalogues sent on application to
© 6132
Registrar.

TRONCY BALL Boy. J | Pein

An attarctive Home=School for Girls:
Fall
Varied advantages of the highest order.
term begins Sept. 18. For circular address
8t31
Miss
RACHELLE GIBBONS HUNT, Prin.
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Poetry.

life it had been in the

in the yard, sometimes

picking

But Tommy had no hope to bear him
up. He only knew that all the happy life
of the past few days was over; snatched

He

had hung around in the big, cheerless
room, where a few, decrepit old women

I see two figures standing in a garden
In the still August noon.

from him saddenly.

sat, because in the men’s room there was

One is a girl's, with pleading face turned

up-

a loutish, halt-witted fellow

ward,

Wild with a great alarm;

ened him.

:

fright-

Nights he slept with a dread-

ful boy, three times as old as himself,
who said things to scare him, and who

- Trembling with haste, she binds her broidered

kerchief
About the other’s arm,

pulled

all

the

bed-clothes

away,

kicked in his sleep. And nobody

‘Whose gaze is bent on her in tender pity,
Whose eyes look into hers
With a deep meaning, though she
read it:
Hers are so dim with tears.

who

how his little heart

can

not

‘What are they saying in the sunny garden,
With summer flowers ablow ?

“ See, love!” she murmured, “ you will wear

knew

had ached for the

dead mother, who, though very poor and
unfortunate, had sheltered him to the
last.
;
3
t now, in his warm, new home, Le

ghd

‘What gives the woman’s voice its passionate
pleading?
‘What makes the man's so low?

and

bad new

into a rosy,
shoes and

pretty

boy.

stockings,

He

and

Mrs.

Pritchard made him the listle coat, with a
motherly instinct growing in her heart
with every stitch. He learned the different rooms, and ran about them fearlessly,
he made funny little speeches, he jumped
and laughed like other happy boys, and
climbed boldly on Farmer Pritchard's

He thought of the

cold, forlorn house to which

he

was

re-

turning, and shuddered. The helpless
old women, the jeering boys, the nights
of terror—all these he thought of, when,
with pale face and blue lips, he was taken
down from the wagon and sent up to the
house. Farmer Pritchard watched him
as be went up the steps, a slow, forlorn
little boy. He went in. The matron
came out for an explanation. It was
given, and the farmer drove away.

He drove home. It was nota pleasant
ride. He missed his little companion ;
but he reasoned obdurately within himself that he had done all for the best. His

wife met him tearfully at the door.

The

kitchen looked lonely, as they

into

went

it together. A top lay in one: corner, a
primer was on the footstool. Mrs. PritAnd 1
bear you safely through the: conchard put them out of sight.
t,
The farmer laid a fresh stock of gumf—if, indeed, you go!
knee, when that good man sat down to _drops on his bureau at night, and thought
“You will not wear it? Will not wear my kertake his ease after supper.
grimly that these were safe. He retired
chief?
‘“ He's got meat in him,” said the farm- early, not knowing what else to do; but
}
Nay! Do not tell me why!
er, nodding approvingly; * but I don’t his sleep was broken.
I will not listen! If you go without it,
know whether he's honest yet. That's
Mrs Pritchard could not sleep at all.
:
You will go hence to die.
the thing, to my mind.”
The tears stole through her closed eyelids
¢ Hush! do not answer! It is death, I tell you,
Tommy had been there a week—had
long after the candle was put out, and the
-- Indeed, I speak the truth.
:
one week of sunshine—when the black house was still. She
was thinking of
You, standing there, so warm with life and
cloud came down upon him.
the poor little boy, even then, perhaps,
vigor,
Farmer Pritchard had a cough, which cowering in his cold bed with
So bright with health and youth,—
terror.
was apt to trouble him at night, and on
Suddenly a curious, small sound at“You would go hence, out of the glowing sunthe bureau, near the head of his bed, he
tracted’ her attention. It was repeated
shine,
kept a few gumdrops, which he could again and again, and now
Out of the garden’s bloom,
and then there
reach out and get to soothe his throat wasa tiny rustle of paper.
Out of the living, thinking, feeling present,
The sound
Into the unknown gloom!”
“
when. the coughing came on. One fore- came from the bureau. She
listened innoon, chancing to go into the bed-room, tently, and her heart beat loud
Then he makes answer: ¢ Hush! oh,hush, my
with exhis eye fell upon the little paper bag, and citement. She knew the sound well,
:
darling,
he saw there was not a single gumdrop
- Life is so sweet to me,
“Joseph!” she whispered. ‘Joseph I
So full of hope, you need not bid me guard it, there.
‘ What, Lucy,” said her husband, in a
If such a thing might be!
¢¢ That rogue, Tommy, has been here,” voice that sounded as if he, too, had been
*“ If such a thing mignt be—but not through be said to himself.
¢¢ I know there were lying awake.
falsehood.
five or six when I went to bed last night;
*“Do you hear that noise, Joseph? It's
I could not come to you;
and, for a wonder, I did not have to take
mice!”
I dare not stand here in your pure, sweet
a single one. Tommy! Tommy! Look
“1 know it. What of it?”
presence,
here!
llave you been getting my gum“It's mice, Joseph, and they're after
Knowing myself untrue.” ;
drops?” &£,
your gumdrops.”
“¢ It is no sin!” the wild voice interrupts him,
"Tommy, Who was playing in the door,
“Good
gracious,
Lucy!”
groaned
“ This is no open strife,
looked up brightly, and said: * No; I Farmer Pritchard upon his pillow. It
Have you not often dreamt a nobler warfare,
did not get any.”
:
flashed upon him instantly.
He, and not
In which to spend your life?
* Did you take them, Lucy?” asked the Tommy, was the sinner. ~The noise
Oh! for my sake—though but for my sake,
farmer, turning to his wife.
stopped.
The little depredators
:
wear it!
were
my kerchief,”
It is the badge, I know;

:

Think what my life would be,
If you, who gave it first true worth
meaning,
Were taken now from me:

Mrs. Pritchard had not touched them,
and her heart sank as she said so; for

and

who was there left to do it but little Tom-

¢‘ Think of the long, long days, so slowly pass-

my? Her husband’s face grew grave.
* Tommy,” he said,
you need not be
afraid to tell the truth.
Didn't you take

Think of the endless years!
I am so young! Must I live out my lifetime,

the gumdrops?”
§
* No, I didn’t,” replied Tommy,

ing,

:

‘With neither hopes nor fears’

read-

ily.

“Oh! yes, you
tell the truth.”
‘ No, I didn’t.”

did,

Tommy.

frightened, but soon began

again.

And

a rare feast they made of it.
It seemed as if that night would never
end. The farmer heard every hour the
clock struck, and at five he got up and
made a fire in the kitchen. His wife arose
at the same time and began to get breakfast.
:

*I won’t wait for breakfast,” he said.

“You can have it hot and ready when we
get back. I'll harness up and start now,
aye, and
; 80 as to get over there by dawn.”
*¢ This is bad, very bad, indeed,” said
Ina few moments the wheels rolled
Either for Jife or death?
Mr. Pritchard, sternly.
This is what noisily over the frozen ground out on the
‘And life is hardest, oh, my love, my treasure!
Ihave been afraid of.”
road, and away drove Mr. Pritchard in
If I could bear your part
'
“0 Tommy!” pleaded Mrs. Pritch- the morning starlight.
Of this great sorrow, I would go to meet it
ard.
“If you took them, do say so,”
Mrs. Pritchard brought out the top and
:
With an unshrinking heart.
«If he took them!” repeated her hus- the primer again, and made
the kitchen
“ Child! ebild! I little dreamt in that bright band.
‘Why, it is clear as daylight. look its very cheerfulest. Then she
got
summer
He has been running in and out of the breakfast. She
baked
potatoes, and
When first your love I sought,
room all the morning.”
broiled a chicken, and made fritters. She’
Of all the future stores of woe and anguish,
But Tommy still denied the deed, put the nicest syrup on the
Which I unknowing wrought.
table, and a
though the farmer commanded, and his plate of jelly tarts,
She laid Tommy's
But you'll forgive me? Yes, you will forgive
wife implored.
Mr. Pritchard’s face plate and knife and fork in their place,
me,
grew ominous.
I know, when I am dead?
and set up his chair. The sun had risen,
I would have loved you—but words have
“I'll give you till noon to tell the and the bright beams
fell across the
scant meaning;
truth,” he said; ¢‘ and then, if you don’t table.
She
went
to
the
door
and looked
God love you more instead.”
confess—why, I'll have nothing to do up the road.
:
‘Then there is silence in the sunny garden,
with a boy who lies. We'll ride back to
Yes; they were coming! They drove into
,
Until, with faltering tone,
the poor-house this very afternoon.”
the yard ; they stopped at the door; and
She sobs, the while still clinging closer to him,
“O Joseph!”
said Mrs. Pritchard, the wondering, smiling
‘ Forgive me—go—my own |”
little Tommy was
following her husband into the entry. lifted
down into Mrs. Pritchard's eager
80 human love and faith by death unshaken,
“ He is so little! Give him one more arms.
She held him very tight.
Mingle their glorious psalm,
trial.”
Albeit low, until the passionate pleading
Oh! my lamb! my blessing!” she
* Lucy,” he said, firmly,
¢ when a murmured, woman-like,
Is hushed in deepest calm.
youngster can tell a falsehood like that
—ZLondon Spectator, 1872.
u
let's have breakfast now,” said
With s0.calm a face, he. is ready to tell the farmer, cheerful
ly.
¢ This little
them by the dozen. ‘1 tell you, it's
in
hungry. He’s our own little boy
the blood.”TH have nothing to do with chap’s
now, Lucy, He's never going away from
a boy that lies. Perhaps the fear of gous again."—Mary L. B. Branch, in Indeing back will bring him to his
He speaks again, in mournful tones and tender

But with unswerving faith;
¢‘ Should not love make us braver,
stronger
.

Sumily Circle.

|

a

TOMMY,

Now

:

;

Mr. Pritchard lifted him out of the
‘wagon and set him down on the door-

step. ‘What a little fellow he was, and

what a wondering, pleased look there
‘was in his eyes! ' He had on coarse shoes,

senses.”
He went out to his work; and Mrs,
Pritchard returned to Tommy, and talked
with him a long while, very kindly and
persuasively, but all to no effect.

He re-

plied, as often as she asked him,

that: he

a Blue check apron, and his pretty brown } had not touched the gumdrops.

At Jast
‘hair was eropped close under the “shabby | she gave it up, and with sad misgivings
cap. It was almost too cold a day for resumed her occupations ; while Tommy
such a little boy to be out without a coat. went to playing with the cat on the
i
Mrs. Pritchard took him by the hand, to floor.

lead him in, and, the- little hand clung At. noon Farmer Pritchard came into
confidingly to hers.
=
*“ What's your name, dear?

ed, pleasantly.

ask-

ni

¢ Tommy Bobbitt,” he answered, read-

ily. * Am I going to stay here?”
« Folks all dead,” said Mr, Pritchard.
“ Mother went a month or so back. I
told them over to the county-house we'd
take him and try him;

and

if he

suited,

we'd keep him, and do well by him. We
don’t know what kind of stock he is yet;
and if I find any ‘mean, dishonest tricks
- in him, back he goes.

adopt a boy, and

We don’t want

set by him,

to

and have

him sting us like a serpent in our old
”

:

«Oh! Iknow Tommy

will be a nice

had

Word reached them that a child four

years-old had recently been left upon the

town ; and Mr. Pritchard, on driving over

not

the truth.”
“ Why,

tell

:

me

:

I don’t want to go back,”

But still he

drops.

denied

taking

Mr. Pritchard told

the

his

gum-

wife to

get the boy ready. She cried as
brought out his little warm coat and
and put them on him. But Tommy
not ery. He comprehended that an
justice was done to him, and he knit

she
cap
did
inhis

Pritchard came in for the boy. I sthink
he believed upto the last moment that
Tommy would confess ; but the little fellow stood steadfast.
sk
He was lifted into the wagon.
Such a
little boy be looked, as they drove

fellow home on trial.

The wind blew cold, and he had

Nobody knew bow deat 1 fiorn

away.

to hold

on to bis cap, Nothing was said, a8 they

Te

A
1k

NMRP.
RPP,

CUE
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CARY
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The driver put his

hand on the coffin, and ‘said ; :
+I didn’t know it was his dog; Ididn’t

‘If he was alive, I'd buy him anything
he could ask. But I can do nothing now
but carry him softly out.”
He gently took up the coffin in his stout
arms and carried it out, his eyes moist
and his lips quivering, and when he had
placed it in the vehicle he looked up at
the driver in a very beseeching way, and
whispered :
:
.
*‘ Drive slow;

drive

slow.

He

was

wheels crushed a bit of a- dog belonging

said :

I'm a bit sorry, and

be-

ing as I knew I was coming up I brought

along an orange to give to the child who
owned the dog. ‘Which of you is it?”
*¢ The dog belonged to little lame Billy
in that house there,” answered a. girl.
‘It was all the

dog

he

ever

had,

and

when you killed it he cried himself almost
to death. He didn’t never have any plaything but that dog.”
‘¢ And you will take him this orange p”
I

can't, sir;

’cos he's dead,and they're

coming to take him
pretty soon.”

to the grave-yard
:

The driver looked up and down, seeming to ponder tha matter, and then he
crossed to the other house.
The little
coffin and
its - burden . were. in the
ront room, and two or three women were wiping away their tears and

a

poor lame boy.”
The driver wondered, but he moved
slowly,and the coal cart-man stood in the
center of the street, and anxiously watch-

ed till he was off the cobble-stones. Then
as he turned to his own vehicle he said :

Washington,

when

Webster felt his courage oozing

out of

his finger ends as he thought what a fit-

ting place it was

for murder.

for English poetry—was a fash

Suddenly

that

manner

his’ great

contemporary,

whose

rising

foretold the decline of his own.
worth

had

been:a

man

and

he

would huve perceived the inevitability of Byron’s antipathy, and he would have understood
in his own case what the geutleman meant who

impossible

was

Gills and Lucys and

not

see the

intense

if he knew

although

amuse-

“ How glad I am, mister, to hear that.
I've been properly scared for the last
‘hour; for when I looked at you, I felt
sure you were a highwayman.”
ore PP.

HOME TOPIOS.
’
CHIPS AND SPLINTERS. Farmers’ wives
generally have the pity and commiseration
of every ease-loving .and —ease-taking
woman of any class of society. Thanks;
we don’t ask your sympathy, we need not
have such woful hard times. Any woman
by calculating, and using a good deal of
tact may very often diminish her work hy

half.

See each day that things are in or-

der for the getting of an easy breakfast;
if it is to be potatoes, have them nicely
prepared beforehand—meat and. every
such thing that is possible—the table set,
etc., have a nice clean cover for it, and

don’t be guilty of sweeping just the last
thing before covering your table. So
many people cook and eat in the same
room; if you wish to do yourself great

credit with your meals, do have them in a
cool room. They will look, taste, und be
better thanif they must be eaten in a
room so warm that it almost stifles ‘one
to enter. Can you not arrange it in some
way? Ilave you not some boards that
will do first-class to make a summer
kitchen large enough for your stove?
You will surely find some. If you can

not possibly do better, set your table in
the sitting-room: yes, even if it is newly
papered this spring. Have
a coarse
piece of canvas to spread over the carpet
before putting
out the table, and
one can afford to sacrifice something to
secure comfort these days when we get so
weary under a tropical sun. We seldom
cook anything for tea—do all that in the
morning—make tea at noon, and have it
cold and arrange so as to have cold meat
and even cold vegetables.
‘Young men
folks won't eat such a meal?” Well, try
it. ‘Perhaps ours have been educated to
it, but they really prefer it. I really hope
you have screens, for nothing is mere
annoying than the tedious buzzing of flies,

and how much work they make. - Mosquito netting costs but little, though if
one has the wire screen it will last long

enough to pay the difference.

will soon alight on that screen and

you

can brush them out easily. . You willfind

you can get them nearly all out, and it is
down,if only. for twenty minutes in the
afternoon, it will be time well. invested,

you will find.—Esther
Farmer.

Ray, in

Prairie

FasnaioN RECORD. In this hot weather
it is pleasant to know that'long far-lined
cloaks will be as fashionable as ever next
winter.—Present fashions offer every
temptation to be vnlgar and immodest.—
Alligator belts and bags are, highly fashionable. The same may be said of crocodile tears.—Morning dresses were never

prettier and more stylish, and they are
seen to best advantage at Newport when

the ladies, like De Hass

in

the * Big

Bonanza,” have a new suit for every three

hours in the day.—One of the sensations

at Newport is a white satin dress painted
by hand. It is very bandsome!—Sleeve
buttons made out of silver quarters are

the correct, thing,

Cheese

cloth dresses

are all the rage. [tis very rude to tell
the girl of the period to cheese it.—Combination costumes are as fashionable ag
ever, and afford those who are disposed

to be economical

the best

way

in the

world to work off old material or ** duds,”
—Beads and bugles are in favor still,

On black costumes they are most showy
and effective,—N., V, Mail.
hi da

conspicuously

in-

as Huyden relates, and Mr. ‘Whipple recalls
the story in his delightful paper upon Summer
in our July pages, he took a cand and walking up to the inquirer,usked,with great
solem-

nity, “Sir, will you allow me to look at your
phrenological development?”
And when his
compunions endeavored to restrain him,
Lamb

with interest,
me to look at

:
of the exquisitel

y
humorous aspect of his relations with
others,
which arises from their utter waat of
humor.
Byron
was
an enormous egotist and sentimentalist, a spoiled dandy of genius,
with a
very imperfect sentiment “of humor,
He was
morbidly self-conscious, and the literary
idol

of his day.
His standards of romance and
manliness were the conventional standards,

A Greek pirate in a red-tasseled cap
flying
over the mooun-lit Hgean with a dark-eyed

as they

left
behind the bark of an avenging paternal pasha
of the Greek
the
capture of the maiden to be dropped inanda sack
thirsting for the blood

into the deep sea—this was Byron’s romance;
and that an old
school-master should be romantic, or an English country girl who
dwelt
by the springs of Dove, or a wagoner,
or a

shepherd, was inconceivable,and the man

who
suggested it was intolerable.
So when Wordse
worth published ‘“ Peter Bel),” Byron
could
not stand it, It is easy to imagine
how he

who wrote,

* Slow sinks, more lovely ere his race be
run,
Along Morea’s hills, the setting sun,”

would

feel

when he read the

prologue to

Wordsworth’s poem :
=
* There’s something in a flying horse,

But through the clouds I'l never float
Until I have a little Boat
Whose shape is like the crescent moon.

Lahser, D. D., editor Journal & Messenger,
Cincinnati. VII. Law aad Divine Interven.

tion, by N. 8. Burton, D. D., pastor,
Akron,
Ohio.
VI. Miracles, as Attesting a Divine
Revelation, by Augustus H. Stro
+ D. D.,
President . Rochester
Theological Seminary.

VIII. Will the World Ever End? by Rev. C.
E. Smith, pastor, Syracuse. N, Y. IX. Editorial, Froude and the * English Church,” X.
Literary Notes.
Tbe third, fourth and fifth
articles are continuations of articles in the first
number.
Evidently, if this enterprise is not a

success it will not be for want of mer it.
———

Sunday Afternoon (83.00 a year, Spring--

field, Mass.) for September is the last
issue of
the magazine under that name.
The new
title will be Good Company.
The character
of the magazine will remain the same,
and
there will be no chunge in its management,

This number has’stories by Rose Terry Cooke

and Elizabeth W, Denison ; these sketche
s,—A
Bit of New England, A Practical Leaven,
The
Old Log 8chool-house, and Sketches in Southern California; also un account of the summer
charities of New York by William H. Rideing.

Rev, B. E. Warner writes about the pernicious periodical literature for the young now so

abundant, Rev. Dr. J. M. Whiton about
some
peculiarities of the books of Esther and
Ruth,
and there are carefully prepared papers
on

Latimer as a Social

punch

to
be had? Ro Byron dashed off upon the
margin
of a copy of “" Peter Bell,” ut
Ravenna on the
22d

)

wy

’

EPILOGUE:

Reformer

by

Octave

Thanet, «nd on the Public Schools and
Nation-

al Culture, by Noble C, Butler,

The Hebrew

Hereafter is a reply to the Hebrew Faith in
Immortality in the last number.
There are
several poems, including one in the Still
Hour

Department. The Editor's Table has
on Rink Religion; Vacation Sundays; articles
makes
periodicals

of the

duy, and expresses gratification ** that the
great International Game of Hop Skip and
ump fn Which our Sunday-schools have been
engagin

g every Sunday for almost seven years,
is pretty nearly ended.”
i
——

Was such young misses’ curds and whey to

of March, 1820+ THO

of the

ly give a better commendation of the work
than
to present the table of contents incinding
the
names of the authors: I. Some Mistrunslations
of the Greek Article in the Authorized
Version, by J. M. Steifler, D. D., pastor,
Hamil
ton, N. Y.
IL. Infullibility ; in Church, Pape, or Scriptures? By Prof.J. M. L.
Curry, D.
D. LL. D., Richmond College, Va,
III. Swedenborg and his Teachings, by H. M.
King,
D. D., pastor, Boston Highlands, Muss.
1V.
Jobn Wyeckliffe, by Rev. C. E. Barrows,
pastor,Newport, R. I. V. Inspiration, by
G. Ww.

“ And now I have a little boat,
In shape a very cresent moon,” ete,

be tolerated when there was manly

its

before us contains ten articles, We ean searoo-

an onslaught on the trashy

And something in a huge balloon;

».

After all,

to say

style, so(
but yet,
successful
imposing

tion price is $2.50 per year.
The paper is
good, the type is large and open, and the
whole appearance ix inviting.
The number

sec-

a gentlemanly

houri, who trembled in his arms

His style

Baptist Quarterly which had been suspended. Tt is edited and published
by J. R.
Baumes, D. D., Cincinnati, 0.
The subserip-

stinct which would equally save them.
But
humor is the sweetest repellant. The mass
of
men, if they heard some one ask whether
Milton was not » great genius, would exclaim,
impatiently, “ What an unspeakable
ass!”
But when Charles Lamb heard the question, .

his organs once more.”
A man is often conscious

precision.

of this publication w hich is a successor

ond part either relished the joke or felt less
angry.
But if not, the reason was a want of
humor. There is something so essentially ridiculous in a Billinsgate scolding match between
two mtn like Mr, Gladstone and Lord Beaconsfield, for instance, or Webster and Clay,
that it would be impessible had either of them
a saving sense of humor.
There is, indeeda

struggto
led
escape, and asked,
is
0 is that fellow?
Allow

and highly

THE MAGAZINES.
Baptist Review, April, May, Juve, 1870.
This is the second number of the first volume

into a laugh,and exclaimed that nothing could

and

peculiar

clearness is not a fashion.—N. ¥. Times.

be more absurd than for two broken-nosed old
fellows to get warm. upon such a subject.
It

habit of moderation

his style was

the

of speech.
Thackeray badja
when he and snother geatlesame misfortune fell into a
getting hot, Thackeray burst

may be doubted whether the party of the

the subject, which

catch, and he has bad ne successful imitator
s
and has set no fashion. It were well if he
had
more followers in the perfectly clean and clear
cotistruction of his sentences; but even then,

readily the comedy of the situation to be betray-

ed into excesses
broken nose, and
man who had the
debate which was

anything upon

forms, it is exact, correct.

to

before

in lan.

perfect clenrness is its highest beauty, althoug
h,
perhaps, not to every render its chiefest charm.
ut the trick of Macsulay’s writingis bard to.

world’s eye, or to an editor who is liable every
moment to be exposed to the pelting of hostility.
Humor is a panoply against insult, because a truly sensitive humor perceives too

Early in

the morning darken all the windows and
doors except one sunny door; the flies

were,

vivid of all nar-

that it can bardly be called a manly
disturbed is it with consciousness;
amid all its striving—generally
striving—after striking effects and

The sense of humor is the great solvent, and
it is invaluable to a public man who plays bis

as it

Harper's Magazine for September

many striking novelties,

Mustration
number.

and

is superior to even
In

fiction,

this

presents

in excellence of

the

August

magazine

is now

remarkable for its serial novels by Miss Mulock, William Black and R. D. Blackmore—a
marvelous array of imaginative power. “Mary
Aderley,” Blackmore’s new novel, promises
to be one of his best efforts, and William
Black's yachting romance, “ White Wings,” is

bs
8 something in a stupid ass,
Md something in a heavy dunce;
But never since I wentto school
I heard or saw so d—d a fool
As William Wordsworth is for once.

an enchanting story.

*“ And now I've seen so great a fool

features of this number

is a ghost story

Howard Pyle, with

illustrations

As William Wordsworth

is for once;

I really wish that $ Peter Bell?
And he who wrote it were in hell,
For writing nonsense for the nonce.

by the author.
a more stately

:

‘I saw ‘ the light in ninety-eight,’
Sweet Babe of one-and-twenty years!
And then he gives it to the nation,
And deems himself of Shakspeare’s peers,

“ He gives the perfect work to. light!

will Wordsworth, if T might advise,

Content you with the praise you get
. From Sir George Beaumont, Baronet,
And with your place in the Excise.”

logical

elp it.

he would have said, with

he could n’t

He must think me insufterable,”—

Editor's Easy Chair,in Harper's Magazine.
o0+

ABOUT

FASHION IN WRITING.

There are fashions in writing, as there are in

dress, and in almest

everything

that pertains.

And

by fashion I

to the personality of men.

do not mean style, either that which distin-

guishes the individual, or that which

period.

marks a

‘The Tatter may be called a fashion

more properly than the former.

‘For example,

the old way of writing prose, cumbrouy,

some and involved, which

prevailed

eight

most

novel

by

drawn

Not, less striking, though of
order, are Mr. Reinhart’s ad-

mirable pictures illustrating Mrs.

Champney’s

“ Newport Society in the lust Century.”

Lucy Lurcom’s spirited lyric, “My Mariner,”
is accompanied by an equally spirited illus-

tration by Fredericks, In the second paper of
Mr. Benjamin’s series, “ Fifty Years of American Art,” there are beautiful engravings after

paintings by F. E. Church, Worthington Whit--

private view of Wordsworth’
phrenodevelopment; and had ‘Wordsworth

porfest good nature, “ Of course

One of the

tredge, R. W. Hubbard, J. W.

It would have been much better for Byron to
solicit a
been a mun of humor

ofah.

by persons whose

Scott, the mast

union of splendor with

guarding is merely a futile attempt to express
what is inexpressible.
Itis only an elaborately rhetorical method of saying, * I don’t like

part,

it a radical element

assumed

can not be called chaste, and I venture

Indeed, ““calling names” or black:

flavor of a strawberry

long-

between

the Elizabethan period and the time of Dryden

im.

characteristic. can not be said to have set
any
fashion in writing. He presented the sing
ular

is a womanly gusher,as if there could ,be no
appeal from such a senience, is infinitely en-

red to blue, or the

there have been

is more than doubtful.
His influence, which
was for freedom, entirely change the
fushion:
d
in narrative style; and it affected pros
e style
in all other kinds of writing,
Macaulay, the
next succeeding great writer of Englis pros
h
e,

ment of those who are so denounced.
The
air of finality with which Tom says that Dick
tertaining,

colors, natural hair

guage, ani who thought nothin
g about the
grammatical construction of his senten
ces even

themselves that those who think they have demolished others by calling them prigs and
cun

great

cared very little for rule of any kind

Har-

the *‘ Lake

poet” probably seemed to the lord a most exa: perating molly-coddle and milksop.
It is a pity that Wordsworth lost the fun of
perceiving both the necessity and the comedy
of this impression, just as it is unfortunate for

Miss Nuncys

very

rative writers, the master story-teller of mod
.
ern days, was an inexact writer; ore
who

anti-pathetic

sextons

a

writers, and by Wilson and others in:

Blackwood.

to himself,

his Peter Bells and

sober

Since then

when

Review

kind

of person which the other one supposes him to
Wordsworth’s whole being

was

thoughts needed strength rather than infl
ation,
or decoration, it became ridiculo
us,
Then
came the fashion of elegant language, and
the.
sway of ped ants and parsers.
This was brok-.
en down chiefly by the prose writing of Wa).
ter Scott, aided largely
by the Edinburgh,

with it; that

be, he would be equally distasteful

and

Having in

surdity,

said, ““ If a man doesn’t like me, he must bate

the

stuffs

simplicity,

away.

me heartily.” Itis very possible fof a person
of quick mind to comprehend the impression
and repulsion which he must produce upon
readily see that if he were

writing

portance. The greatest of these was the
in.
troduction of the Johnsonian vocabu
lary ang
period,
This fashion, bappily, soon passed

If Words-

certain other persons, and it is not

to life again,

no Way expresseg
the writer, He
put on the hut ung:
change’ of fashion,
free and varied

some changes in literary fashion of min
or

fame

of more humor,

of prose

woolen

upon Wordsworth, which show the instinctive hostility which Byron must have felt for

|. that of a currant,

driver grasped him by the hand, saying :

will come

change, as great as thut from velvet and
lace:
ruffles and big wigs in the dress of men to

the driver turned towards him, and grufi-- yoa,” although the reason of
thé dislike is no
ly demanded bis name. ‘It was given. more expressible than the reason of preferrin
g

Then he wanted to
know ‘where he was
going. *¢ To Washington; I am a senator,” said Daniel, expecting his worst
thoughts were near realization. The

it never

of

copy of some contemptuous verses by Byron

ry

The following good story is told of
America's greatest statesman :
Daniel Webster, traveling by the night
stage’ from Baltimore to Washington,
with no companion save the driver, contemplated that worthy’s forbidding visage
with a very uneasy mind. He had nearly
reasoned his suspicious fears away when
they came to the dark woods between

prose than he dig

den
and after him Addison, Killed it;ion,and Dry
we may
be sure

eda copy of Lord Byron’s works in the collection, and what we suppose to be the original

to Byron's, and with

BOTH FRIGHTENED.

English

But it was not a style; it in
any mental peculiarity of
Literature there were some pleasant notes
merely adopted ft, just as he
describing interesting manuseripts
and literary |
treasures'in the library of Mr. George W. cont of the period, The
which gave us the modern
Childs, of Philadelphia. The writer mention-

is, he can

0-0-0
0-9

and

Eiterary,

even that he should sympathize

“1 didn't mean to, but I wish ‘he had
lived to forgive me!"—Detroit Free Press.

Bladensburg

|

————

who did more for

Tn a late number of Robinson's Epitome

The vehicle sent to convey the body to
the cemetery drove up at that moment,
and the burly, big man continued:

——m——

\

BYRON AND WORDSWORTH.

know he was lame and sick. God forgive
me if I made sorrow for him!”

such tiresome work to fight flies the way
driver beckoned them near,and said :
*¢ The last time I was here one of the -some do. If you can take the time to lie

‘« Well, I own

said

Tommy, very soberly.

to see about it; had ‘brought the litile |
~~

dump out half a ton of coal, some children came out of the side door, and the

dinner.

little boy,” said the wife, kindly.
The Pritchards were farming people,
and well-to-do. They had never had a baby brow and held his little lips tight,
Mr.
child of their own, and, after much con- The horse was brought round.
sideration, had decided to adopt a, boy
when a suitable one could’ be found.

“1 WISH HE HAD LIVED.
The other day when a burly, big driver
of a coal-cart backed his vehicle up to the
alley-gate of the old house in Detroit to

to one ‘of you. Theard a great crying
After
out,
but I can’t be stopping to look out
dinner he called Tommy to him.
;
)
‘
“Tommy,” he asked, *‘ did you take for dogs on the street.”
The children made no reply, but as
the gumdrops?”’
;
they watched him unload the cart they
* No, I didn’t,” said Tommy.
wondered if he had little children of his
“ Very well,” said the farmer; ¢ my
own, and if he ever spoke kindlyto them.
horse is harnessed. Lucy, put the boy’s
He may have felt the burden of their
cap on. I shall carry him back to the
thoughts, for suddenly he looked up and
poor-house, because he. will
the house, and. they

she

sadier

pendent.

0

talking in low tones.

so far,

up here

and there a red leaf to play with,

Your favorite picture rises up before me,
Whene’er you play that tune,

LO
re

4

drove along, though Farmer Pritchard
really felt a little sorry that he had gone

little four-year-old boy, suddenly
left
friendless.
He had wandered, shivering,

MILLAIS' “ HUGUENOTS.”
,

|a

county-house for a

.

IIIT
T
BW

Casilear, J. ¥.

Cropsey, W. T. Richards, 8. R. Gifford, A. F.
Bellows, James Hart, James Hamilton, W. H.

Beard, E; Leutze, William Page, Elihu Vedder
and John Lafarge. Barnet Phillips bas an in--

teresting paper, * The King

Collection ot En-

Kraved Gems,” recently purchased for the
Metropolitan museum,
Mr. Ernest Ingersol’s
* Gold-Mining in Georgia” takes us into a
new and very interesting fleld, of which little
is. known.

Besides the fiction already mentiongd, - there
is a piquant short story by Mrs. Anni Howells
Frechetti,

William Gibson contribiftes a bewus

tiful poem, * The Lust Rose
Edward Howland’s paper, te

off

Summer.”
Industrial

Society and its Work,” presents f curiously ve-

markable
plans

series

of co-operatife

successfully carried out

fin

offering many useful suggestiogs to

industrial

Mulhausen,

those

in-

terested in the welfare of laborérs, . The editorial depiriments are full of interesting matter,

°

a

ou

a

rindi
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SEA

| Miscellany,
frien

thy

Make not

song to the hotlse where ‘the young’ lady
was visiting, Ashe rang the bell, he almost imagined ‘that he heard tlie notes
of his own song, but the noise of the
street made closer /fatéhing impossible.

hy 1

nor thyself to,

Itis in learning

mg

ful hearts learn to love.—Ricand,
The more generally, persons are pleasing,

nette sitting at

1d 5: she was alone.

EERE

it ?" he asked.

Nor love thy life, nor hate; but whilst
thou livest live well; how 100g, how short,

or

= |

BE
Rg

i

fled fromthe

whether

and

is our own

painters,

flesh,

and

and
blood,

and bones. * A®y! nobleness:begins at once
to refine a man’s features; any meanness
or sensuality, to imbrute them.— Thoreau.
There is nothing by which 'I' “have
through life more profited than by the just
ohservations, the good opinion, - the sincere and gentle encourage neat of amiable
Rash words are scarcely more dangerous,
and generally much less
unwholesome,
than capricious silences. And few words
can attain to the harmonious nobility of a
rightly placed and perfectly open silence.
—The Saturday Review, ' '
;

great a genius he may be.

had

been

Beethoven,

dehow

The thinker in

his hat, he

left

the

house,

many months before

and

it was

his Kind

friends

volume of Song sonatas, ete, At fifteen
he was appointed court .Qrganisty thus becomingzthe objectof envy and dislike to
the older musicians who looked upon him
as a conceited upstart whom it was necessary to *‘ put down.” _Sterkel, a celebrat-

ed player,

brought one of Beethoven's
that he

did not believe the man

who composed

quisition of wealth.
The philsopher and
the poet are dufitted by the constitution of
their minds for the gathering of ducats.—
Alliance.
1

that piece could perform

it himself.

SS

THE SIX GERMAN COMPOSERS.
Becthoven.

Wiinsterplatz,

in

the

éity

of

Bonn, stands n bronze statue of Ludwig
von Beethoven. Not two minutes’ walk
from this, is a smail house now used as a

restauranton the ‘narrow, sidewalkless,
«cobble-paved Bonngasse, which was the
birthplace and home of the original of the
great bronze statue.
:
What would the little five-year-old musician have thought had he been. told of
the statue to be placed in the public
square some day ? Would he have been
surprised ? Scarcely, I think; for, of all
geniuses, Beethoven was the most positive
of his talent and conscious of his powers.

His fatber was a tenor singer in the
Electois chapel at Bonn; poor, uneducated and dissipated, possessed of a very
. slight knowledge of music, a wife and
three children, harsh and irritable, envious

and jealous of his own son’s talent; Ludwig. except by his mother, grew up unloved and neglected ; a miserable, unhappy child. His manners were those cf a
‘young bear, With bis ungainly form,
fiery eyes, hair always tumbled and bristling, the boy did not, promise much for
the man. ‘When he wus five years of age:
the father, hoping to retrieve his fallen
fortunes, put his son at the piano. But
the stubborn, willful Ludwig would not

learn in the way his father wished.

He

could not be made to practice except in
such ways and at such times as were
pleasingto his royal little self. His father being unable to do anything with him,
placed him under the tuition of the court
organist. In his eighth year he created
the greatest astonishment by his performance on the violin, and when eleven he
played Bach's *‘ Wholtemperirtes Klavier”
a collection of forty-eight compositions in
all keys.
But for his mother, whom he almost
adored, his home was unutterably wretch:

ed, and it was fortunate for him that he
found friends in the family

of the Bren-

est master in the

Writing in ‘his reckless

style he horrified the critics; who declared
him insane, as, by the way, is the fashion

«« [ allow it,” coolly replied the youth.
From this time, Keller and Beethoven
did not get on well together.
Keller
was the older and had the rules of music

Beethoven, a mere boy, was

scarcely endurable. . * Who ever knew
me to make a mistake?” demanded Keller one day.
‘* What never has been

may

be,” sail Beethdved.

living can put me out of

cried

the enraged

! N 0 man

time

qr

Keller.

‘¢

tune,”

That

re-

mains to be seen,” quietly replied Beethoven.
By thistime all becanigy*interested, and Beethoven was, against his will,
drawn into & wager of a supper, to be

given by the one defeated.

An

opportu-

nity soon presented itself,and
utterly thrown out of both time
by the young organist. At the
courier of the prince came and
thoven that the prince desired

Keller was
and tune
supper the
“told Beeto see him

at once.

Pale,

trembling

from

head

to

foot, the boy went into the royal waitingroom. What would his mother say?
What

would

the

prince

do

with

lady

visiting

the

family

and

though a mere boy the attachment was
both sincere and lasting.

Ata

loss how

_he should reveal his sentiments, he decid-

«<d to compose a song and dedicate it to
the young lady, and in searching for appropriate words among the poets his
young friend, Stephen Brenning, came upon him.
¢ Can I assist you?” inquired
Stephen, kindly.
¢“ What stuff the poets
. write,” growled Ludwig. I am trying

him?

Would he be sent to prison?
Almost
fainting, he was brought into the royal
presence. Beethoven told his story, and
the prince to whom Keller had complained assured him that justice would be
done. * Had you taken your practice

to find words to set to music, and ‘what a
stupid lot they are altogether,”

throwing

the books back upon the shelves.
* Perhaps I could furnish
passable one.”

you, with a
Til

‘ Let me see it,” said Beethoven.
“You would do*me a great favor if
you could write a melody to these words,”

blushing and taking a paper from his
pocket. ‘ The poem is by a - a - young
friend of mine,” stamwering and turning
from rose to

crimson, ¢ a

academy- who

is

in

fellow

in

love with-a

the

girl

who is most beautiful. It is a declaration
—could you favor me p”

** Let me see it,” 6ried ‘Beethoven, de-

lighted.

*‘T-I-don'tdareletany onesee

it, my friend forbade it, but 1 will read it;”
and in his high, boyish tones he commenc-

your wager into God's house on the Sabbath is frightful, you must be punished,”
continued the prince, while the young
boy sank into a chair. *“ I have decided
upon the severest pugishment.
You are
to be banished.’ ** Come, come my boy,”
added the prince with a smile, seeing that
his organist could endure no more, ‘I
shall banish you to Vienna, and that will

not be so bad.”

To Vienna!

In Vienna

were Gluck, Hayden, Mozart!
“ But
my punishment,”

cried Bee-

thoven, roused by this; ‘‘ to go to Vienna is a reward.”

« Never mind,

tell your friends that

you are banished, remember.
Here is a
letter to my bréther, Emperor Joseph,and
money for your expenses.
You will go
in my carriage, the count will go with
you, now farewell.” . Beethoven would
have knelt at his feet,but Max Franz

took

a man sinply dressed cathe along a path

‘When he had ended,

to his feet, and cried: * Just the thing I

and politely asked him what he waited
for. Beethoven told the man (hat he had

want,” and taking pen’ and paper ‘dashed

come to see the emperor.

off the

petition?” asked the man, glancing at the
letter the boy held in his hand.
¢ No,
a letter of introduction and recommen-

words

as’

his friend

sprang

read them,

seizing the paper and his hat exclaiming,
*¢ Excellent, excellent, Stephen you are a

* Have you a

capital fellow !"
*“ And when can I have the music?”
asked Stephen.
‘* To-morrow morning,”

dation.”

cried Ludwig, as he rnshed away.

Emperor is not at home to-day,” said the

The next morning the friends met and
the song and words were given to Stephen
von Brenning; Peethoven promising uot
49 reveal the secret. On the following
afternoon, Beethoven set out with the

man, ‘‘ but you can see him this evening
in bis small summer-house in the garden

‘From

whom, if I may

ask?”

* The Emperor's brother, Max ’ Franz.
I am the court organist of Bonn.”
¢ The

at seven o'clock:” “Do jou know the
Emperor?” asked Ludwig. ‘¢ Oh, yes,”
replied the stranger.
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North wood Ridge, July 30, 1879.

his

|

one

cup of coffee with the greatest care. His
servant brought bim his favorite dish of

water with his hands.

on

¢¢ You serve one of

Falls 'Re-

bn i

but
a little too far-fetched,”

tian.

She

leaves an

aged

mother,

a

She

who

are

long

and

was

his aged parents,

ina
desisn’t
Yes,

church.
EMMA,

was the re-

painful

one of the

1 1879. * Winter

measures 363

miles

in

length,

and

them.

cost

oiled.”—Inte-

Tennyson has beeti'knowu to
thirty times before being

Haven't

been

shot

in the

head

which

die in

Queen

of Scots

was

the

bright

N. H., the former on

on 35,600 worth of property at Newport,
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No

But

of God.

May

idea,”

etc.

The

rest

of

A
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of

Rome

Ledochowski has
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served

with

a

fresh

A first-class

school.

resident of Berlin, is dungerously ill in‘ London.
Mr. Sankey
has not change
I
in appearance
during his trip to Europe, although
his health
was poor a few weeks of the time.
Mark Twain leaves London for America the
last of the present month, bringing the manu-

script of his new book with him.

Mr. George William Curtis’ son, who graduated at Harvard last commencement, is only

twenty-one years old.”

Anna Dickinson will make a second venture
as an actress next month, appearing in San
Francisco ina play of her own writing.

Ex-United States Senator Wadleigh, of New
Hampshire, has become a resident of Boston,
and has opened a law office there.
William H. Vagpderbilt has just given $100,-

000 fora Kymnasium and a civil engineering
and scient fic hall on the grounds of ‘the Van-

_derhilt University.
Ismail
Hasta
Egypt’s ex-khedive, seems
disposed to dke‘up his residence definitely in
Naplex; and the Italian. government has des

BRO. ALONZO CHAPMAN

aged

died

years.

in

others

leaves a

wife

to

and

the

three

Lamb

children.

was

baptized

by

a

in

the

France,

Italy, Spain und Portugal show an immense deficit compared with former years.

Victorind: George
come Midshipmen,

Frederick, will soon be«
having finished. their edu-

cation on the school ship“Britannia.

Prince William, son or the. Crown

Prince of

Germany, is completing his education at Boon

University.

In about two weeks he starts
for the East on a vacation of several months.
General Grant has taken passage in the
okehama
City of Tokio, and
yyill sail from
for San Francisco od the 25th or 26th inst. He
is expecred to urrivein San Francisco somewhere between Sept. 15 und 16.
The

+

First

Result.

In almost every case, the first and immediate result of the use of ** Compound
Oxygen” is an increase of appetite and a
new sense of bodily life and comfort. + Our:
Treatise sent free. Address Drs, Starkey

& Palen, 1112 Girard Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.

Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER,
Hncipal,

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

Re

GRANDE

COLLEGE.—Rio

Grande, Gallia

Co., Ohio.
The college
year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each. Fall term beginsA
ug. 26.

The courses
of study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent)
$2,15 per

For

further information

TON,

A.M.,

Rio

week.

apply to A. A. MOUL-

Grande,

Gallia

Co., Ohio.

"

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar ‘advantages.

For particular information, send for

to Rev. W

Hosea

Quinby during his pastorate’ at- Milton Mills,
and was a worthy member: of the church.

large place in the affections of all with whom
she
mingled.
In physical beauty she was

and

in Christian character as fragrant ds the: rose;
but,* the good die’ first, while they whose

a circu:

COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

WW iLos

COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE.—Wil.

ton, Muscatine Co, Towa. Special
ments, for. the coming year,
vt AEH
For particulars address the Secretary,

‘MuDGE,

A.

Wilton Junction, 1owa.

O.

ADVERTISEMENTS
PROVERBS.

“The Richest Blood, Sweetest Breath
land Fairest Skin in Hop Bitters.”
| yo Alittle Hop Bitters saves big doctor
/ bills and long sickness.”
:

sister or

invalid wife, mother,

“That

y
He

Funeral

fair as the flowers she loved to cultivate,

+ N.Y.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Puplils fitted for busi.

She was the last person whom our depyrted
termined ~ tofoaskign him the Kavorita pal- brother baptized, and the last whose marriage.
ace.
fas dn
he solemnized.' Though called to ber rest sud:
Tw sonsof the Prince of Walds, Albert "denly and in youth, the deceased had won a

its

Lyndonville, Vt.

ness, scientific schools or the best celleges.
J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal.
For further
JFiteuiats, address the principal,
or ELIHU
AYES, Sec. Trustees.

Belmont,

‘Rev.

Sec. & Treas.,

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

SADIA N., wife of Charles A. Hilton, and
daughter of George W. and Kiiza B. Prescott,
of Acton, Me., died June 13, aged 22 years.

deceased”

of

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.

MRS. JUDITH CRAM, widow of the late
James Cram, died in East Tilton, N. H., Aug.
3, aged 82 Years:
So long as strength and
health would permit, Sister Cram was an ac:
tive worker in the house of God, and when
corapelied to remain at home, she showed the
sume active: zeal for Christ. One who has
lived in her family for thirty-three years says
that in atl that time sbe has never showed
aught but a true Christian spirit. Not only
her immediate family but all who knew her
feel that they have lost a helper and a friend.
Hers was a green old age. Funeral services by
the writer,
Jo H..X

The

courses

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

Though.a

services at F. B. church at East Tilton.

complete

Whitestown, Oneida

as

of God.

as.

August 26, 1879
Three

The

great sufferer for many years, yet his trust was
placed in Jesus, and at all times he was read

to point

begins

Terms moderate.

5, and the latter

60

term

8S.

competent

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better eondition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With. three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
'
IRVINGB. SMITH.
VW HITESTOWN SEMINARY.~This Institution
is one of the largest and best in the State.

2d
Belmont church, July 6, by the writer, assisted by Rey. C. M. Emery. Text 2 Kings,
N. H,, June 26,

INSTITUTE.—J.

I. W. SANBORN,

members of the E. Tilton Sunday-scheol.
Few children are as fond of attending 8. 8. and .

writ to appear before a Prussian tribunak
Rev, Dr, Joseph P. Thompson formerly pas
tor of the Broadway Tabernacle, and now a

[LITERARY

A. M., Principal, with

Fall

on May 6, aged respectively 5
years, and 9
years and 9 months.’ These children were

telegram veaffirms that’ Carfiinal

Two full courses,
further information

4 BROWN,
sistants.

her. Though suffering
greatly from diphtheoo of Fai
ria and scarlet fever, they bore it.all with. unIt is said that the estaté’ left to Jefferson
common
fortitude
till
the
end, In the absence
Davis by the late Mrs. Sarah ‘Ai Dorsey, will .| of their pastor, Rev. M. A. Quimby offered
RE
A
not amount to more than $25,500.
prayer dt the barial. Memorial services at the

communication proves it.—Buffalo
Express.
:
:
A St. Petersburg letter received at Paris
shows that there is an enormous increase
of the number of nihilists in Russia.
The statistics of

Spring

Scituate, R. TI.

Chandler, of Michigan,
& LL. Dy

Paris for 10,000 francs, or say $2000.
A communication to this paper begins,
‘I had no

17 7579.

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,

Shurtz will speak in.German when | apt at remembering the texts of the preacher
and the good words of the teacher. They,
Ah autograph by
Handel. brought $265 at were attractive and intelligent, without losing
their childishness.
Ansel was the pride of
auction in London, last w:
:
Hillsdale College h¥s“inade Senator Zach. his parents, Annie," the joy of ull who knew

sufficiently

sold

at reasonable rates.
and Classical.
For

YNDON

learned to repeat them

“| divine service as were’ they, and few adults

Secretary

Windsor
advisedly,

lately

Nov.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
For particulars address: the Principal,
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE,

ANNIE MAY and ANSEL, children of Mr,
and Mrs. Moses A. Young, died in Belmont,

George Bancroft, the historian, pays taxes

satisfied with it to give it to the printer.
A manuscript
formerly
belonging to
Mury

begins

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students fer colJege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
>i
an
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
*
Lewiston, Me.

band, brother and aged grandmother.

—_—

PERSONALS.

at Genoa.

'vewrite

Term

address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

MRS. FLORA ROWEN died in Belmont, N.
H., March 31, of consumption, aged 23 years.
Sister Rowen wus: baptized by Rev, J. G.
Munsey a few years ago, and united with the
F. B. church at East
Tilton. Since that time
she has lived an exemplary life, and ber influence hus not been in vain, She leaves a hus-

Thomas Carlyle is so unwell that his friends
are alarmed.
:

Land, fronting on Fleet street, London,
has been lately sold for $50 per foot.
Oliver Wendell Holmes’s seventieth birthday occurs on the 29th of this month.
The slave traffic in the southern part of
Abyssinia has been abolished by King
Menelk.
:
A handkerchief flirtation is a very simple

poem

Ww.

ACADEMY. —Center Strafford, N. H.

1amilies
Buglisn

church has met with a loss, and his aged wife,
two children, and six grandchildren mourn
for him as one greatly beloved.
But they are’
comforted with
the thought that it is her
eternal gain. The funeral services were conducted by the writer.
H. N. PLUMB.

here,andgained it all in half ounce install-

It takes a hen to raise a good crop of
corn.— New York Mail.
i
Towns near Concord, N. H., had white
frosts, Sunday night.
Naturally the best laborer for a hot climate—a coolie.— Fun.
Are bookworms good for bait?— Waterloo Observer.
gts
We are our own fates. Our own deeds
are our doomsmen.
Is life worth living ? That depends on
the liver.
;
This is the walking year ;the next will be
leap year.—Camden Post.
There are forty
American-built fast
printing presses running in London.
There is a bust of John Brown, the ab-

me

Ph. ji
Regular

ohieslod

Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

E. OWEN.

spiritual interest of the cause

to get her to sleep, be-

A young man who went frem Burlington to Leadville about six weeks ago,
writes cheerfully back to his friends: * I
have gained three pounds since I came
ments.
yet.”

¢ Blessed are the dead

A

Aug. 5,
aged 79 years. The subject of this
notice wis born in the State of Connecticut,
lived some years in the State of Vermont, and
came to this State when about 21 years of age.
In the fall of 1841 he wus converted, together
with his comgunion, in a revival under ‘the
labors of Rev. O. Johnson and the writer.
He was baptized by Bro. Johnson, and, with
many others, joined the F. B. church in 'Barrington.
‘When our church was organized in
Marilla, he was one of the first members.
Our dear brother was a steady and faithful
follower of Christ, ever ready of his small
means to aid his brethren in advancing the

came interested in some outside noise.
She was told that it was caused by a
cricket, when she sagely observed, ‘‘Ma-

PARAGRAPHS.

:

sexes.

For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

he enters the campaign at Cincinnati.

borders.

for both

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

M. A. QUIMBY. _
BROMCALVIN RILEY died in Alolen, N, Y.,

A bright Tittle three-year-old, while her

be

George

to her teacher in the Sunday-school, and it
seemed fitting that they should be repeated as
a text at ber funeral.
She was beautiful and
fair in form while she lived, and beautiful also
in the hopeful sleep of death.

mother.

to

of

Sweet words! She had

knows how to hold it ?” ¢¢ Nor a tongue,
either,”
quietly responded .the, young

A thunder storm, terrific and out of season, came, up as his friends gathered
around his dying bed.
The room was
made dazzling by continuous lightning.
All at once Beethoven sat up in bed, and
raised his arm as if to conduct some gigantic orchestra through a .grand symphony. . The thunder pealed so thatthe
house trembled and shook as if in answer
to his command, and the great musician
sank back upon his pillow,—dead.

for it has seventy-five’ bridges Within

Anniversaries,

arship for Commercia: com se, unlimited time, $30.

Jesus said, ** Suffer little children, and forbid
them not to come unto me, for of such is the
kingdom
of
heaven.”
Beautiful
words!

her infant, and said: ¢‘ I declare, a woman
ought never to have a baby unless she

ma, I think he onght
‘rior.

wife

sin, to walk

ministrative reforms iu Turkey.
A meddlesome old woman was sneering
at..a young mother's awkwardness.
with-

of March, 1827, he died, aged fifty-seven.

The town
of Bridgewater,
county, Vermont, was named

1880.

and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room. 40 to 75 cents a week.
Schol-

LELA E., eldest daughter of James J. and
Ida J. Story, died of diphtheria, at Franklin
Falls, Aug. 8, aged 5 years.
The Good Shepherd came the very day that little Lela was
five years old, to call her away, before her innocent feet had learned to walk the ways of

stantinople with instructions to insist upon
the speedy execution of the required
ad-

mother was trying

aflicted,

G. 8. HILL,
Collum, died in

the Lord.”

about $7,200,000.
:
The meeting of Emperor
Francis Joseph of Austria and Emperor William of
Germany at Gastein is regarded as a new
guarantee of friendly relations between
their empires.
Our minister at Port au Prince endorses
the provisional government recently organized for Hayti as non-partisan, judicious and trustworthy.
The report isrevived that Lord Dufferin,
the present British ambassa lor to St. Petersburg will shortly be transferred to Con-

the same as before.
j
As a performer, Beethoven played with
correctoess and feeling, but not with rapidity. Finger dexterity is not essential
to the performance of the greater part of
his music. He composed but one opera,
‘¢ Fidelio,”
the first truly German work
of a dramatic character. His ninth symphony, in which he transcends all laws
of music, is considered his greatest work.
In Vienna, on the evening of the 26th

deeply

Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 7, after a protracted
illness from consumption, aged
23 years.
For some years the subject of this notice has
been a member of the
Pearl St. Free Baptist
church, and,so far as [ am able to judge, her
life and character have comported well with
her profession.
She was very retiring in dispesition, unassuming in demeanor, and uncomplaining in her suffering. A husband and
little boy survive her. May the Lord bless

Werks, Patterson, Pa., including orders
from South America and Australia, and
2000 mechanics are employed in the shop.
The Brazilian militia have been called
out at Para to prevent the sacking of the
town by 14.000 of its famine-stricken -inBabies whose supplies have heen stopped.
The Erie Canal was connmenced in 1817,
and completed in 1825.
The main line

their account,

in the museum

1,

the Institution 8 the best Sind
colle
jo
New’ England.
Telegraphy a specialty. i t
Expenses
State.
teacher. .of Penmanship in" the
less than in any other of like grade. Four, terns
‘of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begind August 25,

Funeral services by the writer, assisted by
Rev.
Wm.
Dodge, of the
Congregational

Over 100 locomotives are in course of
construction at the Baldwin Locomotive

and went on with his musical hydraulics

olitionist martyr,

Apr.

courses of study

their dresses | LORINDA, wife of Bro, E.. Ricker, died in
years.

'

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION ~New Hamp.

Com.

Aug.1, after

negins

N ton, N. 'H. ‘ Rev. A. Sh
vy
+ principal, with eight associate. teachers:

husband,

by Rev. John F. Lord.
sickness, aged42

mér| term

i

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

June rdsen : UriPatuloruc ides K. Bachelvr, A.
M., Principal,
. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Pittstield, Me., y{ 189."
»!
ed

Bro. J,
HayRoss-corner in

seven children and a large circle of friends to
mourn their loss. Funeral service conducted

Rochester,

CENTRAL

Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi
cal, Scientific courses of study for both, sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low. - Fall term
Jogihis Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term begins’ Nov.
3, 1879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1839, §

1871, and has ever been a faithful wife, a kind
and loving mother and an exeuiplary Chris.

joinder.

Hiring a boy to

concern

talked

A good-natured traveler fell asleep
train and was carried far beyond bis
‘“ Pretty good joke this,
tination.
it?” said he to a fellow-passenger.
*

ply the pump handle, he would stand at
the spout by the hour playing in the
water and singing or rather roaring to
himself. If be could not leave the house,
he used a basin of water in which he paddled until both he anjl
the : floor became
wet through. ‘People below finding the
water coming through the ceiling complained of the deluge, but he did not manifest the least

Turner's

ed at Cape Elizabeth in 1867, by
iden, joined the ehurch at

MARE

Term Beging Keb.2, 1880. Summer Term begins
most active, useful members of the Roehester
19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26,
Send
Village church, taking a deep interest in every | Apr.
for Catalogue to
utilize.
Fp
movement tend i ng to promote its growth and;
. REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal,
prosperity.
She
felt
deeply
interested:
in
the
The Chinese
government Is. steadily
Sabbath-school, and was one of its. most acs
IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The
Fal Teim
building up a formidable
fleet of steam
will commence August26. For catalogue ads
tive and efficient teachers. She endured her
gun-boats.
They are made in England,
WM.
D,
great sufferiogs with. wondenful fortitude ‘and dress the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.
and each carries a 36-ton gun.
2
Christian patience.
To her, Jesus appeared
¢ Don’t you think that a good likeness supremely precious, and in him she placed
LASELL
FOR YOUNG WOMEN,
of me ?” said a pretty wife to the small the most bhaplicit trust. Divine grace enahled ,
\
4
Auburndale, Mass,
her to give up her family and
all, worldly
fraction of herself called her husband.
Boston privileges, with delightful suburban home,
“Very
good,” was the reply,
* exceot ‘things, aud to cheerfully wait the summons
Special care of health, manners and morals of
which would call her home to the realms of
girls.
Some reductions in prices for
that there is a little too much
repose bliss. She leaves an: afflicted husband, an growing
next year, -which begins Rept 18th, For Cataahout the mouth.”
logues address
C. C. BRAGDON, Prubipal;
aged mother, two children and their
compan28
ions, and numerous other relatives
and friends
He was inclined to be facetious. “What
quantities of dried grass you keep here, to lament bf depurture But they mourn not
REEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,
Wa.
those
thout hope. Her funeral was
Miss Stebbens ? Nice room for a donkey a8
TERBURY CENTER, VT.
largely attended, conducted by the. writer,
Two
courses
of
study.
Instruetions
thorough.
to get into. ” ¢¢ Make yourself at home!”
assisted by Rev, L. Tuttle.
. E. TRUE.
Expenses low. Students in' this vicinity
give us
she responded.— Hudson Register.
patronage.
For further informastom
adBRO. OLIVER WALDRON SHAPLEIGH, of’ your
ress,
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Prine;
‘
York «Post,
According .. to: the New
Boston, died at his father’s residence in LebaGeorge Alfred Townsend tells of a minernon Center, Me., July 13, aged 35 years and 8
ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
!
;
al spring in this Sate that is so strongly months. He had been In failing health for
Rey. T. F, MILLETT, Principal, wath competen
impregnated with iron that the farmers’ more than a year, but was very suddenly tak- assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
horses who drink of its waters never re- en worse, and peacefully he laid down to die. and Scientific course of study for both sexes.
Board, including
room rent, from $2 to $2.50
per
‘He wus in the house of God on the Sabbath,
quire to be shod.
and listened attentivelyto the Word, and on week. Rooms from $2 to $4 per term. Tuition
Accordingto a census just taken, the the next Sabbath morning he’ passed away. and Foom refit free to those preparing for the
ministry.
city of Genoa has 134,000 inhabitants,
His trust was in Jesus as his Saviour. He said
term begins May 6; Fall term Sept. 2;
indicating
a slow, but steady annaal in- to his assembled relatives, that he desired Summer
Winter term Nov.
crease in the population since the begin- “the family to be an unbroken one in heaven,”
For further information address the Principal.
ning of the present century.
E ‘| He was a member of the 2nd,church in Lebanon for sixteen years. All fear of death was
ILLSDALE COLLEGE,—Michigan. Collegi‘“ The source of weakness to every na- taken away, and he quietly fell asleep in Jesus. J
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Pretien under heaven,” says Josh Billings,
Some hundreds of people attended his funer- paratory, Music and Art .Departments. Elective
Best of religious in¢¢ comes from the fact that its women have | 4), He leaves a dear companion and a large studies. Admits both sexes.
fluences.
Thorough and cheap. ' Finest college
circle of brothers and sisters, together with
so little to do and so much to say.”
buildings in the
Northwest.
uition, incidental

his hand and led him to the door.
In Vienna every attention was shown
him, and he was petted and flattered by
all the great musicians. One incident connected with his arrival in the city must
thing. ‘It only requires two fools and two
be told.
;
; handkerchiefs.
He went to the palace of the Emperor,
The London T%mes Berlin correspondent
and while waiting in the garden for an revives the reportof a coolness between
answer to his request to see his majesty, Germany and Russia.

ed the most love-lorn ditty imaginuble.
Beethoven

FOUR

words, VERSES are inadmissible,

aspect in the evening.
The tiny insect has
a natural hook in its head which the ladies

with some critics in our own day in treat- fish, and as soon as the meal was over he
sat down at his desk by his piano and
ing of a music which they are unable to
worked incessantly till dinner. After dincomprehend.
When his fifth symphony
was first composed, people declared it im- ner, he always started out for a walk or
rather run in the fields and woods about
possible to play it. But their ignorance
the city. Starting out on a sort of trot in
was at fault and not his music.
:
_double quick time, his hair flying loose
A short time after his appointment as
in the wind, singing to himself,he seemed
court organist—when he was fifteen,— he
more like a wild man than the great
was interrupted by the singer Keller
composer. If one were with him, he
while playing, with the cry, ** Wrong,
talked excitedly, waving his arms, makwrong!”
¢ What's wrong?” demanded
ing odd gestures, or would start out on a
Beethoven, haughtily. *¢ You played two
run now and then, so that it required
pure fifths, and that is not allowed,”
courage to take a walk in his company.
answered Keller. ¢ No, that's not allowHe had a curious passion for playing 1n
ed,” the musicians echoed in one breath.

on his side.

at the rate ot

with living fire-flies, giving ‘a diamond like

kingdom. of harmo-

He rose with the sun, prepared

PH

‘so “much

The Cuban ladies still trim

glanced at the music, and then played it ny.
But Beethoven never became tamed to
from memory.
¢‘ You are the composer,”
cried Sterkel, “no other man in Gérmany’ good breeding and attention to etiquette.

nings. Here hereceiyed sympathy and: room in whichto carry out your intention,
assistance.
Here he fell in love with I would have nothing to say, but to bring
a young

porter,

Pausing at ‘the doorway

greatest ruler in Germany
and the great-

To

the musician's astonishment, Beethoven

could play it.”

BY FLORA PRESTON HOGBIN:

the

room at seven.

rice,”

about, is to come off.—

he saw a small, kindly-faced man in convergation with the person who sometimes
shaved the Emperor.
¢ Your Majesty,”
the small man wus saying, and at these
words Beethoven
felt a cold perspiration
start from every pore. , This then was not:
the Emperor's barber, but the Emperor
‘himselfto whom he had told the anecdote of Mozart! How the Emperor turned, and made Beethoven soon forget : his
embarrassment and drew him out to criticise Mozart, and then introduced him to
the small man who turned out to be Mozart himself, and how Beethoven played,
and Mozart and Ewperor Joseph applanded, and how he was received into
princely homes and feted would form
subject for a whole chapter. Suffice it
to say, Beethoven became the lion .of
Vienna, the especial protege of both the

could prevail upon him to enter it again,
In his thirteenth year, he published a

compositions to him once saying

Punoctualito a moment, Bees: “ Anglo-siaxon

thoven was vshered. into the . Emperot's

‘aston-

other tields has no time to give to the ac-

On

evening.”

ing down saw Stephen's song whose title
page bore the dedication, ¢* to Jeannette,
from Stephen von Brenning;” lying upon
the pianoforte. It was enough; seizing

and sensible women.—
Sir Samuel Romily.

The employment of money making
mands all one’s attention, mo matter

room.

¢ Very good,” laughed

dceount ‘as ldst year's calendar.—~Marathon
ne
hpi
correspondent,who is given
be gable to see thé Emperor at seven 'this |
to sporting, wants to know when the

ished, overcome with mortification, glanc-

'

We are all sculptors
our material

nitely. better.”

faltered, failed, and with an unmistakable, incontr¢lluble burst.of laughter -she

he or any. Other gathers the frait,— Zemple.

second

Gouetional,

aon SEMINARY~—Northwood Ridge
PARTIOULAR (NOTICE: Obituaries should be ; NOX
. N.wg H. Three terms per ear, year, co commencing
on
BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over | ihe or
day of Sept., Déc., and March. J.
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per: “H, Hutching, A. M., Principal} with a
lete
assistants, Stndents fGtted for business
sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it bourd of
college.
For further particulars address the
18 but jubt:that CASH should accompany the copy: or
Principal, or E. S. Tasker, Sec: retary.

The first’ ithe, man, + but T must go now ; you will | Independent.
An illiterate

finished, the third ¢ommenedd, her tones

good actions; and every man ought to sow
them, and leave it to the soil and seasons
or no,

« Will you try

4 Conld ‘it 'be Jedhnette
The

pk So

@bitwaries.

attacked to lose their sight, and results
8. HANSON, wife of J. C. Batchelfatally in many cases.
Rls ay der,HANNAH
died in. Waterbury, Me., April 17, aged
. Dignity becomes a man,but when your hat 160 years and 6 months. Sister B, was born in
said of the td
ata that it was
preachand a gentle zepLyr have about.a rod the | W., was couverted in 1858 under the
good, but the one who wrote it was, infi-, ‘start of you, dignity becomes offs little ing of Bro. J, I. Wentworth, and was ub “

“Beethoven plac-

companied her ‘at| the piano!

di o
Good intention are at least the seed

whether
théy eorfie’ap

AEA

|

tell-

asked she, inquisitively. But the ‘lady’
was equal to the emergency, and quietly
responded, ‘* At the parson-age «
0!
A new cattle epidemic has appeared at
‘New Milford, N. #.." which ¢auses those

organist?”
WEE
‘
“ The music of these great gentlemen
is not gen
of
much
"58

‘t With pleasure,” was

grow accustomed—the ravages of time stanza ‘wassung.
and the injusticefoffour felloW- men. = Tuk: |{ was laughing ?
leyrand.
Co
ik
i |

Never believe 4 man who is always

‘Is

you riot afraid to’ present yourself us ‘an

the answer, while her eyes, fairly danced
with suppressed mirth, Beethoven
ac-

permit to Heaven.—Milton.
There are two things to which we never

it Lishave

dreadfully exacting’ of ‘musicians. AYé

bom, he saw Jean-'

ed the misie before her.

eT
WE]
SRR

ing what he used
to do, who ‘always deals
with
the
past
tense;
for the past tense Is a
he kind or stern?” ¢¢ Oh, he isn’t so bad,”
pre-tense.
.
X
ho
tory
the
otl
said the
other, | iling. , ¢* But he is,
4 At what "age ‘were ‘you ‘married?’

Entering the drawing:

nate tine for his ‘séng.

i

10" answer.

"| There could not:

the less profoundly Haythey Te please.—Stend¥

"halls

ee
¥

child can be made the picture of health
, with Hop Bitters.”

“When worn down and ready to take

,

your bed, Hop Bitters is what you need.

“Don’t physicand physic,

for it weak-

Hop Bitters,

‘ens and destroys, but take
“that build up continually.”

“Physicians of all schools use and

recommend Hop Bitters. Test them.”
“Health is beauty and Jjoy—Hop Bitters

.”

a
gives health and beauty.
4 There are more cures made with Hop
Bitters than all other medicines.”

“When the brain is wearied, the nerves
unstrung, the muscles weak, use Hop
A
Bitters.”
“That low, neryous fever, want of sleep

‘and weakness, calls for Hop Bitters.”
Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief is
}

Pleasant, Sure and Cheap.
For sale by all druggists.

)

GOLD

and Silver, Chromo

ir fancy case,
ville, Ct.
3 S111

luc.

Cards, with name,

toa Card

Co.

Clinton-

13123

A YEAR and expenses to agents.

Free.

Address P. O. VICKERY,

!

Maine.

Outfit

Augusta,

y

Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snowflake, etc, 10c,. Game of Authors, 15¢.
H.

hearts are dry as summer, burn low in the
socket.”
B. A. SHERWOOD.

A. Smith, Clintonville, Ct.

HERBERT E., only child of Bro. J. W. and
Sister Clara KE. Doe, died July 11, in East
Somerville, Mass., aged 1 year and 7 months.

HE-above is the title of an Essay delivered before the Iowa Yearly Meeting upon the issues
between Free Baptists and other Denominations.
The Conference voted to request its publication.
It has been done ut the Morning Star Office, and is
our people in
being read with interest among
the work was prepared.
Towa, for whom, chiefly,

This

promising

child

was

suddenly

home,

after

three

days

sickness.

only

taken
Our

brother and sister have the heartfelt sympathy of us all in this their deep affliction, while

we fervently pray that it may be thé means
of pyomoting their spiritual strength, and increase their success in winning the
young
to
the Good Shepherd, who has tenderly folded
their dear-oue to his boson,
Not lost; but
oy just over the river, they feel that their
angel Bertie waits to welcome them when
life’s work is done.
CoM.

¢CTHE

13625

ISSUES,”’

But it deserves to be more generally read, and I
purchase
hereby call attention to it, and urge the

and reading by any and all interested in

pat discussed.

pedobaptists,

e Issues between

are clearly
al Baptists

the sub-

Baptists and

and between Liberal and

and Jercinie pat.

Unliberpgs

ADDRESS REV.
O. E. BAKER, WATERLOO,
10WA, . or, fora short time, The STAR OFFICE.
PRICE 10 Cents PER COPY.
S
8. V. R. SLADE,

sib
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being

new

converts

and

baptized

by

him.

The people became very much attached to
Dr. Durgin, and when,in 1875, he resigned his
pastorate
to take the position of President of
Hillsdale College, which he now holds, it was
with feelings of great sorrow that they parted

ed with pistols, axes, shot guns

leaving they have scarcely recovered.

After Dr. Durgin had gone, Rev. J. H.
Durkee became pastor for about ome year.
He was followed by Rev. John Malvern, who

the

tone to the

of Reynolds,

convicted

Salt Luke City of polygamy.
The confinement of the executors of
Brigham Young's will
has likewise excited a feeling of hostility, at
Ogden, aud the leading organ of the church
there is tilled with threatening articles against

selves to the church.
In the spring of *78, Bro. Malvern

editorial in the London Times.
New Hampshire State Temperance

resigned,

One great trouble during the history of this
church is the fact that the pastorates have
largely been very short, and the people consequently kept unsettled and somewhat discouraged.

The church at present numbers a little more
working condition.
The
Sunday school, though not very large,
numbering a little less than ene hundred, is a
good example of a live Sunday-school, under
Benj. F. Haley as its superintendent.
This church has been an important one in
our
denomination,
it has been large and
strong, accomplishing much for good, and has
had many leading men connected with it during its history. At present the larger part of

up

members.

This people

is one that is always ready to rally around and

uphold its pastor, helping him

in every good

a good number of individuals of ample
connected with it.

-ship, some funds are already in
retained for that special work.

means
of wor-

the

treasury,
;

In the matter of benevolence this church is
not behind its sister churches. For the cause
of missions within the past

have been contributed,

six

months,

and besides

THE

. | +
BUBTON, Saturday, August 16.
FLOUR.—There is very little changein the Flour
market.
Tirade continues quite dull, and with

So frequent are the reports of defaulters that

rather unfavorable advices

and new St.

$35

this the

Woman’s Missionary Society last year raised
$25 for the work.
¥or the raising” of money
for mission work the card system, lately inaugurated among our churches,is found a very
convenient and effective method.
In the Sunday-school money is raised for the
usual expenses of the school by the system of
weekly penny collections. A
good number
of our Sunday-school papers, both Myrtle and
Little Star are taken.
The present deacons of the church are Bros.
A. T. Gillman and C. H. Richardson.
The pastor, Bro. Adams,
is doing a good
work and is evidently the right man in the
right place, Raving the hearty co-operation of
his people. By his own earnestness and activity he is rousing the church into newness of
life and vigor, and a prosperous future for this
one of our churches may confidently be hoped
for and expected.

Hetos Summary.
CURRENT EVENTS.

over

rolls of his help and

appropriating

Meal,

twenty
money

Veterans will occur Aug. 25—27, at Weirs
Landing, Lake Winnipiseogee,
N. H.
All
New
Hampshire Veterans,
and Veterans of
other States now residents of New Hampshire,

to be

prese
This reunion is for the purpose of
enablihg the surviving Veterans of the Old
Grane
Stute
to once again gather, with their
fami
for social and fraternal
tings, to
revi
old associations and memories, and en-

joy agrand, old-time picnic, devoid

of

martial

tremendously
one

in

hundred

emigrants

landed in New York, Wednesday.
This is the fifth successive ‘“ bad

year”

Latest

made certain concessions,

the Servian

the government are apprehended in Cuban po-

litieal efrcles,and Capt. General Blanco js preparing to suppress any outbreak which may
occur,
By an executive order of Saturday last

5,353,200 acres of Jue ; pablic, fomaly 2
the
northeastern bank
of the
Missouri river,
in

Dakota

territory, has been

Ro

settlement.

Twenty-six of the prominent

in

the country

making

special

pon

railway

to

lines

have

d ‘to discontinue,

contracts

for certain

Jots or

qualities of freight at tariff rates or at less than
tariff

rates.

3271

The total valne of exporte from Boston during
theipast week was $1,311,242, against $821,668
for the
uars

same werk
1,

last year.

$32,666,213,

Total since

ngainst

last

Reading

iron

ve
d $26,490,629 for the corresponding
riofof 1877.
:
The

largest

furnace

of the

Jan-

$33,143,996

pe-

works, which went out

blast four years ago,

wad blewn in, Tuesday.

This company is now

building a new tube mill, which will give employment to 200 additional hands,
President Hayes has accepted the

of the State

board,

and

will

invitation

visit

Indian-

apolis during State-fair week in October.

He

has also accepted an invitation to attend the
agricultural fair at Neosho, Kansas,on the
25th of September.
The yellow-fever

growing

pestilence

at,

Memphis is

worse, a larger number of cases

and

deaths
being
each day.
Nearly the
entire city is
ed.
Turkey has contracted with the Providence
Arms Company of R. I., for 600,000 rifles at
$17.50
, and 300,000,000 caps. The total
value of the contract is put at 19,500,000.
The

terms of payment are not stated,
delivery is called for.

but urgent

Eight cars well filled with colored men of the

better class, from different points in Mississipi, have gone to Kunsason a prospecting trip,
iss if 2 favorably impressed with
Kansas
will either réturn directly home or examine
some other
| igrating.

forthern State with a view to em-

St. Petersburg correspondent, in connection
with the report of coolness between Russia and
¢
, says it hus been decided to construct
a
orators on the Russian frontier,
Kovno, Grodno, Bulostok and Gonetz will be
fortified.

;

:

fr

Troubles between the French Canadians and

good

is

quite

firm,

Cancerous
Rheum,

are

food.

hronic

and

BurTEr—Holders of fine grades are very firm in
their views, vecause the supply of desirable qualty is getting smaller every week, bui they cannot
get any advance except for small jobbing lots. For
the best Vermont dairies 13c3is sull the top pr ce,
and only strictly fine lots will command that. New
York Sairies jo not briog over lie, and but few
in are worth over 13¢, while some lots

condition

are slowatll@ R2¥ 1b.

We

Educational. .
Northwood Seminary.

plaints,

packed, but the

Sonply of this grade is

For most of the

Western ladle packed

12¢ is a top price, and when it is the least off in
quality, loc is all that buyers want to give, while
some go down to 8 @ 9¢ per 1b.
CHEESE.—
The supply of Cheese has been barely
enough for the deman:!,

and the market

lots of factory

made

tamed

a comparatively firm

lots sold at 5

have been

tone.

Sales

has sus-

of fine

ut 64 Ib, but

first

this

15: ¥ doz. but lots that were held back in ice
nouses are slow of sale at 14 @ 14¢ per dozen.
For Northern 14 is a top price, and some sell at 13

@ 13%c¢.

Good Island

bring 13% @ l4c.

Western

are in limited demand.
BEANS.—The market fustains a firm tone for
Pea, and choice lots readily command $145 @ 155

# bu.

Mediums

135 @1

have been in steady

37:4 ¥ bu, and

some

request at

extra lots

Bl

im.

and

Weakness,

the new “ PALACE

PoATATOES.—The

sup

v

of good Potatoes

not excessive, and most of the sales have
$175 @ $157); ¥ bbl.
run down to $1 5.

Some

poor

native

is

been at
stock

bbl, as to quality.

Peaches

features

OH

at $11@ $1) 50; and backs at $12

LARD.—The demand has heen
ranging from 6% @ Gc ¥ lb.

ncinnati,

HE

STEVENS,

By H.R.
192

Large

i

PALMER.

Pages,

in Superior

Boston,

Benevolent

on receipt
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Tobey, or a complete set
Yorwing Star, is requested
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Pills
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all kinds of PILES.
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the worst Cases of

PROSY,

SCROFULA,

SALT

Rukox, ! Ruvsazisy,

8,
IrARRH

SKIN
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THE

DYSPEPSIA ; CANCER, CAand all diseases of the

and

BLOOD.
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of New Hampton.

“ent principal is J. H. Hutchins,

Price $1 a bottle.
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Healthful, Quiet!
Young men and women, have you made up your minds to be educated, to'make the most of
yourselves in health, mind and character? If so,
do you know that Hillsdale College offers you the advantages of moral h ealthfulness,
severe and careful mental training, and a pleasant home at a
price UNRIVALED IN THE COUNTRY. Fifteen regular Professors—no instruction by undergraduates. Sixty
minutes to all classes. Five hours
a week for every study. Twelve or fourteen weeks to each study of the course save two. VALUABLE
MUSEUM OF GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.
Three Full Courses for which Degrees are conferred.
1. Classical. 2.
Phi'osophical. 3. Scientific.
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.
Students fitted to enter any college. No preparatory classes taught by undergraduates.
Foundation for a
solid education carefully laid.
:
NEW NORMAL COURSE.
Two Years’ Course. Thoroughly practical. Largely attended. Popular and substantial.
Diplomas granted. The
most careful instruction given in the branches that the student will have to teach.
y
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TUITIO} » to those having scholarships,
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ical cure is certain,

students,

It is easy, durable

2438 were studying theolo

|

, Eggleston Truss Co., Mantys,

Org, H, EGGLESTON CO., Chioago,iil,

st
TT

.'

$3.50,
iy
be

de

3.00.

6)

75¢ to $1.00.

ge

THERE ARE NO OTHER COLLEGE CHARGES. .&¢

tion.

ments aré about B25 ur
At the twenty
German Universities during the semester just

Ww

FREE.

In colle, ge charges Is included tuition in three academic courses, Preparatory, School, Normal Course and Theological School, but not the School of Comme ree and Telegraphy, Art
and Music Schools.
do not lose sight of this fact,
that, with board at $1.50 a week and incidentals at $10 .50 A YEAR for gentlemen; $6.75 for ladies, there 1s Students,
small excuse for not having an educa-

in sgricult-

al

!

oC
.

.

.

I

*

EXPENSES:

ure.——The money paid on scholarships at
Harvard, from 1852 to 1878 inclusive, amounts
to $275,634.20; und the present annual payyoung

OF

::

appropriated $12,000 for establishing a school
lessons

CHOICE

FINEST BUILDINGS IN THE WEST. New, well lighted and ventilated. Large and growing College
Library (nearly. 7000 volumes).
Well filled
Reading Room, open six hours daily. FIRST.CLASS DORMI TORIES. Excellent board, clubs,
family boarding. Nominal tuition, large number of
Christian students. Incidentals and General Expenses less than in any School of like
e.

of West

Michigan

m

Cl

accepted the position

of Principal of the graded schools

:

m

Fine Grounds!

gentlemen and 182 ladies.——Prof. G.
H.
Ricker, recently of Hillsdale College,Mich., has
been elected principal of Fryeburg Academy,
Me.——A. L. Hardy,A. B., of Me., a graduate

Of this rymber

wi

Low Expenses !

the Ohio Wesleyan University at Delaware,
Ohio, shows an attendance of 615 students—433

concluded there were 18,738

:

Ww

and
itie
14 Tess quantities

must be made in mon-

mis

ure the University of Oxford will give degrees
in natural science as ‘well as in arts,
This
change will have the effect of forming a new
faculty in the university.——The catalogue of

where women can receive

or

o

money to be divided is $64,288.98.—In fut-'

State of

at

druggists,

SMALL,

Address

COLLEGE,

id

“

registered letter and at our risk and expense.

New York.

The next class at Wellesley is expected to
number about 100.——Nebraska has a school
population of 123,063, and the amount of school

Randolph, Vt.——The

2200 per year;

In caseof failure, dealers | ey-orders or bank-checks

ERE.

uate of Bates; under his care, we understand,
‘the school is prospering . finely. = During the
present summer, the building used by’ the
school has received extensive repairs, and evrerything made convenient and p leasunt for the
use of the school. Thorough and careful work,
both by teachers and pupils.is the intent of the
‘managers, and by this means the institution
is' calculated to be made worthy of the notice
and attendance of those interested in,or seeking
for, an education.

of Amherst College, has
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nary. Among others who have filled = po: sition noticeable is the name of Prof, A. B.
‘Meservey, now

by

Entirely | ance, $2.20.

m= vegetable. Internalandexternal |
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may be ordered
by
One bottle warranted a perfect | by A
is
¥
ihe

to

vde

ym

id

1y%

| refer

w

WATER

;

Bicarbonate of I ime.

I 8. JOHNSON & CO., Ban-

:

co
ps

become
famous for its wonderful cures. It operates on
the Kidneys, and it is claimed that it cures
Bright's Disease, Piles, Dyspepsia, &c.
The analysis by Prof. Hayes, State Assayer and
Chemist of Mass, is as follows: One gallon
contains
:
Sulphate of Potash
0,183
grains.
drt
in
tars Bains

person Who |

or othZalmon

it,

owteow | MINERAL SPRING WATER.
The Lake Auburn Water, Me., has

But beware of vile imitations.

JAMES

.

each night from 10 12 weeks may | Bicarbonate of Mn nesia
be restored to sound health, if such a thing be
pos- | = gilica acid in i
?
gible. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for eight
n
letter Siamps.
Sur,

he

It is easily applied, being in one prepa-

ration, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash
off.
MANUFACTURED BY

mts Wanted every-

will take 1

ster or the

ey

’

Whiskers.

New, Rich
Blood, and will completely changemake
the bloodin the | Fit chop
gs ou,
entire System in three months. Any

HITT.SDAITLE
sr

the

other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at dis--

Mic he

-

market,

b)

This elegant preparfition may be relied on tor
change the color of the beard from gray or any

its
’49

i
Parsons’

as

:

hd

7
:

satisfactory

| Buckingham's Dye

Lands in best

W\

the:

Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer
of Massachusetts
says of it: “I consider it the best preparation for
its intended purposes.”

bol

Lansing,

and

R.

with

Reores gray or, faded Rair to its. youthful
It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effect-

:

B. F. HAYES.
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or wi

the an.

the undersigned the price at which he will sell the

same,

oS

YORK.

eS
Fulton 8t., N.Y. P. 0. Box, 4560.

the files of the
communicate to

R

n
!

Mos Benichig ml | R, P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.
stock
in the country;
qualit

the under-

F. B. Magazine, edited by John Buzzell,
ers, or of the magazine edited by Rev.

AER
ENEWE

v

76 East Ninth St., | Ua! or desirable.

+

ONT
30 J
QO
FA R
PU RE
TE AS

to the

#

compounded

Its effects are as wonderful
ever.
;

For

Lewiston, Me., Jarking upon them the adsell them. And this price, including the postage,
shall be returned to him, or else the book itself
shall be returned postpaid. An
erson having
for sale a complete set of the ¥.

;

cents.

tu

50.
:
5. HOME MISSION SOCIETY, for the years 1834
to 1845 inclusive, and for 1869, ’74 and ’75.
3. FOREIGN MISSION SOCIETY, except 2d, 8d,

to send

10
=
_—
Ta
—
This standard article is

SRM

call

aod

J

VESHABLE SCM

.

consumers;

Societies

.

for all occasions. | greatest core.

Mass.

all

BEST

Fifty Cent
4133 .

HA

The Sovereign Excels

BARNES,

1. The F. B. ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY, from
Sranization to its aissolution, except 1848,

desired

Style.

For Musical Societies, | In New Material.
For Singing Classes | In thorough and
and instruction, | practical treatises.
For Recreation; ..... _ | In beautiful Songs

Sent by Mail

i

UP AND
DOWN THE MERRIMAC.
A
vacation trip. By PLINY STEELE Borp. Dedicated to John G.
Whittier. 16mo. Paper covers,
50 cents ; cloth, $1.00,
, A genial and witty account of a trip up and
down the Merrimac. Read it; it will be the next
best thingto going, aud if you go, be sure to
take it along with you.
Boston: D. LOTHROP & CO.,hy Publishers .

|

A

i

73 Randolph Street,

REPORTS, &C.

nual reports of the

signed,

the

: 0

'

dress of the sender, and the price at which he will

upon

il

Kidneys to
x

IS THE

A¥Soldby all Dru
sts at
a Bottle.
y
gi

52620

;

ed by our best phy-

undersigned desires to obtain

earnestly

put

'

.

17h inclusive. Also for the years 1869, ’72 and '73.
EDUCATION SOCIETY, for the years 1869 and |
1&
5. MINUTES OF THE 16th GENERAL CONFERENCE.
.
.
Any person who possesses any of the above fis

WASHING COMPOUND

|
il

York.

=

proved to be the BEST and
remedy for the many and ter.

USE ONLY HOLLISIT 4

Co.,

ew

rible diseases of the Bladder and
which both sexes are equally liable.

Xts Merits

$7.50 per oii by Express.
8a Specimen_pages sent free to applicants.
a
BIGLOW
& MAIN,
Publishers.

10th, 11th, )3th, 14th, 16th, 17th, from the lst

GREATEST

§

o

Aten
purity
of materials
aclected
ah remedy.
8 oare
used inliecompounding
and preparing
the

806 BROADWAY,

Beach St., above Laurel,

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.| .

~ WANTED!

&

!

Qu OUND FLUID EXTRACT OF UVA_URSI

This but Preparation
is no nostrum,
a purely vegetable remedy that
all leading physicians prescribe and endorse.

|

SQUARE PHARMACA,

ollows :

THE

|

O.

0

Prepared by

a

ADVERTISEMENTS

CHURCH

06 West Four ST.

VECETINE

sales

SONGS,

bh]

HOLLIS

AND
has
MOSTBUCHU
POTENT

PUBLISHED BY

to be the only sure anc safe remedy for all
gicians
{
diseases arising from impure blood,such as Scrofula and Scrofulous Humors.

BR.

-

A TRE CONDENSED
DEVOTIONAL
EXERC ISES,
GLEES,
PART SONGS, ETC.,

JOHN

discov-

=

——

Its course of in.

HUMOROUS

Druggist and Apothecary, Newport, Ky.

@l12 50 ¥ bbl.

light, with

AL

B

:

we can, without fear oiexag.
that you will find it complete in
liedSion foundation to dome
em
many en
new

AND

TC
mt
r

:

by

IN CREAT VARIETY.

NEWPORT, KY,
H. R. STEVENS, Esq.
Dear Sir, -I sold your Vegetine for a number of
years, and I find it gives Qeifect saiisfaction to my
customers.
+
HRNRY WERTHIMER,

H.

Fi

,

anny

75 cts.Ah
hy mail;
$7 50phar
per Bin
dozen by express.
] Price
Specimen
nd’ full
pr Ad
plication,
:

VEGETINE.

Watermelons have been selling at 10
Grapes 5 @ 6c ¥ 1b.

,

best yet offered, and these are
SECULAR

BRIGHT

PHYSICIANS SAY IT.—VEGETINE gives an equal
circulation of the blood. ‘All physicians will agree
that there is scarcely a disease but that could almost instantly be disposed of if pure blood could
be circulated generously through
the parts affect.
ed. Now, this is the way in which Vegetine
per.
forms its wonderful curés.
Vegetine is exclusive.
ly a vegetable compound, made from roots, herbs,

HAY.—~The demand has been moderate, with
sales of choice Eastern and Northern »t$16 @ 17
per ton, but only
the very best quality will command the outside Pure.
:
PORK.—F xtra prime has been selling at $875 @
$9; mess at $9 75 @ 10; Western ana Boston clear

\

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

:

\
C
CHORUSES,
TOUCHING PATHETIC PIECES,

H. R. STEVENS :
Dear Sir,—Having Sutlug the last five years sold
praised by my customers highty for the various diseases
iring a
blood purifier, and as I have heard very favorable
reports of its use, I cordially endorse it asa gon
remedy, and believe it to be what you claim it is;
viz., ** The Great Blood Purifier” of the day.
Respectfully yours,
.
i
J. W. ABEL, M. D., Druggist.

ularly and selling at al @ 1 50 ¥ basket and $125 @

$2 ¥ crate.
@ 15c each.

i

for Singing.class work.

struction is the
BRILLIANT

your Vegetine, which has

are coming along reg-

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,
administered according to directions, will sup.
plant this

:

Philadelphia, Penn., June 12, 1877.

APPLES, PEACHES, &c.—Apples have been in
hiberal supply, with sales ran
from$2@275 ¢

k

unpleasant companion with a sweet and
ealthful one. Itis a saline tive, [Specially
suitable for warm weather, and leaves |
syste m
§ J | streng to do its work of recuperation,

OF SONG" just completed

It i believed op
geration, promise
Sveny de arimeni.—
real
gems, and

VEGETINE.

7
Vegetine
is now acknowled

R

~~

A bad breath may result from acidity of the
stomach or from billousness,
In either case a
.
few doses of

1y8

DR. GEO. F. ROOT.

ered for the above diseases, and is the ‘only relia.
ble BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed before the
- public.

SHACKAMAXON

D

x

You are gurnestly invited to thoroughly examine

Cos-

yet

DD

/

| Sa

AND

The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom
ye know to prescribe aud use it in their own fami.
es.
In fact, Vegetine is the best remedy

Yr

|

Re.!

Singing Class Teachers!

Leu-

Habitual

4

SINGERS

ys Gout,

Prastration of the Nervous
System, no
medicine has ever
given such peifect satisfaction
as the Vegetine.
It purifies the blood, cleanses
all of the organs, and possesses a controlling power over the nervous system.

still com-

mand | 40. Yellow Eyes move off moderately at
$2.@ $2 15 ¥ bu, the outside for choice improved.

~

fitting its stu-

principal . of the

from

Neural

Dyspepsia,

’

|¥88___

the

rE

4

Salt-

Inflammatory

Female

C

Cancer,
at

that arise

sts.

hid

¢ ¢

tiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Head.ache,
Piles,
Nervousness,
and
General

@ 5%c and fair to good at 4} @ 5c.

SOLD BY GROCERS EVE

dents either for business or college, and to secure this end officers and teachers alike have
earnestly worked.
Mr. Mosher, editor of the
the

Sciatica,

For Catarrh,

EGGS =Strictly fresh ea ‘tern now r ad 'ly command

surrounded by fine scenery, snd having the ad-

was

and all diseases

Dropsy,

is an extreme price, and paid only for very desirable lots, which are quite scarce. Other choice

‘Ever

vantage of excellent social surroundings. The
purpose of the school is to give to all its pupils

“Star,

Sibir i, Seeds bone bp aed

X.
For sale by a
Co .» Boston, Proprietors

corrheea, arising from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases and Gemeral Debility, Vegetine acts directly upon the causes of these com.
plaints. 1t invigorntes and strengthens the whole
system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays
Jiflammation, cu: es ulceration, and regulates the
wels.

and the only one that abolishes toil and drudgery
This Institution is situated at Northwood
without injuring the finest fabric. No family
Ridge, N. H., and was founded in 1866, largely through the eflorts of the Free Baptists. The | should be without it. The saving of Labor, Time,
and Soap, will prove astonishing.
position of the school i§ very pleasant, being

thorough and complete training,

Faintness

Rheumatism,

The sales of Shorts
14 # ton;

Tumors,

Erysipelas,

) j

impor:
dividual who is
ache,
Dizzimatic and Neu.
:
8,
breath, Pains and Soreneas in all parts of the body, Sallow and Eruptive
Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice
Billousness, Colds,

and Spinal Complaints, can only
effectually cured through
the blood.
For Ulcers and Eruptive Diseases of the
Skin, Postules, Pimples, Blotches, Boils,
Tetter, Scaldhead and Ringworm, Vegetine
has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pains in the Back,
Kidney Com-

and

stocks

Canker,

Stomach,

ure

Humor,

Humor,

Nh

in the bo

or interfering with
diet. The

ARE

J YEGEmE is made exclusively from the juices
of carefully selected barks, roots, and herbs,
and 80 strongly concentrated thatit will effectual
ly eradicate from the system every taint of Serof-

market is quiet, with small sales at 68

very small.

News.

gY, 5,106 law, aud 3.537 medicine, 7,657 being
perate and bloody conflict, Friday. From 2,000 inscribed in the. philosophical faculty,——Thy
10 3,000 men were engaged on each 'de, arm. present five years’ course in the B altimore
Irish ship-laborers in Quebec resulted in a des-

Illinois have so

and Fine Feed have been at $13 @
Middlings at $15 @ 15 50 @ ton.

0-0-0
ro

boundary question has been settled.
A despatch says Stanley, the African explor-

er, arrived at Sierra Leone, Africa, on the 24th
of July, and started for the Congo river.
Fresh troubles between the separatists an d

RYE.—The

ern dairy

British agriculture.
The Locust Grove Hotel and Pavilion at Lox
Lightning struck a cotton field in Georgia
cust Point, L. I., were destroved by
fire on
the other day and scorched a quarter acre.
+ Friday might, and four
rsons are
known to
Mr. Thurman’s candidacy is fast Lecomi
have perisi
in the
flames.
The property
a barren ideality.
loss will reach $75,000. On the same night an
It is reported that Russia and Persia ha
elevator belonging to the Central Elevator Co.
formed sn alliance.
\
at St. Louis, was
burned, together with 150,
000 bushels of grain, the loss of property agA treaty of commerce between Spain
gregating $100,000. By the fires in the oil
Peru has been signed at Paris.
tanks, at Parker’s Landing, Pa., on Thursday
Mrs. Nellie Sartoris, only daughter of Exand Saturday, upwards of $5,000 barrels of oil
President Grant, is dead, at London.
were consumed.——The important announceA new lighthouse is to be erected at Sage, ment is made from Washington that the United States government has tendered its good
Long Island. The old one at Necox is to be
offices as mediator between the belligerents in
abandoned.
Chili and Peru. To this end, instructions have
Of 800,000 shares of the Panama canal stock
been forwarded to the American ministers at
placed on the market in London, only ubout Lima and Santiago to communicate immediate<
20,000 have as yet been upplied for.
ir to the contending parties the information of
The industrial exhibition,to be held at To- the friendly services proffered by this country.
——The good news from Memphis of Friday is
ronto in September next, promises to surpass
anything of the kind hitherto attempted in dispelled by the reports of Saturday and Sunday. It was eonfidently hoped that the diminuCanada.
tion of new cases announced on the former day
During a terrific thunder-storm in Denmark, would
continue, but the reverse proves to be
on the 4th inst., 50 persons were killed and up- the ease. Since Friday’s report to the board of
wars of one hundred farm-houses destroyed.
health, there have been
forty-six new
cases discovered, and eleven
deaths recorded.
Capt. Webb
swam from Sandy Hook to
Manhattan
Beach,
fifteen
miles,
in
five For the week ending Saturday, the deaths aghours, last Tuesday.
gregated forty-six, and the total number of persons who have died with the disease this year
A Constantinople dispatch says the Porte,
reaches ove hundred and thirty.

having

market

@70¢ ¥ bushel.
FgED.—The market is dull.

in poor

Tremont Temple, often clled the ** Strangers’
Sabbath Home,” was destroyed by -fire
on
Thursday night last. The
flames were first
discovered in the vicinity of the organ, about
eleven o’clock, and in about an hour the place
‘was in ruins. The estate, which was valued at
$350,000, was damaged probably to the extent
of
$100,000 or R125,000.
The
insurance
amounts to $100,000, which is placed in New
England, New York and Liverpool offices.
This is not the first time a fire has raged on
the same spot. Formerly, the old Tremont theater stood on this same site, and was burned in
1852. The Temple was built to provide a free
place of worship for strangers and others.
Its
wide front entrance has been invitingly opened
to all, and the hours of worship, with a cordial
welcome to passers-by, have been posted at the
sides of the door.
It has been an enviable pe-

in’

The

PROPERTIES

Alterative, Tonic. Solvent
and Diuretic.

ula; Scrofulous

for

principles of those
has proved to be the
for
diseases of the
For family use they are
and
sure
in
out causing

vain or uneasiness

retain our quotation ot 13@lic # Ib for choice West-

fruly popular institution has been appreciated.
Under its late pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Lorimer, it
did valiant service for the moral good of the
city and visitors,

Maine

and

light, with a goed demand tor export and from the
trade. ‘Lhe sales have been at 49) @ 50c ¥ bu for
mixed and yellow.
OATS.—T'he sales of old have been at 39 @ 44,
and new at 34 @ 87c ¥ bu, as to quality. New No.
2 white, or the spot bring 35 @ 36c, but to arrive
have been selling
at lower figures.
*

now coming

pomp or ceremony.
lt is said to have no political aims and it is earnestly desired that the
tried and gallant Veterans of New Hampshire
respond once more at roll-call. Among other
noted guests, prominent military commanders
are expected to be present.

culiarity of this church that its effort to be a

Blaine is working
and is hopeful.
One thousand and.

Indiana

with sales at $525 @ 6 ¥ bbl for

CORN.—

Hampshire

with their families, are cordially invited

Louis,

choice brands.

the pay-

the

thus obtained to his own use.
The third encampment of New

abroad, sales to

far been taken about as fast as received, but at
the close round lots would be difficult to place.
CORN MEAL.—There is a good demand for Corn
Mea), with sales of 4 85,000 bbilsat $215 @ $225
¥
bbl.
RYE FLOUR.—The sales have been in small lots
at'$3
50 @ $3 75¥ bbl,
AT MEAL.—There is a fair demand for Oat

is much indignation in Fall River at this dis-

corporation

from

any extent could only be made at concessions.
The receipts nave been considerable but were
largely for export, and stocks have not accamulated to any extent. There is still a scarcity of low
grades, including spring wheat and shipping extras; winter wheats are also comparatively scarce,

one is almost inclined to doubt if anybody is
honest.
Here are several new cases.
William
M. Roach, cashier of the Citizens’
National
Bank,of Washington, D. C.,is a defaulter to
the amount of $60,000.
‘The actual loss to the
bank, however, will be trifling.——Then we
are told that Walter Paine, 3d treasurer of the
American linen mills in Fall River, has been
speculating in ** futures” with the funds of the
corporation,and the result is a deficiency believed to be between $100,000 and $200,000.
There

been in the

MARKETS.

Quincy Market, Boston.

are invit-

years, has been detected in falsifying

another col-

Cure

These pills are purely vegetable, being made of

rifes the whole System,
MEDICINAL

Pills a Sure

the resinofds, or active
plants which investigation
most reliable and specific
Liver and Biliary
organs.
unsurpassed ;
/
their work, with-

Good.

Boston Produce Report.
rted by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
Re
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
ogks, beans, dried apples, &ec. Cellar No 3

ed to come,

aving

It is the intent before very

long to extensively repair their house

at

ployes of the Pacific Mills, at Lawrence, Mass.,

work, and such a church can not fail of accomplishing much.
Financially the society is strong.
There are

Can't Preach

Asthma and Phthisic are cured by Adamson’s
Botanic Balsam, when all other remedies fail.
Sample bottle and circular free at the apotheca.
ries. Large bottles 35 and 75 cts. Try it.

closure, and rumors of similar irregularities at
other mills are abundant.——And we learn that
James W. Wilber, one of the most trusted em-

of thegolder peop le, there being but few young

people that are active

All

In

Melinda

CONSTIPATION.

Purifies the Blood, Renovates and
ITS

Br “ Truths” and * Proverbs.”

camp-

session

Casewll’s

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

miserable and dull, with sluggish
brain and
unsteady nerves, and none should make the attempt in such a condition when it can be so easily and cheaply removed by a little Hop Bitters.

Wiers camp-ground,
Luke Winnipiseogee, beginning Wednesday,
Aug. 27, and bolding
over the Sabbath.
Among the speakers announced are Gov. Nat Head, Hon. J. H. Galhnger, ex-Gov. Harriman, Miss FrancesE.
Willard, and many others. Arrangements for
special rates and close connections on the
steamers and R. R’s
have been made. The
aim of the meeting is to strengthen the temperance canse, yet arrangements have been

made for social entertainment.

than 200 members, and is in very good, active,

is made

hold its fourth annual

an

No man can do a good job of work, preach a
good sermon, try a law suit well, doctor a
patient, or write a good article when he feels

*¢ latter-day saints,” and has also called out an
meeting will

of

of profiviency attained will be given to any pupil leaving the college at the end of any year in
the course.

at

remained but a little more thaa one year.
During his stay, however, good work was
done for the Master, seventeen joining them-

spite

years’ course.

go through. the. five

ears’ eourse may
make themselves eligible, it
s said ite scholarships in the Johns Hopkins
University. Certificates Specifying the degree

government in consequence of

the imprisonment

in

four

who

\

the government for its contemplated interference with the affairs of the sect. The suxges-

and the church was without a pastor till
November last, when Rev, D. H. Adams, the
present pastor, was settled over the people.

effort to return to the old

Those<students

The Mormon
press of Utah has lately assumed a decidedly independent.if not belliger-

tion of a circular to foreign countries, relative
to the restriction of Mormon immigration to
this country, is treated with contempt by the

the working force of the church

City College is to be retained

like.

four or five killed and some 80 wounded.
How
it happened that so few were killed is almost a
marvel.
The trouble assumed the appearance
of a war of races, rather than a trouble between the ship-builders’ societies simply.

ent,

with him. This loss disheartened the people,
and from the discouragement incident to his

and

The Irish wers the aggressors in the fight and
the Frenchmen were repulsed with a loss of

i

{1

(Continued from fifth page.)

3
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;

did a noble work here, More than fifty became
members of the chureh during the five years
of his labor with the people, nearly all of them

Bs

THIRTY-FOUR DOLLARS pays all bills for the first (usually the most expensive) term, twelve
weeks, ineluding matriculation, incidentals,
board, scholarship and room rent. Students holding scholarships may reduce this the second term
to - $30 or mu ch less, if cheaper rooms and board
are secured. ATTENDANCE, 506.
*
CALENDAR—1879,
Fall term begins Wednesday, 8 P. M., Sept. 3; Fa 11 term ends Friday, noon, Nov. 21. Winter term begins
Wednesday,
8, P. M., December 3.
~ For information, expenses, etc., of School of Comemre 2 and Telegraphy send to Prof. A. C.
Rideout, LL.D,, Principal.
For information concerning Art School, send to Prof. G. B. Gardner; Music School » send to Prof.
M. W. Chase.
AT
Fanantl
For Catalogues, which contain full information of all the departments, address
OR
_ President
D, W. ¢. DURGIN, D. D,, or
Hon. C, B. MILLS, A. M., Secretary.
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